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2. Background and Introduction 

 
In 2014, the three principal East Sussex Clinical Commissioning Groups issued a 
consultation document entitled ‘Better Beginnings’ which, among other things, 
proposed options for the future of maternity services across East Sussex.  
 
All the options presented would result in either the Eastbourne District General 
Hospital (“EDGH”) or Hastings Conquest Hospital (“Conquest”) losing full 
consultant led maternity services. This was despite the rulings in 2008 by the 
Secretary of State and the Independent Review Panel that EDGH should 
maintain full consultant led maternity services.   
 
On behalf of the local community, Eastbourne Borough Council (“EBC”) 
submitted a highly detailed and evidence based response arguing the case that 
both hospital sites should retain these services and expressing strong concerns 
about patient safety.  
 
This response was co-signed by the Leaders of both political groups on the 
Council, the MP, the Council’s Hospitals Champion, the President of Eastbourne 
Chamber of Commerce, the Chair of the Eastbourne Hospitality Association, the 
Chair of the 1066 Country Federation of Small Businesses, the Editor-in-Chief of 
the Eastbourne Herald, and the Chair of Churches Together.  
 
Subsequently, one of the options offered for consultation that resulted in the loss 
of consultant led maternity services at the EDGH was chosen and implemented 
as the permanent configuration. This confirmed the “temporary” centralisation of 
consultancy led maternity services and in-patient paediatric services at Hastings 
which had been implemented in May 2013. 
 
EDGH and Conquest are the two acute hospitals managed by East Sussex 
Healthcare NHS Trust (“ESHT”) to serve the estimated population of 525,000 in 
East Sussex. ESHT aspires “to provide safe, compassionate and high quality 
care to improve the health and well-being of the people of East Sussex.”  
 
In conducting this survey, it is therefore necessary to look at the whole of East 
Sussex and to make relevant comparisons between the three principal CCG's of 
the levels of service provision within it. 
 
In this context it is useful to note that over the last 7 years ESHT has reduced the 
number of babies it has delivered by about 1,000 whilst the number of births in 
East Sussex have remained about the same (See Appendix A), but with over 
2,000 babies (40%) delivered outside ESHT. Within these totals, through the 
period of reconfiguration, the number of births per annum at EDGH has reduced 
dramatically (from over 2,000 to less than 300.)  
 
Since the decision made in 2014, local concerns have remained strong. As a 
result, with the service arrangements having now been in place for some time 
and having regard to ongoing concerns, it is prudent to undertake direct 
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consultation with those that have experienced the changed service. This is so as 
to be able to analyse the impact of the changes on service quality and, above all, 
patient safety. 
 
Eastbourne Borough Council has taken on this responsibility as a natural follow-
up to previous input, and as the leader of the Eastbourne community, being the 
area most affected by changes. In undertaking this work, it is the sincere hope 
that relevant agencies take on board its findings in a positive way, especially 
where the feedback received can help guide future service provision and address 
any current issues that may be putting patient safety at undue risk. 
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3. Methodology and Structure 

 
In order to ensure that this survey would carry due independent legitimacy EBC 
approached the Office for National Statistics (“ONS”) to propose conducting it 
under their auspices. This was a very thorough process as the governance 
requirements are rigorous. The ONS were satisfied as to the reasons for the 
survey and the governance being proposed and agreed to provide the support 
necessary to enable EBC to carry out the survey. 
 
The innovative approach has been to use the latest information available for the 
registration of births in East Sussex. The ONS has privileged access to these 
records and released the following summary information in July 2017 for the 
calendar year 2016. This is apparently the first time that a local government 
authority has used such registration records. 
 
Extract from ONS “Live births and stillbirths by area of usual residence of mother, 
2016”: 
 
 Live Births Stillbirths 
 
East Sussex 
 

 Eastbourne 
 Hastings 
 Lewes 
 Rother 
 Wealden 

 

 
5,219 

 
1,048 
1,115 

898 
751 

1,407 

 
19 

 
8 
6 
3 
1 
1 

England, Wales and elsewhere 696,271 3,112 
 
 
The ONS agreed to identify all mothers registering a live birth in East Sussex in 
2016 and to distribute EBC’s questionnaire to them. The ONS distributed the 
questionnaires to remove the need for EBC to receive contact details for the 
women identified and protect their confidentiality. The ONS eliminated a small 
number (largely those duplicated through multiple births) and the first mailing was 
made to 5,131 mothers registering a usual address in East Sussex. 
 
A second mailing to 3,944 mothers who had not replied was made some 4 weeks 
later. 
 
The questionnaire (a copy of which is attached with the accompanying 
letters as appendices B, C and D) was reviewed and approved by the ONS and 
each questionnaire contains a unique reference number (“URN”) which protects 
the anonymity of the respondent but allows the reply to be attributed to a specific 
postcode district.  
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EBC produced all the paperwork, having allocated URN's to postcode districts, 
for the ONS to mail out.  Mailings included a pre-addressed Freepost envelope 
within which the completed questionnaires were returned to EBC and held 
securely under the supervision of the Monitoring Officer. The ONS had no 
involvement in that stage and subsequent stages of the project. The data from 
the questionnaires was then transcribed onto a bespoke computer application 
from which it can be interrogated in a variety of ways to present the survey 
outcomes set out in this report. Indeed further interrogation of the information 
would be possible by relevant parties. 
 
Since data received from each respondent is stored by postcode district, it is 
possible to analyse the data by CCG areas, whose boundaries are not 
coterminous with local authority boundaries used by the ONS, hence the very 
small number of East Sussex residents in the BH and HMS CCG’s with 
responses in appendices J and K. 
 
Although stillbirths were not covered by this survey it should be recognised that 
the 2016 statistics above ( 8/1048 ) show Eastbourne as an outlier with a 
significantly higher incidence than within East Sussex or nationally. The trend 
since 2013 has been upward. 15 of the 19 stillbirths for 2016 in East Sussex 
were registered at the Conquest. This deserves investigation by relevant 
agencies. 
 

Structure of this Document: 
 
The compilation of this document is in three distinct parts: 
 
Sections 3 to 7 of the overarching report present the specific data arising from 
each of the questions asked covering the headline statistical information followed 
by the specific data arising from questions relating to before, during and after the 
birth, plus reference to additional feedback received. 
 
Appendices A to E sets out the base information in respect of the survey covering 
ONS statistics, the questionnaire and correspondence used, and a map of the 
County showing the CCG areas, hospital locations and response levels from 
each of the CCG areas. 
 
Appendices F to K sets out the full details of the raw data received from across 
the County and also the same data proportioned to responses from each of the 
CCG areas. These also contain the additional feedback comments received from 
respondents, again, specific to each CCG area. 
 

Readers will note that there are no specific conclusions or 
recommendations contained in this document. The authors believe that it is 
the function of this document to present evidence and facts obtained 
directly from the service users, and for others to draw conclusions and act 
on them. 
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4. Headline Information 

 

 There have been 1,652 replies and an additional 355 (approximately 7%) 
were returned undelivered presumably because the mother has since 
moved. 

 

 This represents a response rate of approximately 35% if we eliminate 
those returned undelivered.  

 

 1,550 replies received before the cut-off date have been analysed as part 
of the survey 

 

 The vast majority of responses were very complete with few questions 
skipped and a huge 69% (1069) provided additional comments which 
provide a rich seam of feedback.  

 

 We have analysed the dates of birth provided by respondents and found 
no strong variances amongst the days of the week (although  weekend 
births are slightly lower) or through the months of the year, which now 
range from 10 to 21 months ago (Appendix F). 

 

 The gender of children born to our respondents were 51% male/ 49% 
female and the 32 multiple births reported (over 2%) is a rather higher 
percentage than the1.5% in East Sussex overall for 2016 (Appendix F). 
 

 Our respondents reported that the birth was their first/second/third/other in 
proportions 44%/38%/13%/5% (Appendix F). 
 

 Based on postcode districts the replies have been analysed between the 3 
major CCG areas and 2 smaller ones (A map showing the CCG areas with 
hospitals/birthing centres is attached as Appendix E) This will allow the  
CCG's to review information directly relevant to them and allows the 
reader to make comparisons between them.  

 

 The response rate has been excellent from all CCG areas within East  
           Sussex with similarly high response rates from the EHS CCG and HWLH  
           areas, and slightly lower for the others, particularly HR. 
 

 Before reporting separately on specific questions within the pre-natal, birth 
and post-natal sections, it is instructive to group together the overall 
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satisfaction levels for these three distinct phases with the number of 
responses: 

 
 
 Excellent Good Poor Very Poor No. of 

Responses 
 

Pre-natal 
 

40% 54% 5% 1% 1,530 

Birth 
 

62% 32% 4% 2% 1,509 

Post-natal 
 

36% 47% 12% 5% 1,485 

 

 Without making any judgement on these absolute satisfaction levels it is 
very clear that there is considerably more dis-satisfaction with postnatal 
care. This is strongly supported by the large number of additional 
comments which generally appear to provide more adverse feedback than 
these percentages suggest. 

 

 Similarly it is instructive to group together the two questions asked about 
mothers' wishes to give birth at a location with doctors on site. The first 
asked “Did you wish (before the birth)...”, the second “Would you wish (if 
having another child).. to give birth at a location with doctors on site” 

 
    
 Yes No No. of 

Responses 
 

Before the birth 
 

73% 27% 1,527 

For another birth 
 

78% 22% 1,522 

                                         
 

 This is a very strong response and it is of note that the wish to give birth 
with doctors on-site actually increases after the birth experience. This 
percentage is close to that contained in the national survey conducted by 
the Women’s Institute in conjunction with the National Childbirth Trust 
which reported that 82% of women wished to give birth with doctors on-
site, including both alongside Midwife Led Units and Consultant Led Units 
(“support overdue WI/NCT May 2013”). 

 

 Finally we come to the only question that specifically refers to EDGH: 
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“If you were to have another child, would you choose to give birth at 
Eastbourne District General Hospital if a full obstetric service were 
available.” 
 

A total of 1445 responses were received to this question 
 
 

 
 

 The large number (542) of respondents from Eastbourne, Hailsham and 
Seaford CCG area who answered yes to this question is overwhelming. It 
is notable that a high number (220) of respondents from other CCG areas 
who expressed the same preference.  
 

 The wishes of mothers served by the Eastbourne, Hailsham and Seaford 
CCG appear to be abundantly clear but there is also considerable 
potential for demand from the other 2 CCG's.  
 

 93% of them would choose to give birth at Eastbourne DGH if a full 
obstetric service were available. 
 

 A simple extrapolation of the 762 on the total annual births for East 
Sussex (5,219) gives a potential demand of 2752 births annually at EDGH. 
Weighting it for the response rate by CCG gives a total demand of over 
2,500. 
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5. During Pregnancy 

 

Question:  
 
“Did you have an appointment with a consultant before birth? If yes, where was 
it?” 
 

 954 out of 1537 respondents answered yes to this question (62%), 890 of 
these went on to indicate where: 

 
Response: 
 

 
 
Comments: 
 

 This is very significant with a higher number of such appointments in 
Eastbourne compared to Hastings where consultants are based. It further 
demonstrates the strong demand for services in Eastbourne.   

 
 Of the 312 mothers having an appointment with a consultant before birth 

in Eastbourne only 47 (15%) then went on to give birth in Eastbourne.  
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6. During birth 

 

Question:  
 
“Where was the child born?” 
 

 1545 respondents answered this question. 
 

Response: 
 

 
 
Comments: 
 

 Almost all of our respondents answered this question. The great change 
from the previous graph is the dramatic shift of location from Eastbourne 
to Hastings.  
 

 The small number of respondents giving birth at Eastbourne (just 115) is 
remarkably low and is consistent with the trend as shown in Appendix A.    

 

 These numbers include both those respondents who did and those who 
did not see a consultant during pregnancy, and therefore would be 
expected to be lower risk and more likely to give birth at Eastbourne with 
no consultant presence on delivery.   
 

 For HWLH there is a large discrepancy between the very low 2% of actual 
births through ESHT in total (only 6 at the Conquest and 2 at the EDGH) 
and the 24% (100 respondents) who “would wish to give birth at EDGH if a 
full obstetric service was available (see page 9). 
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 It should be noted that “other” locations for birth includes 2 respondents 
who gave birth in a vehicle (and a 3rd in the questionnaires not analysed.) 

 
Question:            
 
 “Did you require a doctor's intervention during labour?” 
 
Of the 1523 respondents who answered this question, 51% said “yes” and 49% 
“no”. Of those that answered “yes” the various interventions are described by the 
following pie-chart: 
 
Response: 
 
 

      

 
NOTE: There is a full analysis of responses included in the “assisted delivery” 
and “other” categories in the above chart on pages 37 to 41. 
 
Question: 
 
“If you were transferred during labour from where to where?” 
 

 90 respondents reported that they were transferred during labour. 
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Response: 
 
Transfers during labour from: 
 

 
 

Transfers during labour to: 
 

 
Comments: 
 

 Compared to the other CCG's, EHS has a very significantly greater 
number of transfers during labour. By far the largest number of such 
transfers was from Eastbourne (43) and adding to the number of 
respondents who gave birth at EDGH (115) it means that of those mothers 
who started labour at EDGH, 27% were transferred during labour. 
 

 The comparable percentage for home births is 23% and for  
           Crowborough, 18%. 
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7. After the birth 

 

Question: 
 
“If you were transferred after the birth to another location please indicate from 
where to where : “ 
 
Response: 
 
Transfers after the birth from: 
 

 
 

Transfers after the birth to: 
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Comments: 
 

 These movements after the birth are remarkably similar to the movements 
during labour in that the largest movement by far is from Hastings to 
Eastbourne. However there are also movements to a more acute setting 
following birth with total transfers between Hastings and Eastbourne and 
the reverse adding up to 60 transfers out of the total of 89. 
 

 In this respect it can clearly be seen that mothers served by EHS are very 
significantly more likely to be transferred after birth than mothers served 
by the other CCGs.        
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8. Additional feedback received 

  
Question: 
 
“Are there any comments you would like to make about the maternity services 
offered to you?” 
 

 Comments have been received from 1,069 respondents out of the 1,550 
analysed (69%) Many of the comments are both positive and negative and 
so are difficult to categorize. 

 

Response: 
 
All of the free flow feedback comments received as part of this survey have been 
set out in full and organised into the CCG areas from where they originated 
(appendices F, G, H, I, J and K).  
 
In the spirit of making the fullest possible customer feedback information 
available to interested parties, we would invite and encourage the CCG’s and 
others to analyse these comments as much valuable first-hand user experience 
is contained here.  
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Appendix A  

ESHT Deliveries 

A graph showing ONS statistics for live births 2010 – 2016 in East Sussex with 

comparative deliveries by ESHT by location 

 

 

 

**Full obstetric services no longer available at EDGH from May 2013. 
 
*Total number of births delivered by ESHT (3182) in financial year 2016/17. A   
breakdown by location is not yet available. 
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Survey of Mothers giving birth in 2016

regarding Maternity Services in East Sussex

n Your Postcode Area

n Date of Birth of child n Gender of child

n Was this the first, second, third or other child of mother?

n Where born? (4please tick as appropriate)

q at home   q in transit   q in ambulance   q at hospital / birthing centre, 

If hospital or birthing centre which of the following:

q Hastings   q Eastbourne   q Crowborough   q Pembury   q Haywards Heath

q Brighton   q Redhill   q Other

If Other, where was it?

n Did you wish to give birth at a location with obstetricians on site?

q Yes  q No

n Were you transferred during labour?

q Yes  q No

If Yes, from where to where?

n Did you require obstetric intervention during birth?  q Yes  q No

If Yes, was this for an:   q Epidural q C-section q Other

n Did you have an appointment with an obstetrician before birth?

q Yes  q No

If Yes, where was it?

ONS ID No: 0001
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n How do you rate the pre-natal services you received?

q Excellent q Good q Satisfactory q Poor

n How do you rate the birthing service you received?

q Excellent q Good q Satisfactory q Poor

n How do you rate post-natal services you received?

q Excellent q Good q Satisfactory q Poor

n If you were to have another child would you -

Wish to give birth at a location with obstetricians on site:

q Yes  q No

Choose to give birth at Eastbourne District General Hospital if a full

obstetric service were available?

q Yes  q No

n Are there any comments you would like to make about the maternity services offered to you?

q Yes  q No

Please use this space for your comments.

Thank you for completing this survey.

Please send back in the Freepost envelope provided.
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31 July 2017  
 
 
Dear Resident 
 
Survey of mothers regarding maternity services 
 
I am writing to you on behalf of Eastbourne Borough Council to seek your views on your 
experience of maternity services in East Sussex. We are undertaking this research in 
order to better understand how well this service is performing across East Sussex and 
what, if any, improvements could be made to meet the needs and expectations of 
residents. Thus, your feedback as a direct recipient of this service is very important.   
 
I include a short survey which we hope you will complete and return in the enclosed 
Freepost envelope. This is an anonymous survey and should take no longer than 5 
minutes to complete. We will share a summary of the results with all relevant NHS 
organisations to help improve local maternity services. 
 
The Office for National Statistics (ONS) has sent this letter to you on our behalf as it holds 
the information you provided when you registered your baby’s birth. The ONS exercises 
strict controls to protect the confidentiality of this data and only agrees to its use for the 
purpose of statistical research and where a clear public benefit has been demonstrated. 
They have not shared your name or address with us, and we will not know who has 
responded. Further information on how ONS holds birth registration data can be found on 
the reverse of this letter. 
 
If you have any questions or concerns about undertaking this survey, please call me on 
01323 410000, extension 5003 or email peter.finnis@eastbourne.gov.uk.  
 
If you do not wish to take part, please return the blank survey and we will not contact you 
again. 
 
Thank you for taking the time to read this letter and we do hope you will consider taking 
part. 
 
Yours faithfully 
 

 
 
Peter Finnis 
Monitoring Officer - Eastbourne Borough Council 
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How is it that ONS hold birth registration information? 
 
The General Register Office, part of Her Majesty’s Passport Office (HMPO), shares birth 
registration information with the Office for National Statistics (ONS) on the basis that it is 
not disclosed to anyone in an identifiable format without the individual’s specific permission. 
HMPO’s data sharing principles can be found at: 
 
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/ips-privacy-policy  
 
The legal basis by which ONS collects and holds data is set out in the Statistical 
Registration and Services Act 2007. 
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4 September 2017  
 
 
Dear Resident 
 
Survey of mothers regarding maternity services 
 
I wrote to you last month on behalf of Eastbourne Borough Council to seek your views on 
your experience of maternity services in East Sussex. As our records show that we have 
not heard back from you, I am writing again to encourage you to take part in this important 
survey. If you have recently responded, please accept our apologies for having bothered 
you. 
 
We are undertaking this research in order to better understand how well this service is 
performing across East Sussex and what, if any, improvements could be made to meet 
the needs and expectations of residents. Thus, your feedback as a direct recipient of this 
service is very important.   
 
I include a short survey which we hope you will complete and return in the enclosed 
Freepost envelope. This is an anonymous survey and should take no longer than 5 
minutes to complete. We will share a summary of the results with all relevant NHS 
organisations to help improve local maternity services. 
 
The Office for National Statistics (ONS) has sent this letter to you on our behalf as it holds 
the information you provided when you registered your baby’s birth. The ONS exercises 
strict controls to protect the confidentiality of this data and only agrees to its use for the 
purpose of statistical research and where a clear public benefit has been demonstrated. 
They have not shared your name or address with us, and we will not know who has 
responded. Further information on how ONS holds birth registration data can be found on 
the reverse of this letter. 
 
If you have any questions or concerns about undertaking this survey, please call me on 
01323 410000, extension 5003 or email peter.finnis@eastbourne.gov.uk.  
 
If you do not wish to take part, please return the blank survey and we will not contact you 
again. Thank you for taking the time to read this letter and we do hope you will consider 
taking part, and if possible, respond by 15th September. 
 
Yours faithfully 
 

 
Peter Finnis 
Monitoring Officer - Eastbourne Borough Council 

 
 
 
How is it that ONS hold birth registration information? 
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The General Register Office, part of Her Majesty’s Passport Office (HMPO), shares birth 
registration information with the Office for National Statistics (ONS) on the basis that it is 
not disclosed to anyone in an identifiable format without the individual’s specific permission. 
HMPO’s data sharing principles can be found at: 
 
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/ips-privacy-policy  
 
The legal basis by which ONS collects and holds data is set out in the Statistical 
Registration and Services Act 2007. 
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Appendix F 

East Sussex Maternity Services Survey – All Results 

 
 

Local Authority area  

  
 

Response 
Total 

 Eastbourne   
 

22.90% 355 

 Wealden   
 

31.42% 487 

 Lewes   
 

16.26% 252 

 Rother   
 

12.71% 197 

 Hastings   
 

16.71% 259 

 
100.00% 1550 

  
 
 

Day of the week child born on 

  
 

Response 
Total 

 Monday   
 

13.91% 215 

 Tuesday   
 

15.01% 232 

 Wednesday   
 

16.04% 248 

 Thursday   
 

15.59% 241 

 Friday   
 

14.88% 230 

 Saturday   
 

12.03% 186 

 Sunday   
 

12.55% 194 

 
100.00% 1546 
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Month child born in  

  
 

Response 
Total 

 January   
 

8.02% 124 

 February   
 

7.83% 121 

 March   
 

7.83% 121 

 April   
 

6.40% 99 

 May   
 

8.41% 130 

 June   
 

9.12% 141 

 July   
 

8.80% 136 

 August   
 

10.03% 155 

 September   
 

9.77% 151 

 October   
 

8.67% 134 

 November   
 

8.09% 125 

 December   
 

7.05% 109 

 
100.00% 1546 

  
 

Gender of child  

  
 

Response 
Total 

 Male   
 

51.26% 792 

 Female   
 

48.74% 753 

 
100.00% 1545 
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Was this your first, second, third or other birth?  

  
 

Response 
Total 

 First   
 

43.57% 674 

 Second   
 

38.33% 593 

 Third   
 

13.32% 206 

 Other (please specify):   
 

4.78% 74 

 
100.00% 1547 

  
 

Was this a multiple birth?  

  
 

Response 
Total 

 Yes   
 

2.08% 32 

 No   
 

97.92% 1506 

 
100.00% 1538 

  
 

Did you have an appointment with a consultant before the birth?  

  
 

Response 
Total 

 Yes   
 

62.07% 954 

 No   
 

37.93% 583 

 
100.00% 1537 
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If you had an appointment with a consultant before the birth where was it?  

  
 

Response 
Total 

 Hastings   
 

29.21% 260 

 Eastbourne   
 

35.06% 312 

 Crowborough   
 

1.57% 14 

 Pembury   
 

12.70% 113 

 Haywards Heath   
 

8.65% 77 

 Brighton   
 

8.20% 73 

 Redhill    0.00% 0 

 Other (please specify):   
 

4.61% 41 

 

 

100.00% 890 

  
 

Did you wish to give birth at a location with a hospital doctor on site?  

  
 

Response 
Total 

1 Yes   
 

73.28% 1119 

2 No   
 

26.72% 408 

 
100.00% 1527 

  
 

How do you rate the pre-natal services you received?  

  
 

Response 
Total 

 Excellent   
 

40.20% 615 

 Good   
 

53.66% 821 

 Poor   
 

4.77% 73 

 Very poor   
 

1.37% 21 

 
 

100.00% 1530 
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Where was the child born? 

  
 

Response 
Total 

 At home   
 

4.60% 71 

 In an ambulance    0.00% 0 

 In other vehicle   
 

0.13% 2 

 At hospital / birthing 
centre   

 

95.28% 1472 

 
100.00% 1545 

  
 

If hospital or birthing centre which of the following:  

  
 

Response 
Total 

 Hastings   
 

51.93% 765 

 Eastbourne   
 

7.81% 115 

 Crowborough   
 

3.87% 57 

 Pembury   
 

14.66% 216 

 Haywards Heath   
 

10.05% 148 

 Brighton   
 

10.59% 156 

 Redhill    0.00% 0 

 Other (please specify):   
 

1.09% 16 

 
100.00% 1473 

  
 
Other birthing centre results: 
Ashford St Thomas London 

Worthing St Thomas London 

St Helier William Harvey  Ashford 

Chelsea and  Westminster William Harvey Ashford 

Medway Maritime Hospital William Harvey Ashford 

Kings College Car! 

William Harvey Ashford Portland 

William Harvey Ashford St Thomas' Hospital London 
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Were you transferred during labour?  

  
 

Response 
Total 

 Yes   
 

5.85% 90 

 No   
 

94.15% 1448 

 
100.00% 1538 

  
 

If you were transferred during labour from where to where?  

 To 

 From Home Eastbourne Hastings Crowborough Pembury 
Haywards 

Heath 
Brighton Redhill 

Response 

Total 

Home 0 0 11 0 1 3 6 0 21 

Eastbourne 1 0 41 0 0 0 1 0 43 

Hastings 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 

Crowborough 0 0 0 0 13 0 0 0 13 

Pembury 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 

Haywards 
Heath 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Brighton 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 2 

Redhill 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

 

answered 84 

  
 
 

Did you require a doctor's intervention during labour?  

  
 

Response 
Total 

 Yes   
 

51.41% 783 

 No   
 

48.59% 740 

 
100.00% 1523 
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If you required a doctor's intervention during birth, was this for an:  

   
Response 

Total 

 Epidural   
 

 321 

 C-section   
 

 353 

 Episiotomy   
 

 34 

 Other (please specify):   
 

 272 

 
 782 

  
 
 
Other interventions:  
 

Monitoring due to lupus Suction cup , Forceps 

Forceps 
Meconinum was found 
when in labour in 
Eastbourne DGH 

Forceps & Theatre forceps 
Forceps Kiwi 
Forceps Kiwi 
Forceps assisted birth 

Forceps surgery to remove 
placenta 

Ventouse and retained 
placenta forceps 

blood tests Diabetes, preclampsia, 
ITU 

Twin delivery. Forceps Ventouse 
Induction ventouse and forceps 
postpartum hemorrhage Ventouse 
Forceps forceps 
Assisted Delivery Ventouse 
Ventouse Forceps 
Ventouse & manual 
placenta removal Ventouse 

Baby distressed 1st 
pregnancy complications 
- didn't want to happen 
again 

hemorrhage after birth 

Forceps suction and forceps 
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Forceps , IV drip help with delivery 
Ventouse forceps 

Assisted delivery blood tests concerns 
baby had an infection 

Induction Forceps delivery 
Forceps Ventouse 
Forceps forceps 
Problem with delivery of 
2nd baby Kiwi 

induced ventouse 
injection Bleeding 
Shoulders got stuck Forceps 
Encouragement due to 
baby's slow heart rate Forceps 

Emergency delivery due 
to baby's heart rate 

Ventuose MROP and 
PPH 

Forceps for consultation 
discussion 

Complications meconium 
Post partum haemorrage syntocinon drip 
Forceps induced 

Forceps Manual rotation of baby 
and forceps 

Heartbeat drop & 
Diamorphine Ventouse 

Forceps Induction 
Forceps Bleed 
Forceps Forceps 

Ventouse, Forceps, 3rd 
degree tear 

Obstetric cholestasis 
required doctor for 
delivery 

Trouble delivering 
placenta Forceps 

Problems with epidural 
after several attempts Assisted birth 

Baby got stuck Forceps 
Breech Birth Cannula for syntocinon 

Forceps Induction and antibiotic 
drip 

Slow to progress to 
stage 2 of labour bleeding and infection 

Forceps Ventouse 
Cord prolapse, breech 
delivery Ventouse 
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Ventouse and Forceps scheduled C-Section 
Ventouse forceps 

high blood pressure 

Straight after labour I 
needed doctors 
intervention to stop 
heavy blood loss 

Manual placenta 
removal Prederm 

To break waters Kiwi 
Ventouse and removal 
of placenta forceps 

The baby was not 
positioned well in the 
womb 

forceps 

Forceps Bab ywas 6 weeks early 
Forceps Spinal Block 

Forceps Complications during 
induced labour 

ventouse Forceps 
Induction ... Clip on baby's head 
High blood pressure Ventouse and forceps 
Monitoring of heart rate Forceps 
Ventouse and for his 
shoulders getting stuck slow heart rate 

Heart rate monitoring forceps 
Nearly had a C-section 
due to baby in distress. 
Ended up natural birth. 

Forceps 

Elective C-Section planned c-section 
Forceps Episotomy 
Ventouse and retained 
placenta 

Theatre for removal of 
placenta 

Ventouse Suction cup and forceps 

Ventouse Couldn't stop bleeding 
baby distressed 

Ventouse help baby out 

Forceps 

Meconium when waters 
broke so transfered. 
Then needed forceps at 
delivery 

Forceps Assisstance 
Forceps Antibiotics 
Forceps Ventouse 
Forceps Forceps delivery 
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Ventouse Planned c-section 
Ventouse Forceps 
Breech Birth forceps 
to give midwife advice Planned c-section 
Spinal block and forceps Shoulder dystowe 
Birthing of placenta Fast labour and bleeding 
Forceps Induction 
Forceps forceps 

Forceps Intervention due to 
severe fetal distress 

Breach birth ventouse 
Assisted delivery pushing too early 
Blood loss Baby heart beat down 
Ventouse IVF 
Forceps Forceps 
Help deliver due to ldrop 
in heart rate Pre-eclampsia 

To brake waters Attempted epidural 

Forceps Assisted birth due to 
shoulder displacia 

Ventouse stitches 
Forceps Forceps 
Excessive bleeding Diabetic 
Kiwi Foreceps 

Spinal block, forceps 

inexperienced midwife 
unable to perform 
episotomy plus retained 
placenta 

Sepsis 
Epidural post-delivery 
for retained placenta in 
theatre 

ventouse Placenta got stuck 
Forceps drugs 
Ventouse Forceps 

Cut as baby stuck 
Incision as baby's head 
was too big (3rd degree 
tear) 

Baby's heartbeat 
dropped 

prep for c-section but 
managed to deliver 
without 

Monitoring baby for 
assistance - not needed delivery 

Ventouse Forceps, spine block 
drip Forceps 
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Forceps, nearly C 
section Low heart rate 

Kiwi Forceps and stitches 
Spinal and forceps 
delivery Forceps 

prescription Blood transfusion 
Assisted delivery Forceps and stitching 

Removal of placenta 
Severe pre-eclampsia - 
a lot of medical attention 
required 

Kiwi Forceps 

second opinion 
Doctor had to ... me as 
too oedematous for the 
midwife to do it 

Spinal block Forceps delivery 
Crash C-section Ventouse 
Ventouse Monitor baby 
Forceps and spinal block 
to remove placenta Ventouse 

Forceps   
 
 
 

How do you rate the birthing service you received?  

  
 

Response 
Total 

 Excellent   
 

61.90% 934 

 Good   
 

32.07% 484 

 Poor   
 

3.51% 53 

 Very poor   
 

2.52% 38 

 
100.00% 1509 
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If you were transferred after the birth to another location please indicate from 

where to where:  

 To 

 From Home Eastbourne Hastings Crowborough Pembury 
Haywards 

Heath 
Brighton Redhill 

Response 

Total 

Home 0 0 4 0 1 2 2 0 9 

Eastbourne 0 0 12 0 0 0 0 0 12 

Hastings 2 48 0 0 0 0 3 0 53 

Crowborough 0 0 0 0 7 0 0 0 7 

Pembury 0 1 0 5 0 0 0 0 6 

Haywards Heath 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 

Brighton 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 

Redhill 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

 

answered 89 

  

 
 

How do you rate post-natal services you received?  

  
 

Response 
Total 

 Excellent   
 

35.89% 533 

 Good   
 

47.34% 703 

 Poor   
 

11.85% 176 

 Very poor   
 

4.92% 73 

 
100.00% 1485 

  
 
If you were to have another child would you wish to give birth at a location 
with doctors on site:  

  
 

Response 
Total 

 Yes   
 

78.06% 1188 

 No   
 

21.94% 334 

 
100.00% 1522 
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If you were to have another child, would you choose to give birth at 
Eastbourne District General Hospital if a full obstetric service were available?  

  
 

Response 
Total 

 Yes   
 

52.73% 762 

 No   
 

47.27% 683 

 
100.00% 1445 
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Appendix G 

East Sussex Maternity Services Survey – 
Eastbourne, Hailsham and Seaford CCG 

 
 

Local Authority area  

  
 

Response 
Total 

 Eastbourne   
 

58.58% 355 

 Wealden   
 

31.52% 191 

 Lewes   
 

9.90% 60 

 Rother    0.00% 0 

 Hastings    0.00% 0 

 
100.00% 606 

  
 
 

Day of the week child born on  

  
 

Response 
Total 

 Monday   
 

14.85% 90 

 Tuesday   
 

14.19% 86 

 Wednesday   
 

17.82% 108 

 Thursday   
 

15.68% 95 

 Friday   
 

13.53% 82 

 Saturday   
 

11.55% 70 

 Sunday   
 

12.38% 75 

 
100.00% 606 
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Month child born in  

  
 

Response 
Total 

 January   
 

7.76% 47 

 February   
 

8.75% 53 

 March   
 

8.09% 49 

 April   
 

6.77% 41 

 May   
 

9.41% 57 

 June   
 

7.26% 44 

 July   
 

10.56% 64 

 August   
 

7.59% 46 

 September   
 

10.40% 63 

 October   
 

6.60% 40 

 November   
 

10.07% 61 

 December   
 

6.77% 41 

 
100.00% 606 

  
 

Gender of child  

  
 

Response 
Total 

 Male   
 

51.24% 310 

 Female   
 

48.76% 295 

 
100.00% 605 
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Was this your first, second, third or other birth?  

  
 

Response 
Total 

 First   
 

41.75% 253 

 Second   
 

39.93% 242 

 Third   
 

13.86% 84 

 Other (please specify):   
 

4.46% 27 

 
100.00% 606 

  
 

Was this a multiple birth?  

  
 

Response 
Total 

 Yes   
 

1.99% 12 

 No   
 

98.01% 590 

 
100.00% 602 

  
 

Did you have an appointment with a consultant before the birth?  

  
 

Response 
Total 

 Yes   
 

69.00% 414 

 No   
 

31.00% 186 

 
100.00% 600 
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If you had an appointment with a consultant before the birth where was it?  

  
 

Response 
Total 

 Hastings   
 

7.75% 30 

 Eastbourne   
 

78.04% 302 

 Crowborough    0.00% 0 

 Pembury   
 

2.33% 9 

 Haywards Heath   
 

2.07% 8 

 Brighton   
 

6.20% 24 

 Redhill    0.00% 0 

 Other (please specify):   
 

3.62% 14 

 
100.00% 387 

  
 

Did you wish to give birth at a location with a hospital doctor on site?  

  
 

Response 
Total 

 Yes   
 

72.15% 430 

 No   
 

27.85% 166 

 
100.00% 596 

  
 

How do you rate the pre-natal services you received?  

  
 

Response 
Total 

 Excellent   
 

37.63% 225 

 Good   
 

56.19% 336 

 Poor   
 

4.85% 29 

 Very poor   
 

1.34% 8 

 
100.00% 598 
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Where was the child born?  

  
 

Response 
Total 

 At home   
 

2.16% 13 

 In an ambulance    0.00% 0 

 In other vehicle   
 

0.17% 1 

 At hospital / birthing 
centre   

 

97.67% 588 

 
100.00% 602 

  
 

If hospital or birthing centre which of the following:  

  
 

Response 
Total 

 Hastings   
 

64.08% 380 

 Eastbourne   
 

17.88% 106 

 Crowborough   
 

0.17% 1 

 Pembury   
 

4.55% 27 

 Haywards Heath   
 

3.20% 19 

 Brighton   
 

9.44% 56 

 Redhill    0.00% 0 

 Other (please specify):   
 

0.67% 4 

 
100.00% 593 

  
 

Were you transferred during labour?  

  
 

Response 
Total 

 Yes   
 

9.12% 55 

 No   
 

90.88% 548 

 
100.00% 603 
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If you were transferred during labour from where to where?  

 To  

 From Home Eastbourne Hastings Crowborough Pembury 
Haywards 

Heath 
Brighton Redhill 

Response 
Total 

Home 0 0 4 0 0 0 4 0 8 

Eastbourne 1 0 38 0 0 0 1 0 40 

Hastings 1 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 

Crowborough 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 

Pembury 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Haywards Heath 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Brighton 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 2 

Redhill 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

 
answered 54 

  

 
 

Did you require a doctor's intervention during labour?  

  
 

Response 
Total 

 Yes   
 

50.67% 301 

 No   
 

49.33% 293 

 
100.00% 594 

  
 

If you required a doctor's intervention during birth, was this for an:  

   
Response 

Total 

 Epidural   
 

 118 

 C-section   
 

 142 

 Episiotomy   
 

 12 

 Other (please specify):   
 

 109 

 
 299 
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How do you rate the birthing service you received?  

  
 

Response 
Total 

 Excellent   
 

59.90% 351 

 Good   
 

34.30% 201 

 Poor   
 

3.92% 23 

 Very poor   
 

1.88% 11 

 
100.00% 586 

  
 
If you were transferred after the birth to another location please indicate from 
where to where:  

 To  

 From Home Eastbourne Hastings Crowborough Pembury 
Haywards 

Heath 
Brighton Redhill 

Response 
Total 

Home 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 2 

Eastbourne 0 0 11 0 0 0 0 0 11 

Hastings 0 44 0 0 0 0 2 0 46 

Crowborough 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Pembury 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 

Haywards Heath 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Brighton 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 

Redhill 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

 
answered 61 

  

 
 

How do you rate post-natal services you received?  

  
 

Response 
Total 

 Excellent   
 

36.40% 210 

 Good   
 

45.93% 265 

 Poor   
 

12.13% 70 

 Very poor   
 

5.55% 32 

 
100.00% 577 
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If you were to have another child would you wish to give birth at a location 
with doctors on site:  

  
 

Response 
Total 

 Yes   
 

79.05% 468 

 No   
 

20.95% 124 

 
100.00% 592 

  
 
If you were to have another child, would you choose to give birth at 
Eastbourne District General Hospital if a full obstetric service were available?  

  
 

Response 
Total 

 Yes   
 

92.49% 542 

 No   
 

7.51% 44 

 
100.00% 586 
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Please provide any comments you would like to make about the maternity 
services offered to you  

 Response total 453 

1003 

I appreciate being seen by same midwife throughout pregnancy... after birth the 
consistency of advice was poor. I struggled with breastfeeding and was given 
contradictory advice. Once I decided to bottle feed I found nobody wanted to help... 

1009 

I was very impressed with the service I received at the DGH in Eastbourne. Throughout 
labour I had at least one person with me at all times to guide me through. My only 
concern was being transferred to Hastings when I was very ill and haemorrhaging blood, 
if they hadn't of acted so quickly it could have been very dangerous. Such a worry that 
the DGH didn't have services to treat me there  

1011 

Hastings Hospital much too busy and not enough staff for number of patients. We saw 
too many different midwives never the same one twice and this was awful, especially 
when it came to breastfeeding. Would be much better to have one or two midwives 
assigned to each patient. We had a really bad experience overall and would not choose to 
go through it all again! 

1013 

My midwives during labour were amazing, my care on the ward after birth was not. I was 
often left for long times and had to wait 6 hours for an 'emergency blood transfusion'! I 
had my blood tested twice because they couldn't believe my haemoglobin was so low I 
was asked to get up and go to the toilet or I wouldn't be allowed home!  

1033 

Summarised [I was not checked for hours despite being in pain and had no pain relief 
apart form paracetamol. I only had a midwife for 10mins before birth TERRIBLE.] They 
were short staffed and I was left in the birthing room with blood soaked sheets for 
12hours. No one checked on me or helped me breastfeed despite my baby needing to be 
monitored for glucose.] I was told I had to be closely monitored during labour because of 
history of fits and have baby in Hastings. i didn't even have one midwife let alone a doctor 
during my labour. I would have been much better off at home or at EMU as at least 
someone would have checked on me and the baby. The service we got was awful. The 
staff we did see were lovely but way too overstretched and vulnerable to do their jobs 
properly.   

1036 

Midwife supporting me during labour was amazing, as was the consultant... and even 
came round after the birth to check how I was. Only negative - for all my three births was 
the evening midwife care was poor and I felt I had no support or empathy - day time acre 
great.  

1039 
Being stuck in hospital miles from your home town is distressing and lonely. Not the best 
emotions just after having a baby. Full obstetric services need to be at Eastbourne.  

1040 

It'd be nice if father could stay w/mum after giving birth but I understand it's not possible 
when hospital is busy. More midwives on duty during night shifts - they overworked and 
you feel bad for asking for water when you had surgery and spinal and can't get up. More 
help with breastfeeding the baby - all midwives tell you different things.  

1048 

Went in to be induced - the hospital became too busy so I got slowed down to a stop! 5 
days later - my turn! After 24hours had to have C-section that part of the team were 
fantastic. Once back on the ward for a further 5 days neglected in a dirty ward infected C-
section scar didn't get dressed1 High blood pressure - still unwell now with it. Very bad 
staff worst experience of my life!  

1049 

My prenatal midwife was excellent. I was induced at Hastings I had obstetric coliostasis. 
on arrival I did not see a doctor for over 24hrs and the head of midwifery came and 
apologised. My blood pressure was consistently high but this was not picked up and 
diagnosed until I had been in hospital for 3 days!!! My kidneys and liver were failing and 
the baby's heart rate had dropped I was diagnosed with Pre-eclampsia. more staff and 
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Please provide any comments you would like to make about the maternity 
services offered to you  

 Response total 453 

facilities are needed urgently.  

1050 

Due to having strep B I wasn't able to select EMU and HAD to plan on going to Hastings. 
My labour progressed extremely fast and because the baby was already crowning and 
there wasn't time for travel to Hastings. After speaking to EMU they advised to go there. I 
arrived by ambulance. Baby was born 20 minutes later. We stayed for monitoring for 24 
hours and received excellent service. I was not happy about the fact I'd have to travel to 
Hastings and I dreaded this throughout the Pregnancy. Hated the fact I couldn't go to 
DGH which is 5 minutes away. Luckily due to fast labour I ended up there.  

1067 All excellent thank you!  

1069 

Follwing the birth I had nerve damage to my spine. This left me unable to walk at first and 
resulted in be being unable to leave hospital at first. The care from my own consultant 
was excellent. The unit was still clearly understaffed at time and care at times was poor. 
Mistakes were made. However, I cannot stress how excellent the care from my 
consultant was...  

1078 

Service provided was great throughout pregnancy. My preference would be to give birth 
in Eastbourne as the midwives there were amazing Hastings was Okay but the midwives 
appeared to be under huge strain due to lack of resources.  

1080 

My child's health problems pre and post birth probably didn't help my experience but it 
would be helpful when explaining C-section and consent and complications it is very 
helpful if the person delivery of such important information is given by someone who can 
speak English fluently. I couldn't understand and was petrified especially as the c-section 
was emergency.  - Also, post birth placing a mother onto a elective c-section ward post 
emergency is not only traumatising but totally inconsiderate to her needs - my needs. My 
child needed to stay on SCBU away from me for 4 weeks. Accommodation needs to be 
provided for those mothers with new born child that need to stay on SCBU. The stress of 
thinking I would be "kicked out" by day 10 was almost unbearable.  

1089 
We did not receive enough post natal support and had to ...to DGH for help. plus my wife 
was not... 

1099 

I feel the pre-natal midwife appointments are poo, not very supportive/understanding of 
needs and things get missed.  - I would never chose to give birth without doctors on site 
and feared being transferred during labour. I think midwives are not understanding of 
this and push home births and MLU's.  - I can't praise Brighton hospital enough, they 
were supportive, understanding and professional. I have given birth twice there over 
Eastbourne (where I live) or going to Hastings which I have only heard bad things about.  - 
However mothers should not be forced to travel this distance for Dr's. 

1101 

At the Conquest hospital there's such poor communication between mothers and 
midwives. I had to give birth being given no pain relief other than paracetamol and 
codeine phosphate! For 4 hours I keep[t telling the midwife that I needed to push! ... I 
almost gave birth to my first new born on the toilet seat!!! I would not recommend the 
Conquest to anyone.  

1102 I would consider EDGH only if the hospital has good or excellent rating by CQC.  

1113 

I planned to have my baby at a birthing centre (Crowborough) practising hypno-birthing. 
As I had high blood pressure I wasn't able to do this, I then chose Pembury and was 
impressed with the clean, modern facilities. Staffing was good and lots of help and 
support given to me. I was supported during birth by the midwife team allowing me to 
use my hypno-birthing techniques, without intervention. My baby was born in a calm, 
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Please provide any comments you would like to make about the maternity 
services offered to you  

 Response total 453 

relaxed state, fully supported by Pembury.  

1118 
I have since gone on to have my second baby . Please feel free to send me another 
questionnaire  

1129 

every midwife, nurse and doctor I was in care before during and after my pregnancy were 
excellent. The only downside is the travel to Hastings. I live 2min away from DGH so for 
me all services should be here. 

1131 

Excellent midwifery care at EBDGH - Excellent consultant care at EBDGH - My only 
negative was that my blood pressure medication caused implications with my daughters 
blood levels although this was not picked up by Hastings midwives.My daughter had to go 
through several (unnecessary) blood checks in the first 12 hours after birth.  

1145 

I was very please with my care. I really found the maternity unit very helpful. The 
breastfeeding classes were brilliant and the follow up care after the delivery. Had my 
son's tongue tie sorted very quickly. 

1147 

It wasn't a problem for me to get to Hastings but for others it would be. I was always 
going to opt for where the doctors were. Post birth I was discharged within 12hrs but had 
no complications during or after birth so was happy with this.  

1149 

I was told I would have a consultant led birth at 36 weeks they handed me to midwives 
knowing my history of haemorrhaging this happened again with this birth.  Midwife led 
and again in theatre I still have retained placenta my daughter is now 13 months.  
Eastbourne need a maternity ward consultant led too. 

1154 

At the consultants apt at Eastbourne I was told I'd be having a scan to check baby's heart 
due to potential genetic problems. However, this apt was over 90mins late and I was then 
told they didn't have time to do a scan. Pembury staff were incredible and so I'd only go 
back there in future due to such large differences.  

1156 Everything was brilliant thank you! 

1164 

I was admitted to the Conquest Hospital, Hastings, at 24 + 5 weeks pregnant as the GP 
suspected severe pre-eclampsia, but staff were so busy protocol wasn't followed I didn't 
see a doctor for over 8 hours as they were all busy. My blood pressure wasn't taken for 
over 12 hours (pre-eclampsia is a BP condition) all because the wards were full and the 
staff were too busy. I was discharged the following day without seeing a doctor. Two days 
late I was readmitted , the following day I was transferred by ambulance to Brighton as I 
had severe pre-eclampsia. My son was delivered by emergency c-section at 25+5 weeks 
gestation. If services at the DGH hadn't been cut then staff at the Conquest wouldn't have 
been so stretched and maybe I wouldn't have been forgotten about or seen sooner.  

1165 

I opted to deliver in Brighton. My Eastbourne midwife was excellent and very helpful 
making the transition. However, when I had to be observed it was tricky as Eastbourne 
could not monitor me. I also found it tricky when I could not do my child's BCG in 
Eastbourne because I had delivered in Brighton.  

1171 
I was so impressed with all matters of service I received while pregnant and during the 
birth and also after care.  

1173 

We received outstanding care, our sons's SVT was detected at Eastbourne hospital during 
our 20 week scan, Nicky Roberts was excellent thereafter, as was Sabine. The care we 
received leading up to and after birth from Brighton to the Trevor Mann unit was 
outstanding. Eastbourne referred us to the Evelina at 20 weeks and continued care whilst 
we were there. Thank you for excellent service and care received.  

1177 Our midwife very nice. good care. Thank you.  
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Please provide any comments you would like to make about the maternity 
services offered to you  

 Response total 453 

1178 

I still find it frustrating that fathers are still not allowed to stay with mothers and their 
new borns in Hastings considering some people including myself do not choose Hastings 
due to distance and fathers are expected to travel at any time. However, we were able to 
stay as a family once trans to Eastbourne. this was amazing 10/10 :-) 

1191 

I had to wait 4 days from my waters breaking to being induced due to lack of staff. When 
I got the care it was excellent but it put me and my baby potentially at risk. Also having to 
go from Eastbourne when EDGH was closer and due to lack of staff I had to keep coming 
back. My daughter got severe jaundice and it was upsetting going to EDGH then not being 
treated and sent to Hastings SCBU. 

1207 

It is so important to have a full obstetric service when women are giving birth. I had my 
son 9 weeks early and the doctors, nurses and all staff involved saved both his life and 
mine. Without their knowledge and quick thinking our lives would be completely 
different. -  - I am so happy with the service I received. Thank you! 

1208 

My first birth was a C-Section and I received poor aftercare in Eastbourne. This time the 
consultant care was brilliant, planned C-section was so calm... anaesthetist explained the 
whole process and came after to see how I was (so different to last time!!) After care on 
the ward was OK but it was understaffed maybe two staff at the most but they were 
fantastic. Being my second I knew what I was doing but 1st time parents would have 
struggled. This was a much more pleasant experience than last time.  

1214 

I had requested to give birth at the DGH in Eastbourne and was given the all clear 
medically. However, after the baby reached 14 days overdue I was told to go straight to 
Hastings at 7am as nothing could be done at Eastbourne. As I wasn't in labour I was left 
on the antenatal ward with limited information until 11pm when I was taken to the 
delivery room to have my waters broken and was attached to various monitors. Thie 
meant that I wasn't able to sit in a birthing pool as I'd planned. I was also unable to use a 
swiss ball as they don't have any in Hastings. The midwives were lovely but I would have 
been much happier in Eastbourne.  

1215 

Amazing staff and environment! I've had all of my children at EDGH the last two whilst it 
being midwife unit only. I wouldn't hesitate to return should I have another baby or to 
recommend to any with a low risk pregnancy. Having said this I think it is awful that 
Eastbourne does not have a full service for those who need to use it. Hastings is too far 
and too busy. I have never heard a positive story about the maternity ward there 
including from staff!  

1217 

Hastings was too far if only there are equipment in DGH its more convenient to pregnant 
women who's about to give birth. I have CBS infection so I need to give birth at Hastings. 
it's a shame if only DGH has everything it will be a lot easier for preggys.  

1220 

I think it is terrible that a town the size of Eastbourne does not have a full obstetric 
service. The numbers of mothers lives which are put in days danger due to being rushed 
to Hastings or elsewhere is unacceptable in my view. Changes need to be made and fast.  

1230 

It was unnecessary for me to give birth in Hastings. I had an incredibly quick labour and 
felt rushed not listened to and not helped both pre birth and post birth, I wished to give 
birth in Eastbourne but this was not possible. I believe my after care at Hastings led to me 
not bonding well with my child and the lack of help led to her loosing 11% body weight. 
Very much a conveyor belt system. This was scary for a first time mum I can't fault 
Eastbourne MU in their care for me and my child in the days post birth.  

1233 
I was extremely happy with the surgery team. Before and after delivery they were very 
helpful and understanding. If only we had a full obstetric service in Eastbourne I wouldn't 
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have to travel long distance as it is not a comfortable journey when one is pregnant and it 
is worrying to travel when it is time of delivery as one can't plan its time. Thank you for 
taking our comments into account by this survey.  

1258 

The care I received was excellent and without a doubt saved my daughter's life. The staff 
were caring attentive and professional. It would greatly improve the service if there was a 
SCBU at Eastbourne as well as Hastings given that all the mums at Hastings and most of 
the staff at Hastings lived in Eastbourne and had to commute using terrible A-roads that 
connect the two towns. Maternity  rates at Eastbourne are higher than Hastings so it 
would make sense for the facility to be available tin Eastbourne.  

1269 
I loved the experience and care of the midwives in Eastbourne however I would have felt 
more confident with a doctor on site who also could have done stitchings after birth. 

1270 

I wanted to move back to Eastbourne hospital but staff in Hastings too busy to do checks 
so I could move. After my baby was born I was taken away quickly to have my placenta 
removed my partner was then left with the baby on his own for about an hour and no 
one came to check on him or the baby during this time. once on the ward and him all 
midwives were fantastic.  

1275 

I live 5 mins from EDGH. I had to go to Hastings to give birth ... having to make a 
45minute - 1 hour journey only adds to the stress. plus knowing my partner is an hour 
away ... before I had gone into labour was stressful/upsetting. Being induced I was at 
Hastings 3 days before I even started labour ... being 5 mins from home would have been 
so much more helpful to me.  

1279 

i was in with pre-eclampsia for a third time. My midwife during labour was great but I had 
no care before hand even when my blood pressure dropped and raised significantly I was 
left waiting as the hospital was so busy. 

1281 

The care received was absolutely outstanding. Facilities were immaculate. I had my fifth 
child at Eastbourne hospital after much consideration but I would not think twice about 
having another. My best birthing experience ever!  

1285 Poor after care I was not monitored nor was my baby 

1287 Excellent midwives in EMU. I couldn't have had a better birth. 

1297 

I would have loved to give birth in Eastbourne but was considered high risk. I think a full 
service should be returned to Eastbourne. the support I got at Eastbourne after my 
emergency C-section was amazing.  

1303 

My pregnancy was high risk. 1st birth in 2010 was retained placenta requiring epidural 
and theatre immediately. B12 anaemia as well. I was petrified of the risk of being blue 
lighted to Hastings after birth of my 2nd child in case I wouldn't survive. Also 2nd birth 
was only 24 minutes.  

1313 

Post-birth transferred to Hastings as sepsis was being tested for. On arrival at Hastings, 
given no real support or information, even being told by nurse on SCBU "I don't know 
why you're here". Very slow to get any help, then being rushed to arrange a lift to be 
discharged at 5am. Would never want to give birth at Hastings because of a lack of 
care/compassion. 

1316 

The awful organisation, lack of space and lack of staff completely ruined what would have 
been a wonderful before and after birth experience. I felt like a battery hen the entire 
time. There was nowhere near enough space at the hospital, the staff were rushed and 
flustered and that stress rubbed off on me. I saw a different midwife every time before 
and after birth. They need to reopen Eastbourne maternity ward and provide a doctor 
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there, as the shambles that is Conquest hospital is only going to get worse. 

1321 

Due to previous complications in other pregnancies I had to go to Hastings for a planned 
induction. This invasive medical procedure would not have been needed if vital services 
from the DGH had not been moved. In Hastings beds were scarce and within hours of 
giving birth I was discharged due to no beds being available on the ward. My baby was 
not checked by a paediatrician (due to unmanageable workload) and couldn't be seen by 
the GP until Monday (he was born Saturday) As a result tongue tie was missed, causing 
him and me great distress The care was good but the staff can only work with what they 
have.  

1322 
Would like EDGH birthing ward to be reopened! Too much pressure on Conquest to 
deliver and care for the mother/baby 

1334 I thought the care in both the Conquest and the DGH was fantastic.  

1340 

Due to a breach position I had an elective cesarean -  - However, I would have been 
happier if this could have happened at Eastbourne.  -  - During the procedure the staff 
care was excellent on the wards post birth. The Full extent as to how stretched the staff 
are at Hastings is obvious as you get very little to zero care or attention especially as I was 
unable to move.  -  - The night care was awful.  -  -  

1343 

There were good and bad points: difficulty understanding foreign nurses. First midwife 
didn't know how to use oxygen or bathing pool and suggested pain relief drugs on several 
when I had said I didn't want them. Discharge home readmitted next day due to jaundice. 
Pushing for over 2 hours due to doctor's hand over. Second midwife was excellent. Post 
natal group excellent and very informative.  

1347 

Extremely poor service received during pregnancy. Staff were rude (extremely) was 
pushed from pillar to post when needed medical care. Once to be told after an 
appointment was made Conquest had no record of it. So under staffed waited 12 hours 
for a planned blood transfusion. Staff did not seem to know what they were doing as had 
cannula inserted poorly. Eastbourne and London was just as bad. During birth had the 
most amazing staff couldn't have done a better job.  

1349 

The Eastbourne maternity unit provides a really good service, and ideally I wanted to stay 
there but due to circumstances I had to be transferred. It's a big shame that a full 
obstetric service is not available in Eastbourne, as it already excels in all other aspects.  

1351 

After delivery in delivery unit was left unattended for hours after having epidural, 
forceps, tear and a post partum haemorrhage which resulted in a PPH call and a trip to 
theatre. No post op obs nothing! More midwives required.   

1364 Everything was great. I will recommend NHS and midwife service. Thank you 

1369 
EDGH provided me with great services through my whole experience. I would 100% give 
birth there again if my pregnancy was approved.  

1375 Eastbourne needs its maternity wing back. It's too far in an emergency to go to Hastings.  

1382 

I feel for ladies who have fast labours, Hastings is too far to travel to. There is just not 
enough time to get over there - would have made it to Eastbourne. We were on route to 
hospital but told to go to Hastings and didn't make it in time.  When we arrived at 
Hastings, baby was out so we couldn't rate the birthing service, however, the staff on the 
scene first were very goo to us all.  

1388 

Post natal care at Hastings was poor. Very little support with breastfeeding. policy that 
partners are not allowed to stay overnight needs to be changed. Women who are still 
recovering from birth are left alone overnight to cope with a new baby with little support 
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from midwives. All midwives are great but overstretched.  

1390 
Amazing team who work very hard. Very busy for them so had to ask for help as had a C-
section. But when I did need help they gave it to me the care I needed.  

1402 

I had to give birth to my last 2 babies at Hastings due to my first being an emergency C-
section.... I've had 3 VBAC since my C-section had the change have not happened I would 
have loved my last 2 to be born in Eastbourne. My 2014 birth in Hastings was horrible, no 
care at all. in 2016 it was lovely all staff and car was amazing.  

1403 

I think it's terrible that EDGH does not have full maternity services. The amount of friends 
and family I know that have suffered problems due to this is ridiculous. I had to travel 
20mins in full labour over to Hastings husband drove and it was not very comfortable. My 
mum wasn't able to bring my other 3 children to see me in hospital (was in for 2 days) as 
it was too far and costly by public transport.  

1408 

Having to stay in a in labour but due to it being slow my partner was told he was not 
allowed to stay and got sent home, even after my waters had gone and I was very 
distressed they still said he would not be allowed to stay, having to go through this 
process alone was unfair, if I had more support I could have been less stressed and an 
emergency C-section could have been avoided, I got admitted around 5ish pm and was 
not til the next day lunch time I was offered any food. No wonder I had no strength or 
energy. 

1418 

My labour was traumatic for me as I have a needle phobia, the midwife who looked after 
me during birth was amazing however overnight staff were awful when I buzzed they 
always sent the staff nurse they didn't help me with my new baby and they didn't change 
my blood stained sheets. 

1422 

despite receiving good service it was very clear all staff were under pressure, care often 
felt rushed and under pressure for space. We felt in the way or forgotten about. Staff 
were at capacity. it was a surprise many staff were agency.  

1425 

I found breast feeding support in hospital particularly during the night non existent and 
messages abut frequency mixed. Also felt sooo much pressure to feed and baby lost 
weight and at no point did anyone suggest formula to top it up. I was later diagnosed 
with breast cancer.  

1426 

The aftercare I received at Eastbourne was exceptional, particularly breastfeeding 
support with concerns over my daughter's low birth weight. if I have a second child I'd 
like to give birth at Eastbourne if I get the choice.   

1428 

I would have loved to have a natural birth with my last child but because of no doctors on 
site at DGH and having and having a child on the autistic spectrum I felt I had no other 
choice than a planned C-section at Hastings 

1429 

The midwives were fantastic, I couldn't fault them and they were so busy and didn't stop. 
However, after having my daughter, no midwives or doctors checked over her before we 
were sent home. We had to get her checked at Eastbourne 24 hours later. It would have 
been reassuring to know everything was ok before returning home.  

1436 

Birth was quick so was alone until ambulance crew and midwife arrived approx. 20mins 
later. Service was good after birth but wasn't happy midwife came next day early in the 
morning to suit her schedule knowing I had given birth a few hours before.  

1442 

As much as Hastings was brilliant it was a long way to travel and with 2 other children at 
home, 3 days was a long time to be away and them travelling 40 minutes down the road 
when Eastbourne is 5 minutes away.  
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1443 

Great continuity of care with community midwives. Poor continuity of care with 
consultant team pre and post natal. Saw multiple people who all had differing opinions. 
Had several post natal admissions to Hastings due to high blood pressure. It would have 
been easier if I could have been admitted to Eastbourne have a toddler and my family 
had to keep traveling to Hastings. The service at the Conquest had improved since I gave 
birth in 2013.  

1446 

I had an emergency c-section with my first child in 2013 - despite the trauma of surgery, I 
found the experience and care received at Conquest fine on the whole.  - However, I did 
feel this time around, having had a successful VBAC delivery, the poor midwives were run 
off their feet, therefore the after care was poor. I still required surgery after delivery and 
didn't feel the midwives had enough capacity to care for me as I was unable to be mobile 
for a few hours. Thankfully this was during the day so I could rely on visitors for help 
when attending to my baby.  

1458 I am so pleased all of services which I received in hospital  

1464 

My 1st son was born in Hastings as I was not allowed to use EMU I wanted him to be born 
in Eastbourne.  -  - My 2nd son was 15 weeks premature so had to be born in Brighton 
anyway. However, some of his on going appointments have been Hastings and any out of 
hours care is Hastings. Once that is full you are referred even further afield. Bring back 
our maternity and children's service.  

1467 

My daughter was born 12 weeks early due to... preclampsia. This was picked up by our 
consultant at Eastbourne our care was simply fantastic and when transferred to Brighton 
it continued to exemplary would love to see a full unit back at Eastbourne. 

1469 

Hastings is too over crowded and busy to provide excellent ante and post natal care. 
Lovely staff but over worked. There needs to be another full obstetric service available as 
before at the EDGH. this would mean more attention and closer care of mothers and 
babies given.  

1474 
All my after care was given at Eastbourne and it was brilliant. They were very professional 
and caring. They made myself and daughter feel safe and relaxed.  

1476 

Would have been a more pleasant and comfortable experience if I could have gone to 
Eastbourne for consultations and labour (had there have been a doctor in Eastbourne) 
the care I was given in Hastings during labour was fantastic though. 

1481 

I had excellent care but it was a busy ward and didn't get the time I wanted with staff for 
support ie with breastfeeding. I felt staff were under pressure all the time. I had a few 
trips to Eastbourne after I left Hastings and it was a lovely experience and I wish I had 
opted to deliver there.  

1488 

Knowing that I had GBS and I needed antibiotics I was concerned that I had to go to to 
Hastings for this. My first birth was quite quick and I was advised that I would need to get 
there in time to get antibiotics before the baby arrived. Luckily we managed to get there 
quite quickly as late in the evening but was not seen quickly enough as I was not making 
enough noise for someone who is in labour!! resulted in antibiotics not getting to me in 
time and my daughter had to have antibiotics as a result!! 

1492 

I was happy to use the birthing centre at EMU but was unable to as my baby was 2 weeks 
over due so needed induction. I was nervous about using Hastings due to negative stories 
I had heard but the staff and service was excellent it clearly a little over stretched. I was 
required to have an emergency C-section due to undiagnosed breach birth and would opt 
for Hastings next time as I'd feel happier with a doctor on site.  
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1496 The staff at EDGH and the conquest were exceptional throughout.  

1499 

The maternity services are good, the travel time to Hastings is unacceptable as 
Eastbourne has its own acceptable hospital. As well as the cost of travel to Hastings it's 
£60 return by taxi which I had to do due to complications during my pregnancy on more 
than one occasion. Eastbourne should get the maternity ward back.  

1501 

I wanted to give birth at Eastbourne the second time round as local to home. My first 
birth was at Hastings and although the care I received during labour was excellent there 
wasn't any post natal care as they simply too busy. Eastbourne is a growing town and it 
seems crazy not to have a full obstetric service available.  

1503 

My husband and I were both worried about me giving birth but I was supported all the 
way by the amazing team of midwives at Hastings. Although I had a difficult birth I cannot 
fault the service we all received,. However, having stayed over night myself as I was told 
my husband wasn't allowed to stay was frightening and he slept in his car in the car park 
as a result.  

1504 Such a shame Eastbourne is now only available for low-risk births.  

1508 

It was thought my baby was in a head down position however when my waters broke it 
was discovered the baby was breach. I was transferred in ambulance to Hastings this was 
very distressing. Whilst the midwife care was good a simple scan upon arrival at EMU 
would have prevented a very stressful situation.  

1518 

It is not ok to have to travel all the way from Hastings to Eastbourne after a c-section. 
Possibly the most uncomfortable and painful drive ever.  -  - I cannot believe that in 2017 
I couldn't have my baby in my hometown, I had to travel, with an ageing and therefore 
growing population you shouldn't be cutting you should be expanding. But I guess the fat 
cats at the top can afford to go private, so it doesn't matter to them? 

1522 
Complications after birth were severe and ongoing .Formal complaint filled and 
investigation undertaken by Conquest.  

1524 
Post natal care especially after C-section could be better, No one advised how to keep 
wound clean how long to leave dressing on for.  

1528 

I had to give birth at Hastings due to having IVF, I was so glad to be transferred back to 
Eastbourne as the midwife I had over night didn't help me with breastfeeding that made 
me feel so low. once I was at Eastbourne the staff were so nice and supportive... If I 
manage to have another baby I will get transferred asap to Eastbourne. I would 
recommend Eastbourne to anyone and so glad I was allowed to go there.  

1531 

I had a 'low-risk' pregnancy up until my midwife apt at 41+2 weeks where I had 
hypertension and protein in my urine, I was then diagnosed with pre-eclampsia which 
developed into eclampsia.  - My birth plan of Eastbourne midwifery led unit with water 
was then abandoned which left me incredibly anxious and stressed as conquest had not 
been a consideration beforehand.  - That said, the care I received was exceptional! 

1534 
We would like it if the DGH maternity ward was open so we don't have to go so far and 
we are close to our family and friends.  

1541 

I was ... to go to DGH as low risk I chose to go to Hastings so a doctor was around and 
lucky I did my boy got stuck last minute and needed intervention ... I felt safer knowing a 
doctor was there.  

1546 There is a need for better post birth services and groups 

1550 
I had a lot of extra appointments prior to giving birth as I had gestational diabetes. 
Everyone I had dealing with before during and after were professional and helpful. We 
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did have to wait longer than expected to be discharged which required an overnight stay 
which wasn't needed, but due to short staffing, no paediatrician available for final check 
until following day. Eastbourne is much nearer for us and had we known the birth would 
be so straight forward, could have had my daughter there The midwives were all so 
helpful, but you do tend to get an impression they are over stretched at times.  

1559 
Would be amazing to have obstetric service at EDGH because they have a really good 
ward EMU. They have amazing facilities, only need t be supported by obstetric service.  

1562 
I feel it would have been much easier for me to have gone to Eastbourne Hospital for the 
birth, but unfortunately wasn't possible due to no doctors 

1565 

The service received at Hastings was brilliant I felt well looked after. my experience at 
Hastings was better than the service ...in Eastbourne 2011. That being said given the 
choice I would rather have given birth in Eastbourne because of the worry over getting to 
Hastings.  

1571 
I loved Eastbourne nurse led service, Eastbourne all the way. Eastbourne should get 
consultant led obstetric service back for the safety of women and babies in Eastbourne.  

1573 

At '20 weeks' at my scan we found out our baby had a cleft lip and palate. The team in 
Eastbourne were so supportive and nice. I had a very good birth so I would be happy to 
have my next baby in Eastbourne. I only had to go to Hastings because he was cleft.  

1577 

Having all treatment, appointment and consultations at Eastbourne then have to give 
birth at Hastings I was not comfortable. I didn't know the area or the hospital and family 
struggled to visit.  

1578 

I had an amazing experience giving birth to my second son and the team at EMU were 
amazing and I could not have asked for anything more and didn't need anything more on 
this occasion fortunately.  -  - Had EDGH have a midwife led unit when I went there for 
my first son I would have been transferred to conquest half way through which would 
have been very traumatic for me and my baby and cause unnecessary stress on top of 
what was already a stressful situation. I had a very low risk pregnancy but my labour 
stopped half way through so had to be put n a drip and given epidural. This would have 
had to be done at Conquest. 

1587 

During labour I was at home the midwife in Brighton who repeatedly insisted I was not 
ready to go to the hospital yet as I was ''too clam'' and my contractions didn't match the 
timings they had. My baby passed meconium and when we reached the hospital I was 
fully dilated. The baby was very distressed the cord was wrapped around his neck and 
delivery became incredibly stressful as his heart rate dropped and he stopped breathing 
and he had to be resuscitated. I would have felt much safer if I could have gone to 
Eastbourne DGH if there were obstetric services. I felt let down by both Brighton and 
Hastings in the post natal care we received.  

1593 

Summarised: Some aspects of the birthing care were very poor. First midwife was 
amazing. second midwife did not take any notice of my preferences. Birthing team were 
good. I feel the midwife team need to be more aware of the latest philosophy on birthing 
methods and have a more patient focused approach.  

1595 
I was lucky to have no complications around my labour so I can't fault the midwifery led 
unit. The care was excellent. If I were to have another baby I would 100% go back there.  

1596 

I would have liked to have some more specific 'twin' support pre-ntal. I was unable to 
reach the twins midwife specialist despite numerous attempts. I was told there were no 
appointments available for one of my scans which caused me a great deal of stress. 
Eventually I was offered an appointment at Haywards Heath, after I made several phone 
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calls. During labour I was restricted to my bed in one position as that was the only way 
they could monitor twin 2. This was not my wishes - I wanted an active birth, but this 
decision was taken out of my hands. 

1598 

The maternity services at Hastings were fantastic, i had a very early emergency c-section 
and I was alone. They supported me through every stage! Fantastic surgical team and 
amazing midwives! 

1599 
PLEASE PLEASE PLEASE bring back full Dr/obstetric service back to Eastbourne DGH. I had 
to travel 45 minutes in labour (in pain) to get to Hastings. Eastbourne is a 5 minute drive!  

1602 

Unfortunately didn't get to give birth at Eastbourne and cannot fault the service when I 
went back for 2nd night as ... I cannot fault care at Hastings given that the staff supply 
didn't have enough time to spend with all patients.  

1604 
I felt I was rushed out of the post-natal ward before I was ready. I didn't get the attention 
I needed on the ward and felt upset and tearful most of the time.  

1611 
Hastings Conquest seemed a bit short staffed of midwives when it came to aftercare. Was 
kept waiting for painkillers for 3hours after asking for them this was after a C-section.  

1615 

In labour birthing service at the Conquest was OK. a fantastic midwife looked after me. 
The doctor on duty was rude and dismissive and spoke about me as if I were not in the 
room. He seemed to want to intervene and not let nature take its course I was aware of 
the tension between him and midwife. The wait for a bed in labour ward to be induced 
was the longest ... Eastbourne maternity unit was fantastic I went there to recover as 
soon as I came off the drip the staff were awesome.  

1622 

The induction ward at Hastings was so busy and staff so over stretched that I waited 45 
mins for basic pain relief. The ward was busy as was the delivery ward and this clearly 
showed in staffing manner and levels.  

1627 

Having to go to Hastings for late night pre natal appointments and the birth was 
unsettling as I am from Eastbourne and I don't drive. I would have preferred to have been 
able to access services in Eastbourne and I hope you reconsider re-instating consultant 
led care at EDGH.  

1631 

Whilst I receieved excellent post natal care 12 months on I have a c-shelf which has left a 
disfigurement on my stomach... it has affected my confidence... birthing isn't just about 
healthy babies its the long term effect for all involved.  

1635 

I was very lucky to have been able to give birth at EMU with no complications. The service 
I received both during labour and following delivery was excellent. I was the only woman 
on the ward for 3 days. There were a number of women who tried to give birth at EMU 
who unfortunately had complications and needed to be transferred to Hastings.  

1639 

Excellent services from community midwives and radiology in Eastbourne. Good 
postnatal support on Labour ward at Eastbourne once at home. Poor breastfeeding 
support. Poor service from Brighton Midwife in between ECV and C-section lots of errors 
made. Have had two debriefs. Theatres at Brighton fantastic. As an anaesthetic doctor 
having worked at Eastbourne pre and post maternity services / obstetric services, and 
Brighton I have a unique insight to both sides of the coin - service deliver and client / user 
experience.  

1642 

Had poor experience with midwives at Hastings they were rude... left 24hours after a C-
section. During my pregnancy had 3 different midwives the last one is the only one who 
did their job. The first two never told to mention I needed an anti-D injection among 
other things.  
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1643 

I had a planned C-section so the worry of travelling to Hastings was reduced. If I was to 
have gone into labour naturally the travelling aspect for me would have been a major 
concern. My first midwife appointment post birth I was told could not have a home visit. 
Travelling into DGH with two children two days after a C-section was not my best 
moment!! Staff however are all wonderful it's the system that is dreadful!  

1653 
It was so overwhelming I'm really happy with the doctors and midwives for doing their 
job so well.  i really think their should be air con for after the birth. 

1659 

I had a preplanned C section my prenatal and birth experience was good however, after 
the birth I had terrible anxiety and problems breastfeeding I was totally open and told 
people I was having a bad time a health visitor only came twice no support was really 
given to me I struggled with breastfeeding someone was supposed to help me but never 
returned my calls 

1667 

The midwives at Eastbourne were excellent I rated only ' OK' as for my second birth I had 
to go into hospital for post natal checks rather than midwife come to me. The parking 
was terrible especially with another child to care for and had to wait to be seen much 
more convenient to be visited. My birth was excellent and I would recomened 
Eastbourne to all mums to be  

1669 
More prenatal services needed EDGH needs doctors onsite Hastings staff under a lot of 
pressure short staffed.  

1670 
I have had all 5 of my children at Eastbourne maternity unit and been more than happy 
with every experience. 

1675 

The communication between Eastbourne and Hastings wasn't good. I required surgery 
after the birth and at my 6 week check up my notes had been lost so my consultant did 
not have a full picture of what the birth was like or what the surgeon had to do.  

1678 

I suffered a complication during my pregnancy and had to be admitted to Hastings 
hospital 6 weeks before my baby was born.  i live in Eastbourne, my husband and family 
had to commute daily to support me. Had there been a full obstetric service at 
Eastbourne it would have been so much easier, however Hastings was amazing and 
looked after me very very well.  

1682 

Midwives at EMU were amazing so glad I was able to transfer there.  -  - I felt Hastings 
was overstretched too many women to midwives. The midwives could not give the 
help/time required 

1686 

they do an excellent service for being understaffed. Excellent students also. I gave birth 6 
years ago in Eastbourne when it had a full maternity unit, this was so much better as was 
close to home. Having to be transferred was horrible to somewhere far away.  

1689 

Giving birth in Hastings was not ideal as I had another young child at home ( in 
Eastbourne) which meant I felt quite separated and made arrangements quite 
challenging. Also my labour second time around was much faster meaning I had an 
uncomfortable and quite frightening journey to get to Hastings for a safe delivery.  

1690 

I had a wonderful experience at the Eastbourne midwife unit. I had my birth in the 
birthing pool it was relaxed and quiet and the midwives were very attentive. If you ever 
want any advocates to talk about to other expectant mums about the unit to help 
increase the numbers going there and take pressure off Hastings I'd be happy to share my 
experience. Gives contact details. .. 

1691 

After birth in the post natal ward there were a few occasions where I asked for help or 
staff offered to help with feeding and they said they would come back but didn't which 
made it feel like there were far too few staff and one said to me 'you'l be on your own 
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[without staff] when you go home' which seemed very unprofessional.  -  - Also the 
midwife put the needle in my leg for the removal of placenta without asking me & didn't 
ask if I wanted to keep it.  

1692 

I was lucky enough to have an un-complicated natural birth at Eastbourne DGH.  The unit 
is fantastic however it was very busy that night and the midwifes were stretched to full 
capacity, which may have been an issue if I had any complication.  I completely support 
the unit however, it would be reassuring for parents to have a hospital doctor on site in 
order to avoid a stressful transfer to Hastings. 

1695 

More provision for post natal psychosis needed. Had to be separated from new born 
baby and go to psychiatric ward at DGH for 2 weeks a very traumatic experience. Birth 
itself straight forward at EMU 

1696 

I believe that I should have been able to give birth in my home town. It is disgraceful that 
Eastbourne, an area with a large population, should not have the benefit of full maternity 
services. I felt I had no choice, for the safety of myself and my baby, than to elect to give 
birth in Hastings, despite the significant distance this entailed. Had I elected to give birth 
in Eastbourne I would in fact have had to be transferred due to complications during 
labour.  -  - I was readmitted to hospital 3 weeks later with further complications relating 
to the birth. Although the staff at EMU were qualified to treat me they were not 
permitted to due to the lack of a consultant on site. I was transferred to Hastings in a lot 
of pain and had to wait several hours for treatment. I remained in hospital for 6 days. 
Since my husband and family are based in Eastbourne this lead to significant difficulties 
and considerable expense for them visiting me and subsequent loneliness and depression 
for me.  

1697 
I was told I couldn't have my baby at Eastbourne as she was my 6th child so I had to go to 
Hastings but I wanted to go to Eastbourne where my other babies were born.  

1701 

Unfortunately I went through traumatic experience in labour. Not being able to receive 
doctor's help in Eastbourne was terrifying. I fear for my baby's life and mine too. No 
women in labour should experience being in an ambulance for 50mins without husband 
not knowing why and what went wrong. in my opinion transfers during labour is the 
worst idea I've ever had to be part of. It's not safe. I thank god that my son is healthy and 
well but it could have been a very different story. I wish the NHS would stop treating 
pregnancy and labour so trivial.   

1709 

The staff I came across were very friendly at Hastings but it felt overcrowded and under 
staffed, so after birth you were left to your own devices really.  - I was upset that I was 
unable to give birth to my second child at Eastbourne, as I was high risk, and had a 
planned C-section due to complications with my first (which was 2012 in Eastbourne). - I 
had after care in the birthing centre at EDGH - very under staffed. I waited about 40 
minutes at my 1st appointment and the nurse seemed fairly inexperienced as it took 3 
attempts to do the 'prick test'. She was friendly and helpful but the whole unit had a very 
deserted, unloved feel, very different to the friendly warm feeling it had in 2012. I think it 
puts more mothers at risk not having a consultant led unit at EDGH - its disgusting/  

1717 Very good, went smoothly, good after care but not too intrusive.  

1718 The staff at Hastings were amazing. I'd have just preferred to be closer to home. 

1724 EMU was amazing 

1726 
Whilst waiting to be induced the staff were constantly complaining about how short 
staffed and busy there were which doesn't sound reassuring. Hastings were completely 
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over-run and seemed unable to cope with this.  

1730 In the hospital the doctors are excellent but the nurses are not so good. 

1732 

I was very pleased with the staff on the maternity ward at Hastings. They were 
accommodating and I was truly grateful to have been allowed to stay in a side room. I 
suffer extreme anxiety and having my own facilities helped me through my experience.  

1734 Everyone involved in our care was brilliant 

1743 

Hastings was over-crowded and under staffed - Waiting times were colossal - Wards were 
packed and staff were far too over-stretched to cope with the number of mums and 
babies on the ward - Eastbourne EMU was fantastic 

1745 

My first child was born in Hastings only because the midwives had gone sick on that day. I 
really wanted to have my baby at Eastbourne but as they only have 2 midwives on staff I 
was unable to. My birth was low risk with no complications. At Hastings my labour 
experience was good only due to the great midwife. I was then sent to Eastbourne only 2 
hours after giving birth as there was no beds in Hastings. I have had my second baby at 
Eastbourne - 13/05/2017 would be lovely to see a full service there.  

1746 

Because of the closure of the maternity unit in Eastbourne I had to call a taxi to go to 
Saint Leonards to give birth ... -  - I am a single mum I don't drive... I couldn't anyway...  -  - 
**The rest of this comment is illegible.  

1758 

Midwives at Eastbourne DGH were amazing couldn't fault them for anything. never saw a 
health visitor until my child was a year old, with my first child I had a family nurse and 
was upset when their funding got cut! In my opinion we should bring back the FNP and 
get rid of Health visitors! 

1763 

With our first child we had no experience of babies from friends or relatives. The hospital 
just sent us off on our way with no advice .Half an hour chat from a nurse would have 
saved us from stress and having to return twice to hospital with issues.  

1764 

I would love to give birth at Eastbourne hospital if I knew there would be a doctor on site 
or a team that could provide emergency care e.g C-section otherwise I would not take 
that risk with my unborn child. Things can change very quickly when your in labour and I 
was so thankful to be at Hastings they were amazing thank you . 

1768 
I gave birth at the Conquest and I thought the staff were brilliant! They were what made 
the place.  

1771 

I had five star service on labour ward I had zero star service on after ward. I was not given 
medication on time I was left. I hardly saw a nurse noone checked us literally like you 
didn't exist I have little faith in Eastbourne maternity unit too. I had a baby at 
Crowborough and couldn't be happier with that service. 

1783 

I was diagnosed with gestational diabetes with both pregnancies. I chose to give birth at 
RSCH due to there not being a consultant led unit at DGH and therefore having my 
children in my home town was not an option available to me and my family which was a 
shame. However, I cannot fault the care and services I received whilst at RSCH it was 
excellent.  

1786 

Both pregnancies were low risk but I felt uneasy giving birth in my home town of 
Eastbourne - full services needed to be restored. During my second labour midwives were 
very quick to try to send me home. If we hadn't refused I would have made nearly an 
hours journey home in pain , I dread to think what would have happened when it was 
suddenly time.  

1787 I would have preferred to have given birth at EDGH and in a water pool EDGH 
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unfortunately did not have the consultants for this to happen. They did provide amazing 
support when i hose to stay there for two nights following birth.  

1788 

Would wish for EDGH to return their full obstetric service. Makes it an added stress to 
preganant women and their families with the worry of making the long journey and the 
isolation once over there. Especially when admitted for a long time. Eastbourne is a large 
town with ever growing families. More and more houses being built but not a full NHS 
service for them all in the hospital at the heart of Eastbourne.  

1795 

 The postnatal care I revived at EDGH was fantastic the staff there were all amazing I 
cannot praise them enough! Ideally would have loved to have given birth there but was 
so happy I was able to be transferred back to Eastbourne after C-section.  

1801 

All the staff and midwives were supportive and experienced. The midwifery unit is a calm 
place... both of my children were born in the pool there. I had to go over to the Conquest 
to have a check up, although staff were lovely I found the ward cold clinical busy and am 
really glad I was able  to give birth in the midwifery unity [at Eastbourne]. it is such a 
shame the same environment isn't afforded to women considered high risk.  

1805 
As a local resident of Eastbourne it was frustrating that I could not give birth at 
Eastbourne...  

1810 

I have always been very impressed by Eastbourne in both pregnancies and was so glad I 
was able to give birth there second time around. I've never been impressed by conquest. 
It's always seemed a shambles that's visibly dirty and you don't get listened to. Complete 
opposite in Eastbourne. Would choose the DGH every time.  

1823 

The service at Hastings was second to none for both births. But I do feel that a town as 
big as Eastbourne should have a doctor led birthing centre. I think it is ludicrous that this 
is not the case and feel that so many women are forced in to going to Hastings as they 
would prefer a doctor to be on hand if needed. 

1824 

Having needed a doctor's intervention (induction, epidural and forceps) I would definitely 
choose a location with full obstetric service with future pregnancies. It's really 
disappointing that maternity services at the DGH were reduced so much, the thought of 
ambulance transfers in labour across the country is not a risk many expectant parents are 
willing to take. I would like to be able to chose the DGH but it doesn't seem a sensible and 
safe choice unfortunately with the reduced service.  

1831 I loved EDGH labour ward. Excellent staff and felt in safe hands.  

1833 

Service at Hastings was excellent but having to be in an open ward with 3 other mums 
and babies afterwards is not acceptable in 2017! My post birth experience would have 
been so much better if in a private room with ensuite and partner able to sleep like in 
Eastbourne... 

1843 

It took 3 attempts to get my spinal in and the operation finished about 10mins! I was in 
considerable pain. The night after the operation I was advised to drink a lot of water as I 
was dehydrated. however, when I requested water I was made to feel like a nuisance lots 
of tuts and eye rolling . Most of the midwives were fantastic helpful friendly ad 
supportive with breastfeeding.  

1845 
Both my husband and I were very happy with the service we received. as it was our first 
baby we felt comfortable and reassured every step of the way. 

1851 

Summarised: Live less than 5 minutes from EDGH. Advised no need to go to Hastings. 
Decided to go to Hasting, glad I did - emergency C-section and complications. Please bring 
back full service to Eastbourne. Also, there was no space/bed for hours so I had to wait in 
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an office. I did get a room in the end.  

1854 Eastbourne gave me a great service, lovely and calming environment can't fault it at all 

1866 

The hospital was far too busy, my induction was delayed. I was told I could go to the DGH 
after being induced, but this was wrong, as I found out mid labour.  - first birthing 
experience (2014 - Eastbourne to Brighton) far worse as had to be transferred. Baby was 
stuck for 8 hours and needed to go to the neo-natal unit with a pneumo thorax. I believe 
this could have been avoided if obstetrics were available at the DGH. 

1867 
It felt like the nurses in Hastings were overstretched. They were very nice and polite and 
did a great job but I hardly ever saw the same nurse twice.  

1870 

I thoroughly enjoyed my birthing experience at Eastbourne DGH. However, after I was 
transferred to Hastings the care rapidly declined. The staff at Hastings were rude and 
made you feel as if you were a burden to them They reduced me to tears on one occasion 
and were very rude to my husband. My IV antibiotics were administered late each time 
and when waiting to be discharged we packed our bags at 7am and told to wait for the 
doctor. We waited until 7pm and still didn't hear anything. In the end we self-discharged 
at 2am as we were told we couldn't stay any longer asthey were too busy and didn't have 
a bed for me. Overall I wouldn't send even my worst enemy to Hastings!!! 

1872 

Absolutely loved it. Every healthcare professional was supportive and compassionate. 
EMU is wonderful. Staffed with marvellous midwives. it's a shame there are no 
permanent doctors on site, many of my friends wanted to give birth there but couldn't 
due to pre existing pregnancy conditions... 

1877 

I can't fault the midwives during my labour however once on the post natal ward there 
seemed to be no staff about and we felt forgotten and it wasn't that busy. I find it a 
shame that the maternity services at Eastbourne have been downgraded its asking for 
something serious to happen in my opinion.  

1878 

To have a doctor on site (at Eastbourne DGH) would be a wise option.  - I did not receive 
antibiotics having discovered I had strep and subsequently found myself back in hospital 
2 weeks post birth on a ward which ruined my experience in the midwife led unit. I had a 
very bad infection and was told I should have received antibiotics and feel things would 
have been different if doctor was present at the DGH. 

1879 

The care at Hastings during a traumatic birth was outstanding. We had a 4 day hospital 
stay which I received 2hrs worth of surgery and blood transfusions plus intervention by 
several doctors. ..Unforunately after care was poor...I had no clue what the next steps 
were, whether I was stuck with a catheter forever. It wasn't until my H/V and midwife 
intervened after 2 weeks at home ... I was picked up by the wonderful Eastbourne DGH. 
Never have I received any contact from Hastings regarding my referral to the 
incontinence specialists... As a 23 year old new mum it was terrifying.  

1883 

Please find a way to offer the same birthing facilities as in Hastings! I visited the EDGH but 
unfortunately I couldn't give birth there as there is no doctor. it is such a big city and it is 
ridiculous to give birth all the way to Hastings when it's possible to give birth in 
Eastbourne. There is no possibility to have an epidural! please bring doctors and 
whatever necessary to have a proper maternity unit here! A lot of women need this to 
happen soon!  

1884 Bring back DGH maternity unity 

1887 
The service I received at Hastings during labour was disgraceful. I was treated without 
dignity or respect. The unit was not busy but I was expected to labour in a room with 5 
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other patients at 5pm was denied adequate pain relief and almost gave birth in the bed 
on the maternity ward. If services have to be on one site I expect them to provide an 
exceptional standard. Not what is happening currently.  

1889 

I had amazing experience this time due to this being my second labour. My first labour in 
2013 wasn't as smooth due to being transferred to Hastings. I do feel the size of 
Eastbourne and surrounding towns needs there to be a full maternity ward back at 
Eastbourne.  

1905 

I received excellent maternity services from MLU EDGH. However, uncomplicated my 
births at EDGH have been I have had an element of anxiety about no obstetric services 
being available. I initially opted to go to the Conquest by my labour moved quickly. I 
would not have made it to the Conquest in time and would have been an unfortunate 
statistic of giving birth in a car if I had not turned back around and gone to EDGH. I truly 
believe obstetrics should be available at both sites! 

1906 
EMU was superb, great care and comfortable surroundings before and after. Highly 
recommend.  

1916 

My birthing experience was fantastic at Eastbourne and I felt I was well cared for by the 
staff. They also explained the complications and need to go to Hastings after the 6 day 
check up. I lost a considerable amount of blood and was quite poorly. Only negative was 
having to be so far away from my husband during my stay in Hastings. I could only opt for 
obstetric service for future due to complications/risk this time.  

1919 

The actual birth at Hastings was amazing. The midwife, Hannah & Denise were fantastic. 
Once my son was born, I was taken to recover and went onto Frankshaw. here I saw 
many different midwives while I stayed there. I felt as though they were very busy and I 
didn't like to ask them for help. I went to Eastbourne for a few days after to get help with 
breastfeeding and the service they offered me was wonderful. 

1926 

Was very stressful going for a scan at EDGH to find out my baby had a problem and that I 
had to get to the Conquest asap. Already in a state of panic both me and my husband had 
to drive from Eastbourne where we live to Hastings and traffic was horrific that day. But 
the service from the time we got to Hastings was perfect. The post birth was horrible as 
my baby could not drink for 2 days and he was so tiny. Only after my husband complained 
did they find out what was wrong.  

1928 

Hastings was a long way from my family and it was not easy to get to unless you have a 
car. We were surprised there wasn't a shuttle bus between Eastbourne DGH and the 
Conquest. I feel sad for women in labour having to travel such a long distance to give 
birth. Also the road is single lane traffic most of the way so journey time can be very long 
and congested. There was a breakdown in communication between DGH and conquest 
when I was being moved to have induction. When I arrived at the Conquest they had no 
record of my details.  

1931 

It is scary and very stressful for all involved before and during labour, birth and if you 
have to stay in after. However, whilst I wish all the required services were available in 
Eastbourne DGH  I understand that they were removed for a reason and it is not a simple 
fix.  

1933 

I would have preferred a home birth but was I had to go to Hastings due to having 
epilepsy .  - During labour the ward was very busy and I was not "seen" (after the initial 
examination on admittance) for about 6 hours.I was vomiting a great deal and being my 
first labour, everything was unknown to me. It was several hours by the time a bed on the 
labour ward was available by which time I was very dizzy and unwell as I hadn't eaten for 
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over 24 hours.  - Post-birth we were left in a side room and no nurses/midwives were 
available for breastfeeding help or came to see how we were coping.  

1941 

The treatment I received from EMU was incredible and at no point was I concerned that 
only midwives were present. This was in part due to a straight forward labour. I don't 
drive so getting to Hastings would have been a nightmare had I needed to. I was lucky on 
this occasion, but if I couldn't have Eastbourne next time I would be incredibly concerned.  

1943 

I am due to give birth again... I have had obstetric intervention due to my age and 
originally thought this a waste of NHS funds as I am healthy and never had any problems 
with pregnancy. Now as I'm due to give birth again the obstetric team has deemed me 
low risk ... I think the midwife should be able to decide whether intervention from 
obstetrics is necessary to save NHS resources.  

1949 

I have type I diabetes so I am high risk so I have no choice but to go to Hastings and I was 
induced a week early because of this and the fact EDGH didn't have facilities for my 
situation. This forced me to be away from my 1st child for 5 days. Eastbourne needs its 
own labour unit with fully operational equipment and staff. 

1956 

The aftercare in Hastings was rubbish they were amazing while I was in labour but the 
after care was appalling. They didn't do observations on my son when they were support 
to they didn't make sure I was OK. Spoke to me very rudely . Did not like Hastings at all.  

1963 

I had gestational diabetes. I had regular check ups at the EDGH but due to problems with 
my diabetes I had to spend a lot of time in Hastings Hospital. Due to the care at EDGH. nt 
having the correct doctors/consultants. it was very worrying and stressful. I didn't get 
many visitors and couldn't see my other children until I was well enough to go home. Due 
to not driving and Hastings being so far away from home. I think it's disgusting you have 
closed EDGH for maternity I witnessed ladies having to give birth on their beds on the 
ward as the staff are over worked and not enough room for everyone in labour.   

1968 
I could not fault the midwifery team at the Conquest at all during my labour. They made 
me feel at ease during complications and were amazing throughout.  

1969 

I had a planned C-section at The conquest. it was amazing but unfortunately post natal 
care was awful. Had to ask for medications no checks on baby and discharged with no 
proper checks. this was due to too many patients and not enough staff to cope!  

1974 

I received very good care both before and after giving birth at Hastings, although I do 
wish that Eastbourne still had all the services available as it was a long journey whilst in 
labour to Hastings! 

1975 
The maternity unit at Eastbourne were excellent the staff were brilliant, helpful and 
friendly and allowed me to have the birth I wanted stress free.  

1978 

The service we received at Hastings was fantastic. during labour the staff were brilliant 
and theatre staff due to complications were amazing. They were supportive reassuring 
and really fantastic/ The only issue is after labour on the wards staff appear to be very 
busy and short staffed and it is difficult to get any additional support for example with 
breastfeeding. I did also have to wait about 3 hours for a space to be available in theatre 
to remove placenta and during this time it was still attached and was very nerve wracking 
at this time.  

1982 

Was unhappy that trainee midwife told me to push when my baby wasn't even ready to 
give birth and it caused me a great deal of pain and there  my dreams of having a baby in 
the birthing pool soon ended as I had to come out to have pethidine so was absolutely 
gutted!!  
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1985 

I was booked in for a planned C-section... but my daughter was born suddenly at home... I 
was taken to EMU for checks and had to wait several hours for a doctor to check me as I 
was consultant led. if a full team was always on hand I would not have ....significant 
delay.  

1986 

I feel very lucky to have had a straight forward pregnancy and birth. I couldn't fault the 
care that I received from staff at the Conquest, or the EMU for post-natal checks. 
Howevever... I would have preferred to have my 2nd baby at DGH but it was not sensible 
option for me. Worried I would not get to hastings in time! PLEASE PLEASE REINSTATE 
FULL MATERNITY SERVICE AT EASTBOURNE DGH 

1987 

I would have baby at home in future I was left in a side room for a couple of hours and 
told I wasn't on labour despite waters breaking and contractions I had to scream for the 
nurse and baby arrived mins later I was much happier and relaxed at home.  

1994 

I was desperate to have my baby at Eastbourne. Sadly I was over due and so had to go to 
Hastings. Its an experience I will never forget. I gave birth in theatres due to midwife 
ignoring my need to push the baby out. She told me to stop ... I was ignored... no problem 
with care and support in Eastbourne. 

2006 

I was in the Conquest for 2 nights being induced prior to labour. As being induced failed I 
was to go on to a waiting list to break my waters (emergency) 7 other women were in 
front of me and they had performed one that day. I'd had to leave my other child with 
grandparents she was already distressed I had been gone 2 nights my labour started 
naturally and quickly the delivery room did not have the correct equipment even paper 
towels to wash hands. Not the staff fault just over crowded and very busy.  

2007 I found the midwife support exemplary at Eastbourne and Hastings 

2009 
I preferred to give birth on DGH but I had to go under C-section which made me go to 
Hastings. But I really want Eastbourne DGH to have a full obstetric service.  

2012 

I have had lengthy labours for both my daughters; living in Eastbourne and having to give 
birth in Hastings made this very stressful for my husband with the extra travelling. 
Although everyone at the conquest was brilliant the additional pressures placed on staff 
and those expecting seems so unbalanced! Eastbourne is such a family town yet the 
maternity services here are so limited! I can see that having the Conquest as a specialist 
centre for paediatrics is smart but to lose Friston Ward would be an enormous shame 
hope it doesn't happen.   

2023 
Was hoping to give birth at Eastbourne as I had to have an uncomfortable 2 hour 
ambulance ride to Medway whilst close to labour.  

2025 

I had complications after birth and required to be hospitalised three times. I live in 
Eastbourne and travelling every time to Hastings was very stressful and time consuming. 
Although the staff ... I wish Eastbourne could have facilities to got me well.  

2027 

Midwife missed that baby was stuck. Emergency C-section. Husband had to leave as I was 
v.unwell and they led him past my open abdomen. Not stitched properly which led to 
serious abscesses... In competent agency midwife. Some midwives on post natal ward 
very unhelpful and rude, understaffed. Noisy, husband had long round trip from 
Eastbourne all for 2 weeks while I was in in. Expensive parking, parents unable to visit as 
too far. I had to have a debrief due to poor care. still have nightmares about this 
experience and has put me off having another baby. SHAMEFUL!  

2030 

Pre natal - very inconstant, always a different midwife. if this had been my first child it 
would have been unsettling.  - Birth and post natal - Midwives at Eastbourne were 
amazing. I would have preferred a doctor on site just in case but everything was straight 
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forward. After care at EDGH was outstanding.  

2031 

Whilst I understand the reasons I do not think it is safe to not have a full maternity 
service at both hospitals. With my first I had a PPH and my baby was in special care. I was 
induced with my second but otherwise would likely have given birth on the way to 
Hastings (As I was not allowed to birth in E/B). The distance between hospitals is too long 
especially at peak times. Having lived with two midwives I know how quickly things can 
happen and it is important for mothers and babies to be safe.  

2032 

The maternity staff at EDGH are fantastic. Both my children were born there and I was 
very happy. The staff were attentive and informative ad if I were to have more babies I 
would definitely go back. 

2038 

Traveling from Eastbourne to hastrings was awful. The team was excellent once they 
realised there was a problem during birth. After birth I was given no water for over 12 
hours whilst paralysed in my bed. Once they got me out of bed to wash the next day my 
bed wasn't changed for me to reenter leaving me standing until I pulled the blood 
covered sheets off myself so I could lay down. Also my dressing only got changed 6 hours 
after I asked more than 3 times.  

2039 

I had problems breech baby and lack of amniotic fluid. So had a C-section at hastings. If 
there had been an obstetric service at Eastbourne I would definitely have preferred to 
have given birth there. Pre natal care excellent post natal care was not. I couldn't find a 
midwife who actually understood breastfeeding or could teach it.  care during night after 
C-section was awful I was left to it when I couldn't get out of bed and the baby was awake 
all night.  

2050 

I was denied as and air by my first midwife in hospital only until night team changed they 
gave it to me right away. I was then refused epidural even though I was checked regularly 
but then it was too late.  

2054 

Very happy with my birthing experience at the conquest hospital although I intended to 
give birth at Eastbourne I was unable to but the team at Hastings made it possible for me 
to deliver my baby naturally, as I wanted, although she was breech. They were so 
supportive and encouraging - making me feel very safe. My after care was fantastic also. 
Very caring staff.  

2056 

Had my baby in Eastbourne because I wouldn't have made it to Hastings. Luckily I was low 
risk or I would have possibly given birth in the car. The Eastbourne ward was so lovely 
and I only have good stuff to say about it but had there been complications it would have 
been a very different story. I think it is unfair to put babies and mothers lives at risk due 
to cut backs.  

2058 

During pregnancy while in hospital (Hostings) staff failed to carry out babies heart 
monitor check in accordance with doctor's request. Staff then pointed fingers at each 
other who should do it which shift. They found it difficult to lacate the twins and time 
consuming answer fro staff was 'it takes a long time so night shift will do it'. Then I had a 
similar answer from night shift too. And it was days when no one checked the babies 
heart beats. They said I should feel pain or something if something was wrong- I believe 
this needs to change! Post natal - no help with breastfeeding had to use formula. 

2084 

I would have loved to have been able to have my two children in Eastbourne where I live. 
I had to go to Hastings due to having Group B Strep and having to be induced and 
previous C-section.  

2099 
Everything was good, staff was excellent but still I believe doctors should be there in 
EDGH, so, everytime no need to run to conquest hospital but midwives did excellent job. 
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Thanks.  

2135 
Why doctors place epidural during the strongest contractions? I think this is very 
dangerous because you can become disabled if you place it incorrectly.  

2185 

I was induced due to complications so didn't have a choice re:Hastings. Prior to birth I had 
not been induced I would have opted for Eastbourne, however since my labour I wouldn't 
not want full services available to me instantly. I wish with all my heart I could have any 
future babies in Eastbourne.  

2211 
I wanted to go to EDGH to give birth due to low birth weight was unable. But the baby 
was 7lb 2oz so all scans were wrong!  

2226 

Even though the care was excellent it is very inconvenient to have to go to Hastings. I was 
induced so wasn't too much to worry about this time, but my son was born within 5 
hours of labour. If the second child is born within shorter time we may be in trouble. 
EDGH needs a maternity unit with a full obstetric service.  

2243 

Travelling to the Conquest for post natal services is extremely difficult and stressful. I do 
not drive and taxis from Eastbourne to the Conquest are expensive. Had doctors been 
available at Eastbourne I may have been able to get to the hospital in time rather than 
unexpectedly giving birth at home which terrified the cat. I had gestational diabetes 
which was the reason I needed to go to the Conquest. The staff and services and services 
were great.  

2252 
I was lucky enough to have all 4 of my children at DGH - the last 2 when it was EMU and I 
was lucky not to have any need for a doctor.  

2304 

I had a relatively straight forward quick birth but because I carried group strep B I had to 
stay in for 24 hours for baby observations, which were spot on but other than that I did 
not see or speak to anyone or ask if all okay (luckily I was).  

2319 

I was unfortunate with my allocated midwife during labour. it was miscommunicated that 
I should push if I wish this caused swelling resulting in a C-section. My after care was 
average the midwives were over worked to give their full care and attention. The ward 
was manic and loud and stressed making it difficult to recover and rest. I would really like 
to give birth at Eastbourne hospital.  

2330 

I had my first child in London in 2011 (Ealing Hospital) and my experience in Eastbourne 
as described above was outstanding in comparison. All aspects of the maternity services I 
experienced were commendable in Eastbourne/Hastings.  

2349 

I've had two babies born in EDGH (2007 and 2010) and 2 in Hastings (2014 and 2016). ... 
All staff in Hastings were lovely it was nice to see it had improved since last time I had 
been.  

2363 

I would have preferred to give birth at EDGH but had an epidural at Hastings. When my 
daughter was 3 days old we had to go back to hospital due to her loosing weight. We had 
to go to Hastings and stay over night. This was difficult for my partner as he could only 
visit and he had to travel for 40mins each way rather than going to EDGH which is 10mins 
away.  

2373 
My midwife [Midwife name removed] was amazing - Top midwife. Aftercare was awful I 
needed advice with breastfeeding but found no one was willing to help. 

2391 Illegible.  

2398 

Bring full services back to Eastbourne as I was in for 2 days it was difficult managing 
family life so far away. I missed my partner and older son hence asking to be transferred 
to Eastbourne after birth 
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2402 Conquest were brilliant, the only problem was the wait for my epidural during labour.  

2423 

The care we received at Eastbourne was brilliant and staff were amazing. Rooms were 
lovely. I would definitely choose Eastbourne again but was concerned with no doctors or 
on site facilities in an emergency if there was a problem. 

2466 Excellent midwife  

2467 

I have chosen to give birth at Brighton hospital as personal experience at Hastings 
hospital with women giving birth there is that they are overloaded, not enough beds and 
try to let you go asap. When my sister was in labour she was left having contractions on a 
trolley bed in a corridor after being transferred from Eastbourne, she is now choosing to 
give to her second child in Brighton.  

2469 

Eastbourne district general hospital, maternity/midwifery unit was able to provide 
excellent care and I was able to give birth to my child in a stress free and calm 
environment.  

2481 

The midwives were perfect. Luckily everything went smoothly I was worried if something 
went wring I would have to go to Hastings and if there would have been enough time or if 
my son was born with a problem who could have helped him?  

2500 

After a very traumatic delivery I found myself at home for the first night and in need of 
help with things, I wasn't in a good place. We called EMU and went in the next morning 
and with their amazing care and support I was able to pull myself together, get some 
much needed sleep and manage to breast feed. If I hadn't gone there I would have given 
up on feeding straight away but because of their help I managed and enjoyed feeding my 
son for 14 months.  

2503 

Pre-natal services were poor. Post-natal at Hastings were excellent! However, living in 
Eastbourne and driving to Hastings in labour was ridiculous. Eastbourne hospital should 
hold a full maternity unit. Poor Hastings inundated! 

2511 

The maternity services I have overall rated as good but if this was my first baby I 
wouldn't, as the midwives seemed very stretched and very busy all the time. I was lucky I 
knew what I was doing. I would also like to add that the travelling to Hastings from 
Eastbourne is such a hassle, as it's a long journey to make plus I am the only one who 
drives in my family.  

2514 
I think they should reinstate a full obstetric service as I believe Hastings is too far for high 
risk mums to have to travel if they live in Eastbourne.  

2540 

Very stressful and unfortunate that we had to drive all the way to Hastings when 
Eastbourne DGH is 5 minutes away. I would never give birth somewhere that did not have 
a doctor present. With Eastbourne population growing it does not make sense that no 
paediatric care is available there.  

2552 

Eastbourne DGH - as a hospital really needs full maternity services. I was very happy with 
Hastings, but living in Eastbourne I feel it is too far to go in labour and if you have to be 
transferred from Eastbourne to Hastings if you need a C-section, epidural etc. I don't 
think that is acceptable.  

2556 

I had a good experience at the Conquest although aftercare was rubbish. We need this 
back in Eastbourne. the town is too big to not provide it causes too much stress and 
worry. 

2576 

I have given birth at EDGH twice since it became midwife led. both were water births . 
The unobtrusive support and care from midwives was excellent. The aftercare exclusive 
and tranquil. I know I have been lucky to have births without complications but current 
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services at EDGH more than met our needs.  

2585 

I would go back to Pembury as that is where I was receiving consultant care for my 
thyroid and had previous children. I think hospitals should provide full obstetric service. I 
only just made it to hospital in time to give birth and my son was rushed to the neo-natal 
ward. Women should not have to travel long distances to receive this care. Had I had to 
travel further I don't believe my son would be here now.  

2650 

The team at EMU is great made me feel at home. Lovely ladies, supported me during the 
labour and did everything to make me feel comfortable . It would be good to have a 
doctor on site just incase and anaesthetist.  

2651 We need maternity back at Eastbourne! 

2679 Doctors and midwives too busy to provide a basic level of care.  

2690 

Pre natal services were poor as I had several different midwives, there was no continuity 
of care. Rude hospital staff, scan department. I had a difficult birth. I started off in 
Eastbourne and was transferred to Hastings due to high blood pressure. I was told at 
Hastings my baby was face/brow presentation. It took 8 hours from discovering this to 
the decision to perform C-section. I then had to wait 2 hours for this. The staff were good 
but it was a traumatic experience! post natal care non existent when transferred to the 
ward I could not breast feed and no one gave guidance.  

2729 
When I went to Eastbourne hospital I could not find the delivery service and they said go 
to Hospital Hastings.  

2744 I am happy with the service. 

2748 
Did not like attitude of lady who came to my house the day  after I put in a complaint. 
Hospital and staff were fab!  

2751 The overall service was good and staff were helpful 

2783 

With my first child born in 2014, I had to give birth in Hastings and I was very ill, travelling 
from Eastbourne made me worse, the service was disgusting. Luckily with my second 
child, the pregnancy was smooth and I only had to go to Hastings once to give birth. I 
wanted to have both my children in Eastbourne where I was born but I didn't get the 
choice. Being in Hastings makes you feel lonely as friends and family struggle to get over.  

3001 

I would have preferred giving birth at the Eastbourne as it's the town I live in. All the staff 
were amazing at Hastings and Eastbourne I thank them for that. only had wished it was as 
good the first time as it was the second.  

3006 

Both me and my husband do not drive and we live 10 mins away from Eastbourne 
hospital but we had to travel to Hastings which was awful especially as our son was born 
xmas eve and cost over £50 for my husband to get home that night. the care I received 
was awful and it was 9 years since my last child was born so they assumed I knew what to 
do.  

3012 It was very good but the food was not too good.  

3013 
Fantastic experience at Hastings with brilliant staff. Eastbourne would have been a lot 
easier for me though.  

3016 

My daughter has on the neonatal unity two weeks and received outstanding care. I found 
my experience on the post natal ward stressful there were obvious pressures on nursing 
staff to clear beds asap. The food available was awful due to extremely limited options 
due to my dietary requirements this was far better catered for during my staffs at the 
Conquest during the later part of my pregnancy.  

3029 My experience this time was different to either of my last births as I had to have an 
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elected section. I would always choose to have a home [illegible]. However. as I 
experienced in 2013, if it goes wrong, there is a 40 minute ambulance ride (at best). An 
horrific experience. For this C-section; the surgeon, and other staff were great . However, 
I felt pushed to leave the hospital in Hastings as they needed the bed. This was only 23 
hours after having the surgery.  

3118 

I had no problems with the care during labour at the Conquest however, I would have 
much preferred to have given birth at EDGH if there were DRs on site and there wasn't a 
risk of being transferred to Hastings. A midwife told me, when I went to view EDGH, that 
the transfer rate to Hastings from EDGH was 44%!! Bring back full obstetric service to 
Eastbourne!! 

3133 
Pre=natal midwives were not consistent. Did not see the same midwife twice. Would be 
nice to have 1 allocated midwife for duration of pregnancy.  

3136 

This was my ... as such having to travel to Hastings for a C-section was an additional strain 
on our family our children could not visit due to distance. The facilities at the Conquest 
are inferior to that of EDGH and very isolating with no mobile reception/family room etc. 
I do not believe this helps with recovery being so isolated and could lead to PND. BRING 
BACK EDGH CONSULTANT?C_SECTION PROVISION.  

3138 
I had to have an emergency C-section in Hastings following induction. Staff were amazing. 
After acre was brilliant.  

3143 
Excellent service from EMU very caring staff. I had heard bad stuff about Hastings so did 
not want to go there. I would like to see a maternity wing return to Eastbourne.  

3147 Excellent service on the EMU ward the midwives were brilliant everyone was brilliant.  

3154 

Hastings hospital was extremely busy the day after the birth of my daughter. The ward 
was very understaffed. I was not discharged until after 9pm the day after I gave birth. My 
husband came over with our 3 year old after lunch and she was waiting with us the whole 
time to go home. Communication regarding discharge was very poor. It was too far to go 
to drop her back to relatives and come back for myself and the baby especially as we had 
no idea how long it would be. This would not have been an issue if we were at the DGH. 

3161 

I am a mother of 4... I am so upset and angry that I had no choice but to deliver in 
hastings as there was no doctors in Eastbourne. travelling was so hard for all concerned I 
was in hospital for 4 days. My other 3 children were delivered at Eastbourne and 1 at 
home but the service was wonderful. please bring back a full maternity unit at DGH 

3164 

The ward that I stayed in following my C-section was short-staffed. There were not 
enough midwives to look after all of the new mums. The care I received from the midwife 
who was looking after me was excellent however she was clearly overworked and trying 
to look after too many women. 

3167 
I've had both of my babies at EMU and both times I've had an amazing experience feeling 
safe and supported.  

3170 

I can't praise EMU enough! They were fantastic during labour and this continued until we 
were discharged. I will definitely recommend them to anyone able to have their baby 
there. Please DO NOT CLOSE THE UNIT! 

3171 

The work and effort from the medical staff at Hastings were amazing. However, the 
maternity unit was clearly over run and over stretched resulting in a more negative 
experience compared to my first delivery in Eastbourne. 

3177 
The midwives at Eastbourne hospital were brilliant. The ward was clean and very 
welcoming and relaxed. I was due to go to Hastings but my labour progressed quickly and 
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luckily they let me into Eastbourne otherwise I would have had my baby in the car. A not 
good thought!  

3181 

I wished to give birth at EDGH but after having a traumatic theatre forceps birth with my 
first child and having lost a lot of blood it was advised that I had my 2nd child in Hastings. 
I did also need intervention induction. I would love to see doctors back on site at EDGH.  

3190 

Only problem I had was refusal to transfer me from a ward to labour ward was I was only 
2cm dilated I then gave birth quickly with no pain relief on the PN ward which was far 
from ideal and I'm sure lead to further complications post natally.  

3192 
Conquest is too far. The traffic is horrendous. My son has a few issues and I keep having 
to travel there to be seen. Please bring it back to Eastbourne. 

3206 Thank you to all the doctors and midwives who gave outstanding care during my labour.  

3211 

The Conquest do not make it known that after labour you can be transferred to 
Eastbourne, this would have been beneficial for me as my husband would have been able 
to pop home easier as I spent 4 days in the Conquest after C-section. Eastbourne also has 
a good reputation for breastfeeding support which I struggled with.  

3215 

3rd baby, 1 C-section, 2 natural. Had to beg midwife to stay with me during abour as I 
have mental health difficulties and my anxiety is overwhelming. She kept popping in once 
every 1-2 hours to say hello! Then back to her 'emergency in theatre'. in the end I told her 
I was scared for my child's life being left alone, scared and in labour was awful. I did not 
feel safe, nor was I my midwife during pregnancy was so rude I don't think she actually 
looked at me once and made eye contact once in all the visits! I didn't feel like I could talk 
to her I was scared to ask a question.  

3216 

Eastbourne now has a much larger capacity of families now than when the original 
decision was made to move everything to Hastings. Eastbourne should have consultant 
led maternity unit and the % of 1st time mums being transferred to Hastings during 
labour is unacceptable. 

3217 

Labour was appalling one doctor on site and couldn't get to me to give me an epidural. 
No beds transferred to day unit - then asked to drive to Eastbourne to be discharged was 
not offered a bed.  

3218 

The service provided by midwives and my consultants... was excellent both for prenatal... 
and the emergency c-section and care after the birth. The only negatives were that male 
partners had nowhere to stay at Hastings overnight. Also I felt a little rushed at Hastings 
to go home the day after giving birth. A friend told me that i could be transferred to EMU 
Ward at the DGH in eastbound.  It would have helped if the staff at Hastings had also told 
me this. I requested to go to EMU at Eastbourne DGH and stayed for 3 days the care and 
help I received there was wonderful. 

3223 

Hastings were great but I wish I had the option to transfer back to Eastbourne after the 
birth as I was not allowed home. The support I received before, during and after birth was 
excellent.  

3224 

Post care after my C-section was very poor especially as a first time mother, there was no 
help with feeding just a quick view whilst my vitals were being taken. Once I was 
transferred to Eastbourne that's when I was told about my sons tongue tie.  - We were 
transferred back to Hastings after a few days and once the tongue tie was cut and had a 
very very helpful nurse spend two hours with me in the middle of the night going through 
different feeding positions. 

3231 I cannot fault the midwives at both sites DGH and Hastings. However it is clear they are 
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over worked [explains her bad experience] The main problem is not enough space at 
Hastings to deliver all the babies and silly rules at EDGH preventing births there! 

3235 

I had a few appointments at Eastbourne throughout my pregnancy and they were awful. 
The midwives did not seem interested and made me question whether I trusted them 
with my child and my safety. The midwives at Hastings were amazing I cannot give them 
enough praise both prior to birthing suite, in birthing suite and after.  

3240 

I chose Pembury because I did not want to risk being transferred to Hastings from 
Eastbourne in an emergency. As it turned out it was the right choice as I needed 
emergency intervention. My experience of Hastings during pregnancy was really poor. I 
feel sad I was not able to have my baby at a local hospital it is not acceptable to have 
such limited services in such a small town.  

3243 

I was transferred from Eastbourne to Hastings with my first child, which was an awful 
experience, which I would never repeat or recommend to anyone. The care I received at 
Brighton second time round was very good.  

3246 

EDGH should be reopened, I went in for a consultant apt @ EDGH to then be rushed over 
to Conquest by blue lights 5 weeks early due to preeclampsia. this was the most stressful 
journey I have ever had to do 

3250 

Would have much preferred Eastbourne had I been younger I would have opted for the 
birthing centre instead of being advised to go to Hastings. Eastbourne is about 8-9mins 
drive Hastings 40-60mins traffic dependant also prefer Eastbourne hospital.  

3255 

I had my first child at Eastbourne and my second at Hastings. I thought the care and 
facilities at Hastings were much better. - The only negative towards Hastings is the 
journey, especially when you only just make it in time and think you may have to give 
birth in your car or ambulance.  

3257 

Very pleased with the midwives before and during birth. Can not fault midwives at DGH. 
it's a shame the post - natal team do not receive much funding otherwise I suspect they 
would have popped by more.  

3259 

My labour was brilliant the midwives were amazing, lovely caring people. When I have 
another baby I only want to go to EDGH again as they made it absolutely amazing. Also 
you have an option for your partner to stay elsewhere you dont! 

3264 

I felt I was very well supported by my consultants to have an elective c-section after an 
emergency C-section with my first at EDGH 2012. I chose to deliver at Pembury as I did 
not rate the services at Hastings and had there been an obstetric service at EDGH I would 
have chosen there. Following the birth we stayed in hospital for 10 days due to me having 
a high temperature. So very glad of the support I received. However my husband had to 
travel back and forward to Pembury rather than EDGH which was a strain with a 3 year 
old.  

3265 

My previous 2 children were born at EDGH prior to the transfer of consultants to 
Hastings. These were both negative experiences. With my last child I was given the 
opportunity to have the birth I wanted. I could not recommend Eastbourne Midwives unit 
highly enough and he absence of doctors did not in any way feel unsafe  

3268 Midwives and doctors very supportive.  

3270 

The midwives did the best they could when they were rushed off their feet and under 
staffed. But after having a c-section I ended up having to help other mothers who had 
recently had C-sections as there were no midwives available. Not really acceptable when I 
had also just had a C-section.  
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3273 

Due to prev C-section I had to have a hospital birth. But if this wasn't the case I would 
have chosen a birthing unit as feel better cared for and given more assistance through 
labour.  

3274 

I was made to feel bad about no breastfeeding even though I tried for 2 weeks but as my 
son was premature he wouldn't take and was loosing weight. I switched to formula to 
help my son as he was my sole concern. 

3277 

I gave birth to my daughter at conquest hospital. I found my whole labour experience 
horrible. I was rushed to have my daughter out and I never had my placenta eased out 
with my help. I had this pulled out and was told it was complete. However, 12 hours later 
after being discharged I was rushed back to conquest after haemorrhaging and lost over 
half my blood, my level were reading 75! I then spent two days in hospital without my 
child, the experience was awful. I have found my two previous births at EDGH more 
relaxing and myself and my new borns were looked after appropriately.  

3279 

We had to have bloods taken from baby after birth to check for genetic disorder but 
consultant didn't sound confident that they could have done this at Eastbourne. She 
could have done more to put my mind at ease to choose Eastbourne over Hastings. All 
care we received was great.  

3297 

Maternity Services - Midwife appointments need to be consistent especially if something 
is flagged up! Needs to be the same structure of doing things with every midwife and not 
different for each! -  - After care with baby - Needs to be better qualified staff 
everywhere that do checks eg. tongue tie and heart problems and not to make out it is all 
your (the mothers) fault! -  - Needs to be doctors at BOTH Conquest and DGH! Do not 
shut DGH! 

3298 
Although the service I received after the birth was good, they were full to capacity and 
the staff were really pushed.  youu did have to wait a long time to be seen or discharged.  

3301 

After having an emergency c-section at Hastings I cannot tell you how terrifying this was 
for myself and my husband. This was needed whilst already in the Conquest. I cannot 
imagine the fear and additional stress to the mother and baby of having to make a 
journey from Eastbourne to Hastings when required in an emergency! Also such a shame 
and feel so rushed and spend the first few days in an environment that is so pressurised 
for the staff after having your baby. BRING IT BACK FOR THE PEOPLE OF EASTBOURNE!!!! 

3304 

Summarised: Pre and post natal care was outstanding. Staff at the hospital were amazing 
HH SCBU is wonderful. if I were to have another baby I would return... we are so lucky to 
have the NHS... 

3308 Very happy with the service I recieved 

3311 

I would be very happy to have my next baby at EMU. The postnatal care I received was 
utterly superb. I was less happy seeing a different midwife for every appointment during 
my pregnancy. I feel it is important to build a good relationship with one midwife ... 

3315 

Cannot fault midwives or doctors but Conquest was extremely busy which resulted in 
waits for doctors during birth. in addition long waits on post natal ward and to be 
discharged. Much more support needs to be available postnatal in particular breast 
feeding. I asked to be transferred to EDGH but discouraged not an option according to 
the conquest. An hour after returning home I had a call from EDGH for breastfeeding 
support and we went to EDGH for much need support . 

3318 
I was treated well and felt comfortable with the midwives they guided me when I needed 
and my son was delivered with no trouble. Eastbourne midwives were brilliant.  
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3318 
I was treated well and felt comfortable with the midwives they guided me when I needed 
and my son was delivered with no trouble. Eastbourne midwives were brilliant.  

3319 

It truly made my daughters birth a truly wonderful joyful time. Home away from home. 
The care... was incredible. we had complications with my baby's size whilst in labour all 
the midwives were amazing so calm and warm never made us panic. Did everything in 
their power so we didn't have to go to Hastings. I cannot express how grateful I am! 
Please keep the maternity unit.  

3322 

EMU was amazing. i felt relaxed and extremely well cared for. i had my 1st baby at 
Eastbourne prior to the merge and feel the care was far superior this time round. I find 
the short drive to Hastings not a problem if it was needed.  

3324 

If a doctor had been available in Eastbourne then myself and my baby would have 
suffered a lot less trauma .however, both hospitals were outstanding given the 
circumstances.  

3326 

This questionnaire is poor. What do you want to find out? Why ask how to rate pre and 
post natal services and not ask for an explanation or rating. You wont get any meaningful 
information. if you want to know if people want a doctor ask why this is important to 
know how to manage need and expectation. I found pre and post natal services were 
rushed not a lot of compassion. Because staff at Hastings were extremely busy and only a 
few staff available at Eastbourne and anything slightly abnormal needed a doc to review 
not available in Eastbourne. Delivery at Eastbourne was good. This is a very poor 
questionnaire shameful waste of an opportunity. it can't be anonymous as you now have 
my child's DOB.  

3328 
The follow ups at home were timely and helpful. Couldn't fault EMU team. Telephone 
service at EMU during first few weeks at home with a new born were fantastic.  

3330 

The midwives and doctors during labour and the birth were phenomenal. I had placenta 
acereta - they were fast acting, caring, dedicated and wonderful. However, once released 
onto the postnatal ward I was left to my own devices. No input and advice for a first time 
mother. Not impressed with the lack of support or attention. 

3336 

I feel I received great care in my labour but I do feel midwives are under pressure. I had 
my first son in 2013 in Hastings as I had preeclampsia and the after care wasn't great as 
you could tell they were under staffed. Luckily this time I was home after 6 hours.  

3818 

If I have any more children I would probably be at the age where I would be considered a 
geriatric mother. With that in mind I would prefer to have a doctor available but would 
rather not have to travel all the way to Hastings from Hailsham. I think it is crazy that a 
full obstetric service is no longer available at Eastbourne.  

3820 
Summarised: post natal services poor as I need to use public transport and taking the 
baby to be weighed at EDGH is not so easy should have home visits.  

3844 

The service I received at Eastbourne with my first born in july 14 was second to none. O 
loved the calmness, lack of bleeping machines etc. unfortunately despite wanting to my 
second child could not be born at EDGH as she was 4 days overdue. In hindsight it was 
lucky I was forced to go to Hastings to be induced as my placenta needed to go to surgical 
removed after a natural birth. Hastings needs more staff they have so many mothers with 
complex needs these days....  

3858 After care isn't great 

3865 
I gave birth at Hastings but I wanted to give birth in Eastbourne but couldn't because I 
was high risk because of my age. After giving birth I had to have the placenta removed. I 
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had been in the hospital since 8am... I wasn't offered any food or drink when asked and 
was told there wasn't anything this was 9:30pm. I completely understand how busy staff 
are but a cup of tea and slice of toast after giving birth would have been nice. my first 
child was born in Brighton and after I was given tea and toast! 

3866 

Excellent pre-natal care, midwife, consultant and health visitor. Was admitted to Hastings 
as had polyhydramnios and wanted to induce me. 2 failed attempts, then had to wait for 
delivery room to have waters broken. Was in hospital 5 days before delivery room free. 
No sleep for days due to noise in ward! Then get told need to take me back to ward as 
emergency coming in. I totally accept I wasn't an emergency but a prisioner in maternity 
ward and emotionally drained waiting each day to see if I would progress or get a slot 
whilst others around me progressing and not letting me rest or sleep! Didn't get chucked 
out of delivery suite but was abandoned for 6 hours until Dr free to break waters. 
Midwife excellent stayed with me entire time being induced and decision made after 24 
hours of no progress and no epidural to do C-section as I was exhausted and only 3 cm, so 
still had a long way and hardest bit to go! Thrown out of my bed next morning before I 
could get dressed or feed my baby! When in new ward they forgot my pain meds and lost 
my notes so paediatrician couldn't write new baby check in them. Couldn't wait to get 
home to better care! 

3868 

Having my first born at Eastbourne DGH, the experience at Pembury was amazing 
compared. I would however consider the maternity unit at Eastbourne DGH after hearing 
great things. 

3874 
I had to keep chasing for the consultant appointments that were every 6 weeks. having to 
travel 45 mins to Hastings during active labour was not good.  

3891 

All staff that supported me through my pregnancy and birth (and after) were fantastic! 
They explained what was happening and reassured me appropriately. Thank you for a 
brilliant NHS service. 

3897 

The only reason I have ticked poor for post natal was due to me not having access to a 
bed. I had to sit in everything for nearly 2 hours before staff intervened because I was ... 
up. I was told a doctor was give check up before we left but waited 4 hours in delivery 
suite before told one not available I guess not staff fault lack of beds lack of staff lack of 
doctors.  

3899 
More certainly around home births, I was planning a home birth but they could not 
guarantee availability or a birthing stool so went to Eastbourne 

3904 

The ladies at Eastbourne were great for our post natal help it's a shame there are not any 
consultants in the midwifery unity as I need one due to a thyroid dysfunction. Hastings is 
over crowded and lacking decent care for first time mothers, I cried during and after 
every visit. Pembury had much more time for me as they were less busy. 

3918 

In the end having to go to hastings worked out well especially as my son way needing 
extra help and we stayed in special care for 9 days. It is a shame Eastbourne DGH no 
longer has a full maternity unit but a great help in being able to have my prenatal care 
there as there would have been issues travelling to and from Hastings and still being able 
to work. overall Hastings Hospital and special care team did a fantastic job supporting me 
through it.  

3924 

The post natal care in the community was amazing however the post natal care at 
Pembury was poor especially as my daughter was admitted to SCBU. There was also a lot 
of confusion between the East Sussex and Kent Trust.  

3929 my midwife at conquest was brilliant. could not of asked for a better first birth because of 
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her and how well equipped conquest was! 

3931 

I would still opt for Pembury because this is where my family lives 5mins from due to how 
baby was delivered it was extremely helpful being this close. However, Eastbourne for us 
was ruled out straight away as it didn't have the full service and I knew I wouldn't be a 
straight forward birth.  

3933 Shame they closed Eastbourne maternity 

3939 NHS Pre-natal groups would have been very beneficial if provided for over 25's 

3947 
2/3 births at Eastbourne chose to have 2 there. Well cared for and very kind helpful staff 
and nurses.  

3949 
Midwives very overstretched. Didn't receive any checks myself once baby born. Baby was 
checked 

3952 

Poor post natal service received. Disorganised at the hospital not much help or info from 
midwives. After birth treatment for myself was poor. Considering the vulnerable state 
women are in or could be in after birth the care wasn't there. I would never opt to have 
another child at Hastings. 

3953 

I had to give birth in Hastings as it was consultant cover, it meant my partner who doesn't 
drive had to use public transport for almost 2 hours each way - we live in Hailsham. A full 
obstetric service should be provided at Eastbourne! 

3957 I have had all 3 children at Eastbourne the care on all 3 occasions was amazing.  

3961 hastings delivery staff were brilliant! Friendly helpful and efficient.  

3969 I think the midwife led EMU is excellent. I would use it again.  

3972 

Really impressed pre natal in hospital for labour and post labour slightly surprised have 
few post natal visits I had but guess as it was smooth there was no need for extra. Really 
impressed with the hospital in particular which is why I would choose to go there again. 
Private rooms amazing.  

3976 

I arrived at hospital during labour and no one in the maternity ward took us seriously. It 
was very disorganised I ended up starting labour in the reception! with baby's head 
showing! Only a few days later I was informed about having Group Strep B! 

3979 
Midwife at Pembury was excellent and went over and above to ensure I was supported 
and cared for. She even checked on me following day when on maternity ward 

3984 

Unplanned home birth Just a few minutes labour. Paramedics were excellent although 
then took over an hour for a midwife to arrive. Apparently she was just down the road 
but didn't get the message. unable to deliver placenta. transferred by ambulance with 
crew and midwife to Hastings.  

3994 
On arrival at Hastings the attitude of the nurse on the desk was appalling. She made me 
burst into tears and want to go to another hospital. 

3996 

I have been extremely fortunate to have both my children at Eastbourne. The service I 
received was excellent. the midwives were experts, professional and caring. The facilities 
were everything I could have hoped for. PLEAS DONT SHUT IT DOWN! In comparison, 
after my first child in 2014, I was transferred to Hastings, I was time mother who had 
recently haemorrhaged, I was provided with little information and care. Conversely at 
Eastbourne (both times) I was kept up to date with my child's progress and was made to 
feel special. ...  

4001 Very pleased with my experience  

4007 
being able to transfer back to Crowborough was fantastic. I was booked in there but had 
to go to Pembury due to high blood pressure. the staff at Pembury were lovely but being 
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able to return to Crowborough for post natal care was amazing. I now moved near 
Eastbourne and my records haven't been transferred re vaccinations so I never get letters 
for appointments for baby which is annoying.  

4012 

I feel the post-natal care at Conquest hospital in Hastings is very poor. I had no help with 
breastfeeding and didn't get much support whilst staying there.  -  - The midwives were 
very nice but they didn't have enough time to spend with the mums. 

4018 

I would recommend EMU. EMU is excellent. They helped me with breastfeeding. I would 
not have been able to do this without their assistance. I wanted to use them back in 2013 
with my 1st sn but I was transferred to Hastings from EDGH by ambulance. This was 
horrendous and the care at the Conquest was poor. This meant I was given no 
breastfeeding support and was forced to feed formula against my wishes. I cannot 
recommend the conquest.  

4020 
Excellent services at Hastings shame have to travel a long way to get full doctor care to 
have emergency care if needed.  

4028 

I had my first child at Eastbourne and felt the after care I received here was brilliant. 
Unfortunately, with my second child, I had to have him at Hastings and the aftercare was 
appalling. I was treated as a number. No one asked me if my son had a name or came and 
monitored him when they should have. I was very upset at the lack of compassion that 
was shown during my stay. 

4032 

The care I received from nurses/midwives was amazing but my back has been left 
damaged from the trainee doing my epidural and they didn't know my baby was stuck 
until the C-section (which I begged for after over 24hrs of contractions, hormones 
inducing, having my waters broken and a 'walking epidural'.  

4040 

EMU was fantastic... I would have had my first child there is I had been confident without 
the medical facilities provided. The care before and after from EMU was fantastic... it 
gave me confidence to breast feed and had the exclusive help of a midwife...  

4041 
Hastings was awful! - Eastbourne midwives great but not enough of them! -  - Pembury 
fantastic - would give birth there again next time! 

4043 

Waiting times for appointments was awful. Was left for my whole labour apart from the 
birth in the day assessment room. Would have been nice to have been offered some pain 
relief.  

4049 

Doctors and midwives at Hastings were fabulous.  would only choose Eastbourne (if it 
were available) as closer to home.  - Immediately after giving birth I realised Hastings 
were a bit short staffed as I was left alone for a number of hours awaiting transfer to a 
ward although this was the middle of the night. 

4057 Birthing Centre was brilliant but is a concern if complications to travel to Hastings.  

4082 
Hastings hospital is very crap. -  - Never felt so low -  - Never again am I giving birth again 
there 

4083 

My midwives pre birth were amazing! The labour midwives were incredible and I 
wouldn't have changed a thing about them. Hastings however, is 45mins from my house 
and Eastbourne is 10! I would let mothers know they don't have to be induced though.  

4085 

I had an unplanned home birth and it was the best thing ever. The midwives which came 
to me where brilliant and I feel women should be given the opportunity move to home or 
at least discuss name a home birth. Would plan to do it again. Wonderful experience  

4089 
I would have liked at least one antenatal class! Postnatal was good although wasn't given 
much help on breastfeeding this resulted in me stopping breast feeding when I got home. 
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Would have liked a little more help as this was my first baby and had no idea what I was 
doing.  

4092 

Not enough staff on hand after birth.  Told I was being discharged first thing in the 
morning.  no doctor available to sign my notes so didn't leave until at least 7pm.  Too late 
for new baby going home and we waited around all day. Actual labour and c-section I 
can't fault 

4100 

Lovely and clean. Breastfeeding services were good but a little pushy and little 
understanding that I couldn't with twins. More checks needed before going home as we 
were rushed back to Pembury for a week 2 days after birth.  

4103 

I was advised to go to Hastings because baby would be big - she wasn't. ... When I spoke 
to the midwife at Hastings they told me to stay at home because labour had only just 
started. Eventually they said I could go in because it was an hour long drive to Hastings 
from home. If Eastbourne had a full maternity unit I wouldn't have had to rush to 
Hastings which was worrying an I was worried I would give birth in the car. EMU is only 10 
mins away. ... 

4105 

Murray Ward care so busy long waiting times to be seen by any doctor before birth 
Frankshaw awful like a cattle market was left as a new mother on my own! Breastfeeding 
help poor no one helped me. Feels like the Conquest tries to get you in and out as quickly 
as possible.  

4108 

Birthing service - Eastbourne Excellent, Conquest poor.  - I needed to be transferred from 
EDGH to Conquest. Conquest hospital is too busy. I repeatedly asked to be re-examined 
on the antenatal ward due to having very strong and regular contractions and wanted to 
go to the delivery suite. Noone was available to do this and so I didn't realise I was fully 
dilated until too late. So I had to give birth on an antenatal ward surrounded by other 
patients/visitors. No dignity at all for me and very limited pain relief. 

4110 The midwives were lovely and know how to make you feel comfortable.  

4111 

I feel I might have had a nicer experience at Eastbourne due to reading reviews. Seems a 
lovely caring atmosphere. Hastings was OK - just OK. Some staff were lovely, others not 
so much. Also only saw a health visitor twice during my whole pregnancy that was OK for 
me but other may not be so happy.  

4114 

When I had my daughter the hospital was unable to cope with the amount of births 
taking place. I had to wait to go home as my daughter had pooped during labour. The 
ward I was put on was with all the mothers who had poorly babies and were in special 
care unit this was awful for me and for them. Conquest cannot cope with all the babies. 
Eastbourne must come back in use. Especially with all the housing being built 
everywhere. 

4131 

The service at Pembury was outstanding. I originally wanted Crowborough BC but once 
labour started they couldn't accept me. If I hadn't have looked into alternative places I 
would have gone to DGH and ended up being transferred to the Conquest. This would 
have made the experience very traumatic I did not have an easy or straight forward birth 
but would not have been transferred until later stages.  

4136 

I had my first boy at Pembury, therefore I had my second at the same hospital. I did 
consider Crowborough birthing centre, however my husband wanted a doctor led 
hospital just in case they were needed. In the past I have heard not very good things on 
Eastbourne maternity, however since it has turned into a birthing centre all reviews I 
have heard have been good so far. However I preferred the feel of the fresh, clean, new 
hospital at Pembury.  
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4482 
I was just disappointed at not being able to give birth in Eastbourne. My partner doesn't 
drive so it cost a fortune in public transport and conquest not the easiest place to get to. 

4510 

I feel that there was not enough staff or beds I think they need to expand on the 
maternity services at EDGH and bring back doctors on site. After the birth we felt like we 
were cast aside and left on our own.  

4513 
Services offered to me were good and luckily my birth was not complicated. I do think 
DGH needs to have the full service as this was stressful for me knowing it was not.  

4527 
Wish full birthing facilities were at Eastbourne. there are too many people in Eastbourne 
not to offer this service. Hastings is folding under the weight of what is expected.  

4540 The staff at EDGH were amazing I would choose to give birth there next time.  

4554 
Unfortunately I wasn't informed for the benefits of the late cord clamping neither at the 
pre-natal visits or at the hospital during labour.  

4584 Eastbourne was brilliant - great care, I had a 3 hour birth and was home by lunch! 

4606 

EDGH was my preferred place to give birth but due to Bell's Palsy 1 week before I had this 
option removed and had to go to Hastings. this was very distressing due to a bad 
experience in 2013. Luckily this birth in 2016 was a better situation all round but I spent 9 
days before very emotional and distraught at the thought of going to Hastings  

4982 

We were very pleased with the services offered at Haywards Heath and Brighton 
however it was a long distance from Hailsham - as would Hastings have been. With a 
history of uterine rupture I was not allowed to go into labour. Because of the journey to 
hospital, this meant having an earlier ECS that if I could have gone to EDGH.  

5029 

I went to EMU for a couple of nights as Conquest was very busy. EMU was amazing a real 
shame it is midwife led as I would have chosen to go there if consultant led. I am pleased 
I went to Conquest as the medical team was there and I needed a C-section.  

5053 Brilliant service. Can't complain. Very pleased.  

5077 

There is no way I would give birth in Eastbourne it was very important to me that I have 
doctors near by if intervention was needed. I am now due to give birth to my second child 
and will be giving birth at Pembury the facilities are exceptional and I feel much more 
comfortable with doctors nearby. I have heard bad things about Hastings hospital.  

5078 
All were great except, and this was not just me but other mums on the ward, you do feel 
abandoned as soon as given birth. 

5105 Thank you for providing me with a good maternity service.  

5116 

Summarised: Missed my post natal group due to staff error. Had to stay in Hospital 
overnight. Paediatrician was too busy to check/didn't show up. Traumatic and emotional 
experience.  

5117 

I was going to give birth at Crowborough but my baby was breech. After being given lots 
of information and considered my options, I went for a planned C-section at Haywards 
Heath. Everything went well and the service after the operation was excellent. 
Unfortunately things changed when I was transferred to the maternity ward. I kept asking 
for help to feed my baby and no one came. I had to make the effort to get out of bed 
(after a C-section) to pick up my baby from the cot and try to feed her. This is only one 
example of the many thing that happened.  

5127 

Would have opted to give birth at EDGH was sent home from PRH at 0600hrs being told I 
wasn't in labour, returned at 0700 to be told I had to go to birthing suite as I was in full 
labour.  

5131 I had a very bad experience with the birth of my third child. He was a month premature. I 
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wanted to give birth at EBO but had to go to Hastings as my waters broke but no 
contractions so had to be induced at Hastings. Had an awful long labour - not enough 
midwives to support me or each other and a doctor tried several attempts to perform an 
epidural but failed I had several holes in my back. I complained after and had a debrief at 
EBO never got an explanation as to why epidural couldn't be done but was told they have 
employed extra labour ward midwives since! 

5137 EMU gave excellent care and support to breastfeed baby.  

5151 

My baby was born 6 weeks early so had to go straight to SCBU. The treatment and service 
was amazing for the few weeks we were there. Although it was my third child it would 
have been nice to have been offered a post-natal group to meet others the same age.  

5159 

The health visitor did not contact me before I gave birth I didn't see the same person 
twice. All midwives and health visitors either on holiday or off long term sick. The people I 
did see at my home were then stressed and rush in and out. If I was having problems I 
would not of felt willing to talk as they couldn't leave quick enough. 

5166 

I did not get what I deemed satisfactory care when I gave birth to my first child at EDGH 
due to lack of obstetric services. I ended up getting transferred to Hastings in an 
ambulance in the middle of the night from EDGH due to the prolonged labour.  

5174 

Post labour I wanted to go to Eastbourne birthing centre as I was struggling to breastfeed 
however they would not accept me because I had not had my baby in East Sussex even 
though I live in Hellingly! I had looked round Eastbourne birthing centre prior to having 
him as advised by NCT and they confirmed I would be able to go there after hospital, only 
24 hours after being home, following the midwife visiting intervene would they allow me 
in, however, it had been too long and I feel helped result in me not being able to 
breastfeed.  

5211 

The level of care for a multiple birth was brilliant with extra scans and midwife 
appointments, however, many of my appointments with the consultant were cancelled. 
The labour had complications and all staff involved were fantastic and very professional. 
Thank you for looking after me.  

5217 
We chose to travel to Pembury as this was doctor led. Very happy there but would 
choose Eastbourne if doctors were onsite.  

5219 

I gave birth to my first 2 children at the Conquest as I required obstetric input. my third 
progressed quickly so I had planned to go to the Conquest again but I ended up at 
Eastbourne. I had a lovely water birth in a calm and quiet environment I received 
fantastic care and was able to be back at home by the time my son was 3 hours old! Both 
Eastbourne and the conquest provide great care!  

5224 The midwives do a great job but are very stretched and under pressure.  

8050 

The labour itself was excellent - good teamwork between matron leading birth and MCA, 
however, following morning (in for overnight observation) I didn't see any staff until 
10am when I had relatives visit. Long wait (early eve) before I could be discharged home 

8053 

Due to the length of time I was left following my waters breaking early both my daughter 
and I caught an infection and had to stay for 5 days to receive antibiotics. We were left 
for 49 hours due to a lack of midwives to perform a chemical induction. 

8058 

I went on to have another baby at EMU in 2017 and I found the care provided by the 
midwives for both births outstanding. I was very glad to have the option to ... rather than 
an obstetric unit as I feel that this Is a much better environment in which to encourage 
natural childbirth  
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8060 The midwives at the royal Sussex where really friendly and very helpful and caring  

8064 

I live near Eastbourne but would not chance having my baby there due to lack of 
maternity services with an emergency situation during my birth it worries me how this 
would have been managed in Eastbourne. For this reason i will opt for Brighton again in 
future. 

8068 

Whilst I did not give birth at Eastbourne District Hospital, following his birth I was 
suffering from a close family bereavement and lateling issues so spent a few days in EMU 
following a referral from the post natal services team. It was amazing and I felt really 
supported when I needed it most.  

8072 

Excellent service aside from the treatment at triage when I was patronised and told 'we 
will probably have to send you home' and other negative things. I'd be in labour 24hours 
and knew I was dilating she said this before examining me! Please to frame comments in 
a positive manor.  

8082 

Other than one midwife with a poor attitude and awful bedside manner who looked after 
me the day after I had my baby I feel the care I received was excellent throughout. I went 
to Brighton for both births and would choose/recommend Brighton again. The care for 
my baby in the TMBU was also amazing.  

8084 
Seaford midwives were excellent. All care received in PRH was excellent too and I would 
choose that hospital . 

8086 

All the care I received was excellent apart from when I had a cracked/sore nipple from 
breast feeding I phoned for support and felt she lacked understanding, sympathy and just 
told me to carry on I live in Seaford so having the option to give birth at Eastbourne with 
a doctor / option of epidural would be amazing. 

8088 

After 3 days of attempted induction I requested a c-section. The doctor was not happy 
that a made this decision and wouldn't speak to me  but agreed to carry out the 
procedure. I was told I could have skin to skin in Theatre but this didn't happen, the baby 
was wrapped up and given to my husband. I found it difficult that there was little 
continuity of care I didn't see the same midwife more than once over my five day stay.  

8097 

Service at Hastings was brilliant. I had an emergency C-section with my first (in Haywards 
Heath) so birthing centre was not an option. I am having another baby and to travel to 
Hastings is far from Seaford so if I could go to Eastbourne if they had full obstetric service 
this would be better.  

8098 

As an older mother I was kept an eye on which was very reassuring. My community 
midwives in Seaford gave excellent care. Eastbourne Hospital midwives I felt panicked 
when I was in labour and sent me to Hastings. It's a shame Eastbourne hospital isn't a full 
maternity unit... 

8102 
Had an elected c-section . level of care received during pregnancy, labour and post natal 
was outstanding! 

8107 

The after care at Brighton was excellent. We stayed in the private room all day after early 
hour labour and it was nice to not feel we were being whisked out. The low lighting and 
big windows helped me feel calm and in control during labour unlike first labour at 
Eastbourne in small windowless room.  

8124 

Pregnancy was straight forward. Birth was very stressful and I was panicking when I was 
transferred. Closest hospital is over 30miles away. My labour was quick and I only just 
made it to hospital. Eastbourne is the closest hospital if it had the service it would be my 
first choice.  
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8137 
2011 emergency C-section in Eastbourne very positive. ... - 2016 planned C-section In 
Brighton very stressful and appointments were cancelled.  

8145 
Thankfully I had a straightforward labour ... The care I Received was fantastic but this was 
mainly due to the fact I was the only person in the maternity ward! 

8149 

I found East Sussex Maternity services excellent. I had hoped to give birth in EMU and the 
experience of being transferred was positive. I was well looked after and felt very re-
assured. However, if I have another baby I would consider having doctors available in the 
hospital.  

8151 

Service was really good... but after 3 days in post natal care we were just taken for 
granted, services got slower. waited for an extra 2days just for scan as referral was not 
placed.  

8152 

I chose Brighton as my hospital (I live in Seaford). Because of this my appointments were 
a bit all over the place. -  - Booking appointment - Peacehaven - Midwife - Seaford - Scans 
- Eastbourne - Bloods - Brighton - This could be a little more streamlined. 

8153 

I had a very complex pregnancy and the care we received was outstanding. I was seen at 
least twice a week from 20 weeks and they kept all my appointments at Eastbourne with 
Hastings only needed for delivery. I can not praise the service highly enough.  

8155 
I can't fault the care and support I was given by all the NHS staff throughout my 
pregnancy thank you.  

8165 

Nominated to go to Worthing as previous child born there and just as close in car time 
wise as Brighton. Has good ratio of birthing pools and consultants to number of births. 
Also less busy than Brighton. Feel that Hastings is too far from Seaford (home) on busy 
roads.  

8168 

The service given to me post natal was poor however the service given to my child was 
beyond excellent (Trevor Mann Unit) after 8 days baby was transferred back to Hastings 
for another two weeks service was good at SCBU.  

8173 

Eastbourne was my preferred centre but due to a high heart rate of my daughter I was 
transferred to Hastings. I was very anxious about this as my first birth was very fast. Being 
transferred put extra stress on an already stressful situation. I didn't want to go straight 
to Hastings as from where I live it is a long drive and I was again worried that it was too 
far and I wouldn't make it in time. Hastings is too far for a lot of people.  

8178 
I gave birth at the midwife unit in Eastbourne and I cannot recommend it enough. The 
midwives were fantastic. 

8192 

I was booked to give birth at Eastbourne DGH but I had an unplanned home birth. I was 
nervous with this choice though as was not booked for Brighton and so any complications 
would have meant a long journey to Hastings (we don't have a car!). 

8201 

After birth the midwives were too overstretched to give proper care and needed to be 
chased to provide medication/pain relief. Before and during birth excellent. After birth 
when the midwives did come they were very good.  

8214 

The staff at the hospital were fantastic, delivering my baby quickly and safely. All staff at 
EDGH, Brighton and Seaford have been very attentive and supportive throughout the 
whole process. Thank you! 

8988 illegible  

8991 

We had to take our baby to Eastbourne hospital midwife for weighing at 3 days old as 
baby was slightly underweight we were then told to take her to Brighton A&E to get 
checked into a feeding service - this was in the winter and late at night - we would have 
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liked to stay in Eastbourne hospital for the feeding service but were not allowed. 
Completely impractical to travel so far at night/in winter with such a small baby.  

9009 

I would absolutely recommend EDGH I stayed 2 nights in Hastings after birth the staff 
were unfriendly and overstretched. I stayed 5 nights in EMU EDGH and my experience 
there was so different they were amazing and I am very grateful. Thank you EMU! 

9030 

Brighton was really good before and during birth. Afterwards the staff try to be attentive 
but they are so stretched. The night was so noisy, my baby slept but I didn't. I would have 
chosen Eastbourne for this birth had it had the obstetric service without a shadow of 
doubt.  

9042 
Poor communication in post natal care once I left hospital and transferred back to 
Eastbourne's care.  

9044 

Lack of support in community - had to go to hospital but service at both Eastbourne 
midwife unit and Hastings was faultless. I would recommend service to others as I 
thought all the staff were fantastic.   

9105 

The treatment and level of care I received at EMU was excellent. I've had both my 
children there and love it. I like that it doesn't feel like a hospital and is a lovely calming 
environment the midwives deserve all the praise in the world! 
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Appendix H 

East Sussex Maternity Services Survey – Hastings 
and Rother CCG 

 
 

Local Authority area  

  
 

Response 
Total 

 Eastbourne    0.00% 0 

 Wealden    0.00% 0 

 Lewes    0.00% 0 

 Rother   
 

43.20% 197 

 Hastings   
 

56.80% 259 

  
100.00% 456 

  
 
 

Day of the week child born on  

  
 

Response 
Total 

 Monday   
 

12.58% 57 

 Tuesday   
 

15.67% 71 

 Wednesday   
 

14.79% 67 

 Thursday   
 

15.67% 71 

 Friday   
 

16.11% 73 

 Saturday   
 

13.02% 59 

 Sunday   
 

12.14% 55 

  
100.00% 453 
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Month child born in  

  
 

Response 
Total 

 January   
 

7.51% 34 

 February   
 

7.95% 36 

 March   
 

6.62% 30 

 April   
 

6.18% 28 

 May   
 

7.28% 33 

 June   
 

9.05% 41 

 July   
 

7.95% 36 

 August   
 

12.36% 56 

 September   
 

11.48% 52 

 October   
 

9.27% 42 

 November   
 

7.28% 33 

 December   
 

7.06% 32 

  
100.00% 453 

  
 

Gender of child  

  
 

Response 
Total 

 Male   
 

52.64% 239 

 Female   
 

47.36% 215 

  
100.00% 454 
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Was this your first, second, third or other birth?  

  
 

Response 
Total 

 First   
 

45.59% 207 

 Second   
 

35.46% 161 

 Third   
 

11.89% 54 

 Other (please specify):   
 

7.05% 32 

  
100.00% 454 

  
 

Was this a multiple birth?  

  
 

Response 
Total 

 Yes   
 

2.21% 10 

 No   
 

97.79% 443 

  
100.00% 453 

  
 

Did you have an appointment with a consultant before the birth?  

  
 

Response 
Total 

 Yes   
 

62.47% 283 

 No   
 

37.53% 170 

  
100.00% 453 
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If you had an appointment with a consultant before the birth where was it?  

  
 

Response 
Total 

 Hastings   
 

86.74% 229 

 Eastbourne   
 

1.89% 5 

 Crowborough    0.00% 0 

 Pembury   
 

7.20% 19 

 Haywards Heath    0.00% 0 

 Brighton    0.00% 0 

 Redhill    0.00% 0 

 Other (please specify):   
 

4.17% 11 

  
100.00% 264 

  
 

Did you wish to give birth at a location with a hospital doctor on site?  

  
 

Response 
Total 

 Yes   
 

77.65% 351 

 No   
 

22.35% 101 

  
100.00% 452 

  
 

How do you rate the pre-natal services you received?  

  
 

Response 
Total 

 Excellent   
 

36.61% 164 

 Good   
 

55.36% 248 

 Poor   
 

6.03% 27 

 Very poor   
 

2.01% 9 

  
100.00% 448 
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Where was the child born?  

  
 

Response 
Total 

 At home   
 

4.82% 22 

 In an ambulance    0.00% 0 

 In other vehicle    0.00% 0 

 At hospital / birthing 
centre   

 

95.18% 434 

  
100.00% 456 

  
 

If hospital or birthing centre which of the following:  

  
 

Response 
Total 

 Hastings   
 

87.73% 379 

 Eastbourne   
 

1.62% 7 

 Crowborough   
 

0.93% 4 

 Pembury   
 

6.94% 30 

 Haywards Heath    0.00% 0 

 Brighton   
 

0.23% 1 

 Redhill    0.00% 0 

 Other (please specify):   
 

2.55% 11 

  
100.00% 432 

  
 

Were you transferred during labour?  

  
 

Response 
Total 

 Yes   
 

3.30% 15 

 No   
 

96.70% 439 

  
100.00% 454 
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If you were transferred during labour from where to where?  

 To  

 From Home Eastbourne Hastings Crowborough Pembury 
Haywards 

Heath 
Brighton Redhill 

Response 
Total 

Home 0 0 7 0 0 0 0 0 7 

Eastbourne 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 3 

Hastings 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 

Crowborough 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 

Pembury 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Haywards Heath 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Brighton 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Redhill 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

 
answered 12 

  

 
 

Did you require a doctor's intervention during labour?  

  
 

Response 
Total 

 Yes   
 

56.47% 253 

 No   
 

43.53% 195 

  
100.00% 448 

  
 

If you required a doctor's intervention during birth, was this for an:  

   
Response 

Total 

 Epidural   
 

 96 

 C-section   
 

 102 

 Episiotomy   
 

 13 

 Other (please specify):   
 

 93 

   252 
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How do you rate the birthing service you received?  

  
 

Response 
Total 

 Excellent   
 

59.37% 263 

 Good   
 

34.09% 151 

 Poor   
 

2.93% 13 

 Very poor   
 

3.61% 16 

  
100.00% 443 

  
 
If you were transferred after the birth to another location please indicate from 
where to where:  

 To  

 From Home Eastbourne Hastings Crowborough Pembury 
Haywards 

Heath 
Brighton Redhill 

Response 
Total 

Home 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 2 

Eastbourne 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 

Hastings 2 4 0 0 0 0 1 0 7 

Crowborough 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 

Pembury 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Haywards Heath 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Brighton 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Redhill 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

 
answered 11 

  

 
 

How do you rate post-natal services you received?   

  
 

Response 
Total 

 Excellent   
 

31.74% 139 

 Good   
 

49.54% 217 

 Poor   
 

14.16% 62 

 Very poor   
 

4.57% 20 

  
100.00% 438 
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If you were to have another child would you wish to give birth at a location 
with doctors on site:  

  
 

Response 
Total 

 Yes   
 

82.37% 369 

 No   
 

17.63% 79 

  
100.00% 448 

  
 
If you were to have another child, would you choose to give birth at 
Eastbourne District General Hospital if a full obstetric service were available?  

  
 

Response 
Total 

 Yes   
 

28.43% 118 

 No   
 

71.57% 297 

  
100.00% 415 
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Please provide any comments you would like to make about the maternity 
services offered to you  

 Response total 311 

556 

I have recently given birth to my second son. This was a planned home birth - and a clam 
relaxed experience for me and him. I would like to see more investment for home birth 
maternity services.  

558 
Being my first child I feel the care and service I received was brilliant and it makes me feel at 
ease with any future children. 

6008 
Pre natal services were poor and inconvenient access, I felt I was chasing them up. All staff 
at Conquest outstanding. Conquest was outstanding 

6022 
the advice and support offered by the midwives and consultant was outstanding and gave 
me the confidence to have a successful VBAC Thank you so much! 

6026 

Midwives were lovely and informative. Birthing was good and talked through postnatal kept 
asking for help and not getting any in 2 days 1 was there with changing and breastfeeding. 
There was one nice lady on the day I left so not rated very poor.  

6028 

I chose to give birth at Crowborough birthing centre as I was low risk, wanted a pool birth 
and an aesthetically pleasing and peaceful environment. Neither Hastings or Eastbourne 
maternity units could guarantee this. A purpose built birthing unit as Hastings is what is 
needed. (The obstetric unit is NOT the right place to give birth for low risk women) 
Eastbourne unit has no windows in the middle of the hospital.  

6032 
Summarised: Booked in for induced labour but sent home due to it being too busy. Not 
enough care given. Staff not trained well. etc...  

6041 Excellent service with both my pregnancy and briths. 

6057 
Eastbourne is quite some distance find it scary to think that I have no transport I may have 
to go there if I decide to have another child. 

6065 

I have received excellent antenatal care for all three of my pregnancies from my community 
midwife. I have has 2 transfers to hospital conquest and one delivery at home and have 
been well looked after.  

6079 

I would only be happy giving birth in a place where there is everything I needed incase of a 
problem. I would not want to be moved during labour especially if I needed an emergency c-
section.  

6084 

Spectacular care during birth, all staff were friendly and kept me informed. The only 
downside was that midwives were not notified when I first called to say contractions were 5 
minutes apart. By the time they arrived 2 hours later I was exhausted from fighting the urge 
to push and needed to be transferred to hospital (Ambulance took a further hour to arrive 
(cutbacks!) but all midwives and paramedics were wonderful. 

6088 

I wanted to give birth in my home town of Hastings and would not have wanted to travel to 
Eastbourne, particularly if experiencing painful contractions.  -  - I was very pleased with the 
service and care I received on Murray Ward, delivery suite and Frank Shaw Ward. I was 
taken in for emergency theatre and my baby may not have survived without the 
interventions of doctors.  

6092 
I felt I was well looked after throughout my pregnancy and birth and was very grateful to be 
in a setting where there were doctors available even though I was low risk.  

6093 

Hastings delivery suite was very busy, which I feel influenced the care I received. Triage 
process was the worst part, with emphasis on sending women home (because the unit was 
too busy!) rather than a proper triage process. My birth was a "near miss" as a midwife still 
talked of sending me home less than an hour before I gave birth. My baby was delivered 
urgently by a doctor so who knows what could've happened if I was in a car or at home. 
Also, there was no pain relief available on Murray Asst unit.  
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Please provide any comments you would like to make about the maternity 
services offered to you  

 Response total 311 

6094 
More government funding needed to provide more of a service as all the midwives i have 
met had limited resources  

6110 

Midwives were too busy to give much help with breastfeeding. No one was available to help 
put surgical stockings on my swollen legs. no acknowledgement of my mental health needs 
following a traumatic C-section and massive blood loss and general anaesthetic.  

6125 

I had a mixed prenatal service. I was a high risk pregnancy initially under Mr Zade. I never 
actually saw him but saw a series of registrars who did not know enough about the 
condition I had an often gave contradictory information. I was fortunate enough to be 
moved to Miss Nairs team where the approach was more coordinated and I received 
excellent care. 

6139 

I was always seen when needed and my midwife in labour was great... I didn't like the fact 
that I had to take the baby to doctors surgery a few days after he was born I felt I should 
have been visited at home.  

6153 

The whole team at the Conquest and the midwife we saw were all amazing. This was our 
second baby born at the Conquest and we wouldn't want to go anywhere else. Thank you to 
everyone at the Conquest.  

6155 
After a previous complicated pregnancy which was dealt with at St Thomas. I referred 
myself back to London. There is definitely a local need to provide full obstetric care.  

6166 I don't have any as the treatment was excellent,.  

6170 Very impressed with the service I received! 

6174 

I intended to have a home birth but complications arose and it was no longer safe. I was 
transferred to hospital the care was superb despite being busy. staff were fantastic. I cant 
sig their praises enough.  

6179 

I would have liked my maternity folder back as had scan letters which I paid for in there. I 
tried gaining it back but no response. I was in a private room after the birth I think I should 
have been checked on and given advice as it was my first and no one came to check on us 
other than that the care during birth couldn't have gone better.  

6187 

Overall very good but a few points: Too many consultant appointments to decide if I needed 
C-section. Clear shortage of midwives in the post natal wards. All my notes have been lost, I 
was readmitted 5 days after discharge and this made things harder. I had a complicated and 
traumatic C-section as the spinal block didn't work fully so I was operated on feeling 
everything. no support has been offered!  

6189 

Summarised: poor post natal information. need better support breastfeeding - conflicting 
information given. was not informed baby had been briefly submitted to SCBU. post natal 
care need improving.  

6193 

Our baby was diagnosed from 20 week scan as having a severe diaphragmatic hernia. 
Although his prognosis was very poor, I was given excellent help, support and frequent 
scans at Conquest, Eastbourne and Kings where he was eventually born! My labour was 
complicated and I feel I received excellent care despite the difficult circumstances. My son is 
now nearly 1 year old in spite of his difficult start he is still here thanks to the NHS.  

6196 

Consultants were too pushy for me to have a c-section because of their view about VBACS. 
All staff were overstretched and could not therefore provide the right care. Because of 
Eastbourne patients being added I had to wait 3 days on a ward before being able to go to 
the labour ward.  

6199 
My midwife during pregnancy and birth were both excellent. Highly impressed.  -  - The 
doctor who performed the episotomy was pulling my baby when I wasn't contracting which 
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Please provide any comments you would like to make about the maternity 
services offered to you  

 Response total 311 

was excruciating and then when performing the episotomy after I felt every single stitch as 
the pain relief wasn't strong enough or in the right place. 

6204 

Great experience and care from hospital. However, clearly unstaffed no one checked me 
from induction evening until I was 10 cm dilated and ready to push. all labour team were 
fantastic.  

6215 

Post natal services lack of support especially for first time mothers. not allowing a member 
of the family to support/stay through the night after a stressful induction of labour was 
distressing after lack of sleep due to other patients on ward ... Midwives supporting 
obstetric cholestasis sufferer with 3 visits a week to the day clinic at Conquest were a credit 
to the Hospital. Midwife on the day was brilliant.  

6260 

Very poor service in the Conquest. I felt completely ignored when I enquired about birthing 
pool I was told it hasn't been cleaned for a while and is dirty and unavailable - utterly 
disgusting.  

6267 

I live closer to conquest hospital. I would have liked more appointments with my midwife 
before birth but she got stopped at my doctors surgery. I had an appointment booked to see 
her and when I got there I got told she's been moved but not told where to and I never got 
another appointment. Very poor :-( 

6269 
I had a quick birth and could have been released early however waited 9 hours for an anti D 
injection as no staff to get it and give it to me.  

6281 
Amazing staff who were very supportive to me and my husband couldn't fault service well 
done conquest.  

6293 
I had no issues and felt supported by midwife team. One of my post natal checks was 
cancelled due to lack of funding lucky I had no concerns.  

6308 

Summarised: All the midwives were excellent. On call doctor was very pushed for time when 
assisting with forcep delivery and doing stitches afterwards due to it being a busy night. 
water birth was excellent.  

6315 

Understaffed at conquest! Delay in antibiotics led to infection after C-section. Delay in 
seeing doctor /midwives over weekend led to longer stay and diagnosis of baby's jaundice, 
leading to a 4/5 day stay in SCBU. Doctors disagreeing on treatment/ blood transfusion after 
haemorrhage. poor communication with patients and massively understaffed particularly at 
the weekend.   

6325 

Midwife was difficult to get hold of an forgot to book appointment with consultant. After 
birth with a severe tear no real guidance or support offered with pelvic floor exercises or 
examination no follow up.  

6331 

Summarised: Pre natal care was stressful, incoherent advice between consultants and 
administrative staff. Birth at Hastings was excellent and breastfeeding advice at EDGH was 
very helpful.  

6336 
I feel that with both pregnancies at the conquest I received excellent care and all staff were 
amazing as were the midwives and consultants I cannot fault the care we all received.  

6343 

In summary: -  - - Patient chose home birth - - Decided to go to hospital during labour as 
midwife would not be working on the home birthing day - - Care not as good as previous 
births - - Not listened to - - embarrassing when rushed to the delivery ward - - Once patient 
was in labour she received excellent care and was well looked after - - Outstanding 
community midwife 

6350 

There were too few midwives/support nurses on the ward. I spent a week in hospital after 
the birth and care was patchy at times. Everything depended on who was on duty. Service 
ranged from excellent to very poor. All staff were extremely busy. Some were very helpful, 
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services offered to you  
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some very unpleasant and unprofessional in their actions and attitude.  

6351 

Before giving birth my midwife forgot to give me various information including vaccinations 
which she referred me for too early. I was made to feel that a membrane sweep was part 
and parcel of the process and this induced a horrible labour and delivery. Staff on delivery 
were fantastic. Post natal was appalling! Very dirty showers were filthy and blood stained 
and I received no support breast feeding...  

6352 I received professional care throughout. All the staff were exceptional. Thank you. 

6355 

The service we received was amazing at both Hastings and Eastbourne. Everyone was so 
helpful. I had a brilliant experience. I went to Eastbourne for some help with breastfeeding - 
without this help I do not think I would have been able to carry on breastfeeding. The one 
on one time really helped and made it less stressful.  

6358 

I was under consultant led care due to emergency C-section with a previous birth. I would 
have liked this to be a bit more consistent and seen the same consultant. I was anxious 
about the hospital stay due to previous experience in 2012 but the care was amazing.  

6366 

Staff at Conquest were professional at all times caring friendly and helpful. i could not have 
done it without tier help. Having a facility like this close the where I live took the stress out 
of the whole situation and experience. Thank you 

6374 
The care and service at Hastings was excellent. Due to having an emergency C-section I 
would always chose Hastings over Eastbourne. All staff were superb.  

6377 Eastbourne is too far from Hastings the services I need are at Hastings.  

6381 

I would always prefer to give birth at hospital rather than at home as if there was an 
emergency I would be in the best place. This puts my mind at ease when in labour my 
midwife was amazing and all staff were friendly and helpful . 

6388 
Conquest Hospital staff very helpful and reassuring during labour and after care team were 
excellent too.  

6406 More staff! 

6412 
I found Conquest maternity services excellent and my midwife was outstanding after 3 
difficult labours this one was much better handled by staff 

6417 
Prenatal service was excellent. Birthing experience was superb only feedback would be not 
enough consistent or enough advice on breastfeeding. postnatal service forgot about me! 

6423 

Health visitor not in contact much. Had to push for counselling services and felt they didn't 
really know what to do with me or where to place me. I saw a different midwife every time. I 
went to an appointment prior to birth which was not helpful or reassuring. I felt pressured 
to have a... or be induced which I did not want early on. Didn't feel confident about drugs I 
was given after the birth such as Ibuprofen. i was told it was harmless to the baby but when 
I researched it said otherwise.  

6427 

Excellent birth care and post op. Post natal care once transferred to ward was poor if I'm 
honest. Very busy staff, no real advice, a fight to get pain relief, oral anti sickness drug given 
when already vomiting. I was keen to be discharged the following day.  

6442 

At my book in appointment I was booked under a named consultant because I was 
considered to be high risk. I saw absolutely no point in this because not once did I ever meet 
that particular consultant. in fact not once did I see the same pre-natal consultant again; it 
was a different person every single time. I think this point did not make good continuity of 
care.  

6445 
The support received during my labour and aftercare at the Conquest was exceptional. The 
nurses, midwives and ... specialists were amazing. I felt in safe hands and even called for 
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additional support afterwards re breastfeeding. In terms of afterbirth care the booklets are 
unclear/messy/confusing one go to booklet would have been appreciated with contact 
numbers/classes/info etc.  

6451 I had a very long and difficult labour and I was looked after well.  

6452 

Community midwife service in local area was very poor. midwives always off sick, never saw 
the same person, mix up on appointments and delayed appointments. Very stressful for 
pregnant lady.  - Antenatal unit (Murray Ward) was where I was induced. Midwives were 
lovely but a lack of them was a big issue. Busy wards not enough staff therefore patients like 
myself did not get enough care or attention.  

6466 

I came in for an induction was sent through to delivery suite, however was informed of 
emergency case being brought in and was informed that I could either continue with my 
delivery. However staff would be spread thin if anything went wrong or I could go back to 
previous ward (assesment) to come back later. I came back later and my delivery went well, 
lovely midwives. Pre-natal services in hospital, I feel were lacking I had to ask for 
breastfeeding support. Pre-natal home visits were brilliant. However had different midwives 
each time due to midwife being off sick, however this is understandable.  

6471 

I would have preferred to give birth at home for my 3rd child, which was planned. However, 
I sustained a hand injury prior to birth and decided it was better to be in hospital. All staff at 
the conquest were very good. I did feel that they were not able to help as much with my 
injured hand, but this was an unusual circumstance so understandable.  

6485 

My midwife was brilliant but the Conquest was very dirty. The toilet flush was broken in the 
birthing pool room and it had faeces in it. I was left in this room all day. I wasn't told that the 
NCT course takes concessions at the time I had very little money and couldn't afford £150 
The course would have been beneficial to me.  

6486 

Appalling experience when in antenatal ward for an induction. Midwives on duty were not 
compassionate and were very rude. I then had a locum midwife for the delivery who was 
shouting at me because I had not been able to push to move baby down (although 
afterwards we found out I wouldn't as baby wasn't moving as was back to back and labour 
wasn't progressing).  I had a debrief after and complained via letter but never got a reply. 
Despicable treatment.  

6492 
SCBU at Conquest fantastic as were the consultants who watched us almost weekly, without 
them she would not be here 

6496 

I do think that there is far less support as well as less checks after birth if it is not your first 
baby. I had a planned c-section through complications of my first birth and the staff at the 
Conquest were excellent. I think that the services I received after returning home let down 
my overall experience.  

6504 

I would want to give birth in a local hospital - as my contractions with both my children 
came on very suddenly to only a few mins apart, therefore I would not have made it in time 
if I had to travel to another hospital further away.  

6511 

I was lucky to have a very good community midwife and she was great. This was my second 
child and was incredibly quick only 24 minutes in Hospital baby arrived...The allowed us to 
go home within 6 hours which was great. 

6525 

Not enough antenatal services. Extreme lack of communication between professionals and 
patients. Very poor aftercare. This is dangerous when considering post natal depression and 
breastfeeding stats. 

6532 I had a fantastic student midwife 
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6538 

I was induced following fertility treatment and my labour/birth was full of intervention. 
Whilst most staff were excellent, kind and caring the unit was clearly busy and understaffed. 
I had a great experience once we were moved to the delivery suite and then on the 
postnatal ward, but the antenatal unit was not a nice place to be. More single rooms and 
facilities for partners to stay would be very welcome. Also, more information about what 
happens in the induction fails.  

6545 
I was very happy with the service. Midwives friendly always more than happy to help. I was 
well looked after. Thank you. 

6552 
I would not like to travel any distance when in labour. I felt comfort in knowing I could give 
birth at my local hospital (Hastings).  

6574 
As I live in Hastings I had both my babies there and the service was wonderful.  I had no 
problems during birth or my stay overs.  

6586 I was well looked after 

6587 
There was not enough anaesthetists to give me an epidural. By the time one was it was too 
late. It was a bank holiday weekend so not enough cover.  

6588 

Summarised: - - admitted 10am, 3cm dilated. - - 12 hours for midwives to check despite 4-5 
requests - - at 10/11pm  checked at 8 cm dialation - no pain relief given prior to this - - rude 
midwife - - Start and end of process was good but between start and end was poor - - not 
listened to and overlooked - - discharge nurse was supportive - - Was told there would be a 
debrief but this did not happen and I was too exhausted to chase up 

6594 

The midwife care I received was amazing. As a first time mother I feel there should be more 
pre-natal class available that teach basics like washing a baby, feed and more breastfeeding 
support. My local hospital is conquest that is why I would give birth there not at Eastbourne 
- I also feel more comfortable with obstetric support. 

6604 
SCBU was fantastic. Conquest accommodated me for 11 nights.  -  - Health visitors were a let 
down.  

6608 

I had a wonderful experience throughout my pregnancy labour and post natal care. the 
community midwives were fantastic and I felt I was well cared for - all services were 
excellent.  

6610 

I had a completely natural birth with no pain killers or even gas and air. The majority of 
contractions I spent alone at home. In the labour ward the midwives were informative and 
supportive but I felt the pressure from ... and invasive pressure of doctors to hurry me 
along, almost performing intervention epidural against my will. I gave birth covered in wires 
on my back for no reason. It was a normal healthy birth. I didn't even scream. 

6614 

Pre-natal care was great. However, as a first time mother more classes/courses would have 
been helpful. My home birth was perfect, but, again not enough checks afterwards. I only 
started to feel the beginning of post natal depression after all the health visits were done. 
Longer checks and more classes/groups needed.  

6628 

Midwives were fantastic post birth. Doctor during birth was bolshie and lacked empathy and 
quick to push fir surgery and ignore my preferences. health visitors have been 
unsympathetic quick to sign off notes... this caused complications post birth.  

6638 

I wouldn't choose to birth at Eastbourne under a full obstetric service only because I am 
local to Hastings I fully support a full staffed maternity untit at Eastbourne . In general 
maternity services are excellent though need more funding especially in breastfeeding 
support it is sorely lacking.  

6641 In my first birth there were so much help from the midwives and stuff in the Conquest. this 
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time ... the services were very poor due to minimum staff. I had to wait and ring a bll so 
many time before a midwife came to me.  

6642 

My pregnancy was high risk. All the staff were lovely at the Conquest and looked after me ... 
There were a lot of women from Eastbourne that had to travel a long way also making it 
very busy.  

6651 

The service was good, however after birth I was fully alone and did expect more guidance 
being a first time mum as I had no clue. Also being a first time mum I wasn't listened to 
when I said I was at the ed of labour and needed to push, I was told I was in the early stage 
only 2-3 cm and nearly gave birth on the toilet as a result.  

6659 

I was rather disappointed with the post natal care I received at the Conquest. The midwife I 
had was good to begin with but the next day I had no care or when we were discharged no 
one was around to do any paper work or checks,. The birthing experience was very good but 
not was good as my experience back in 2015.  

6665 
The service from EMU midwives was invaluable to my family. As first time parents going to a 
safe calm comfortable environment with midwives available to guide us and help us... 

6678 

I understand the reasoning behind it but I feel strongly that fathers should be able to stay 
overnight at the hospital. With a newborn baby and unable to move I felt very isolated and 
frightened. The maternity staff were so busy I didn't feel I could ask them for help. Also 
asking fathers to leave their newborn feels barbaric.  

6681 

The home birth community midwife was excellent and I felt I was kept informed and my 
options and choice heard throughout the emergency birth at the conquest. Disagreements 
between anaesthetist about how to remove my baby when our heart rates dropped could 
have been done in private but over all a good level of care...  

6685 

Antenatal appointments busy and overcrowded. lack of continuity of care from single 
consultant. Labour 'medicalised' due to arrival 7cm dilated emergency assumed in haste due 
to monitoring issues leading to subsequent worse tearing and haemorrhage. Catheter left in 
too long on ward. Post-natal support on maternity ward very poor, little support/contact 
time and left to attempt breastfeed in pain. Health service visitor service excellent.  

6716 Conquest are fab. All 3 children were born there and I wouldn't go anywhere else.  

6736 

Summarised: - hospital was short staffed. Due to this I had a bad experience. My son had to 
be rushed to SCBU. My husband was not allowed to visit me at this awful time because it 
was outside of normal visiting hours. I felt so alone and down. They said I was too heavy to 
roll over. I couldn't stop crying and was very depressed. 

6746 

The midwife who was looking after me during labour was rude and miserable and didn't 
listen to my needs. My baby was in distress and her heart rate had dropped dramatically 
and she didn't pick up on it! A doctor had to deliver my baby and he was absolutely fantastic 
and I couldn't have delivered without him.  

6752 
All staff we encountered were amazing. We felt really... to be in their care. Around that we 
could tell that resources were stretched as wards ...understaffed... 

6758 
Conquest hospital were fantastic throughout the whole pregnancy and birth it was clean 
and safe the staff were nice professional and made me and my partner feel at ease 10/10 

6764 

I feel everything was very disorganised and understaffed. I was told to go to the wrong ward 
to begin with, my baby was delivered in the waiting room. I feel I wasn't taken seriously and 
there was no doctor about to sign me out.  

6773 
I had the best care under a really stretched service. Nurses and midwives are working 
exhaustively and the longest process was trying to get discharged... 
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6778 

I was left with a pack on my C-section scar that should have been removed within 3 hours 
was removed after I told them it was uncomfortable and then ripped lots of my skin off with 
the dressing! My daughter was chocking and I rand the bell 4 times and then had to get up 
myself 4 hours after my C-section no one came to help me! 

6791 They are a credit to the NHS 

6795 
I hate staying for ages after birth and not knowing when I can go home. I wasn't discharged 
quicker because there wasn't someone who could do it.  

6798 

The initial post-natal service we received at Hastings was poor, I was discharged the day 
after my C-section with no breastfeeding support, however, I then was readmitted  due to 
my child not feeding and a 13% loss of weight.  and I asked to be transferred to 
Crowborough. Here I received excellent and superb care. Especially with breastfeeding and 
personal wellbeing.  

6799 

I had quite a difficult pregnancy (baby number 6) on three occasions I ended up on the 
maternity day unit for monitoring. The service I received was excellent on all occasions. on 
the last occasion my baby had not been moving during the previous night and that morning. 
I was monitored, baby's heart beat was not accelerating between contractions... I gave birth 
an hour and half afterwards...All staff were excellent.  

6807 

Labour progressed very quickly and midwives refused to listen as a result was offered the 
option to go home when I was in full labour! near transition they kept telling me I wasn't in 
active labour when finally examined I was told I was fully dilated and there was a scramble 
to find me a room as I was still on the day ward. Ventouse failed and took off my baby's 
scalp no mention of this risk was given. They let me push for an hour with no progress 
pushing took 2 hours 30mins overall.  

6808 The Conquest was very good, no complaints 

6812 

We found the midwives we encountered excellent. The doctors lacked basic communication 
skills for example walking into our room talking to each other then starting an examination 
without speaking to me.  

6832 

Overall I had a great experience, I cannot be more complimentary of my midwife and I'm so 
pleased that she encouraged me to have a home birth even though I was transferred 
afterwards. The staff at the Conquest did discharge us as soon as they could which I was 
very pleased about. I will say, however, that had this not been my second child I would have 
been disappointed with the lack of after care especially with the involvement with health 
visitors. It was considerably less than I had with my first.  

6836 

I was a category 1 emergency C section and the urgent care I received was amazing. The 
birth was nothing like what I had wanted (I was a booked home birth) but the excellence of 
the staff, both in decision making and communication helped me to see it as a positive 
experience. The postnatal ward also gave me very good care. I was impressed with the time 
that staff managed to spend with me despite the amount of paperwork they have to get 
through. I am a local GP in Bexhill. 

6840 

The service offered at Conquest when I gave birth was excellent. my delivery notes were lost 
which was disappointing as I never received them but other than that the service was 
excellent.  

6860 I'll hope all pregnant women have a good health. Thank you very much .  

6868 

Summarised: Terrible experience during labour - wasn't given a bed when she first arrived at 
hospital. doctors and nurses were uncompassionate and did not listen to her or check her C-
section scar. Pain relief wasn't administered effectively. Disgusting service would never use 
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the Conquest Maternity again.  

6876 

Lack of basic equipment on unit after birth i.e in may cubical and others no light due to no 
bulbs.  More support needed to new mums as you're unsure and knackered from birth but 
pretty much just left to it unless you've had issues during birth. Lack of paediatricians was 
ready for discharge in the morning however wasn't discharged until 9pm. 

6880 

There was a sever lack of maternity services offered to me. No antenatal classes. no health 
visitor bothered to turn up for our 6 month check. After birth I wasn't given any help to 
show how to change a nappy or breastfeed ' nothing! I was told at 9am I'd be discharged 
shortly but had to wait until 7pm. Very poor service for a first time mum who was clueless 
and scared. Would not recommend the maternity untit at the Conquest but had no other 
option. 

6922 

After I had my baby c-section, a midwife did not come and see if me or baby were OK I 
struggled with breastfeeding gave up in the end. Midwife visited me before going off shift 
and said to me as I have had a baby before I should know what to do, felt very low and 
struggled. I was told to go home next day I wasn't ready thought it felt like get one in are 
out.  

6929 
Midwives in pre-natal care could be more consistent I don't think i saw the same midwife 
more than once for both of my pregnancies.  

6936 

Good care up until delivery (planned C-section with twins in breech position). Poor care and 
support while in the Conquest Hospital. very little help provided with breast feeding and 
when trying to care for babies at night. Times when my husband was made to leave. Would 
have expected more support to be available seeing as I was a 1st time mum of twins and 
had to have a C-section. 

6940 

i'm glad I live in Hastings as this meant I would be able to give birth at the Conquest where 
doctors were on site. this birth was a planned c-section so pretty straight forward. My first 
birth in 2014 at the conquest was an emergency c-section and without staff on site it could 
have been a very dangerous birth. The staff are amazing and do the best they can with not 
enough of them. 

6942 

Excellent care from doctors and midwives before and during birth.  -  - Very poor care after 
birth, was left on maternity ward for hours without anyone to check on me or ask if 
everything was ok, not enough pain relief.  -  - Had to have a shower after birth whilst trying 
to soothe my baby myself after having an epidural. -  - Father was only aloud to stay for 20 
minutes after birth and then was told to leave - was given no advice on breastfeeding until 
over 24 hours after birth 

6947 
I had an elective C-section. My midwife was uncontactable during my pregnancy. then left 
and I wasn't informed. post baby a womb infection and haemorrhage left undiagnosed. 

6948 
We chose Pembury due to the better, cleaner facilities and found the staff more organised, 
caring and professional.  

6952 Midwives were very helpful in labour.  

6988 

Staff at the conquest were excellent. However, it was apparent they are very under staffed 
in post-natal wards. We stayed in for 2 days after birth as my son needed paediatric care. On 
our day of discharge we waited nearly 12 hours to be able to go home as no staff were 
available to do the discharge checks. We were eventually discharged at 10pm by a trainee 
nurse who had been on shift since 6am! 

6990 
I had excellent care after I ... 29 weeks. When I was in hospital I was told to be induced 34 
weeks, I was then pushed to go to 37 weeks by the registrar. I had to fight ti have my son 
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early due to the risk I wasn't listened to as my consultant was on holiday. when i was in 
labour I was dismissed and told I was lying! I was actually 5cm dilated! When my son was 
born I was abandoned on the ward - I had a baby who was very sick and not feeding 
thankfully ... picked it up otherwise it would have been a different story. You need more 
midwives and give them time to help mothers not get frustrated with them . 

7004 Illegible  

7007 

My midwife during labour was very professional and we feel she could not of provided 
better service she went above and beyond as I had a few complications and she did not 
leave anything unchecked a doctor attended...  

7009 

Summarised: Assessment ward service was poor... Birthing suite was good but ward was 
understaffed and busy. I don't feel I got enough help with breastfeeding and had to pester 
for them to do my paper work before I could go home. Felt looked after by my community 
midwife and all consultants. The maternity assessment ward was upsetting... The theatre 
team were brilliant. They made the whole experience less scary we felt in good hands. 
overall Maternity services are very understaffed and this was very obvious to us at the time 
of birth.  

7011 I live in St Leonards so wouldn't choose Eastbourne. 

7014 Conquest maternity services were excellent. Lovely ladies helping me give birth... 

7015 

Midwife was excellent. The agency staff that delivered my baby were good. After care on 
the ward was excellent but the midwife that dealt with me whilst in labour was rude and 
sarcastic when I was asking questions and seemed like she couldn't wait to finish her shift 
luckily she finished before my baby was born or I wouldn't have felt comfortable.  

7018 

Can't praise highly enough the staff at Conquest Hospital. The nurses, doctors and midwives 
were brilliant, they made me feel safe, cared for. Thanks to them, I had a beautiful birthing 
experience. 

7027 

I was left to go through my whole labour without pain relief . When I finally got a midwife to 
check me I was 9cms and rushed straight to the delivery room and given gas and air for the 
final 3 pushes. I received a dreadful service I tried to complain but it wasn't addressed. I'm 
just glad myself and my daughter were both fit and well afterwards 

7040 

During my pregnancy I had fantastic treatment from my community midwife and the 
midwife in delivery. ... Frankshaw Ward didn't spot tongue tie and I struggled to breastfeed. 
After asking for help a lot of times I just got ignored. I feel that if the midwives would have 
helped they would have noticed my daughter's tongue... she was 8 weeks when they finally 
cut it.  

7042 

Special care nurses need to be more compassionate toward new mothers and help them not 
criticise the,. My son was taken to SCBU 24hrs after birth and stayed there for 5 days. during 
that time the nurses were very mean and horrible to me and my family and criticised 
everything I did for my son, and did not help me during the night feeding making me walk 
over 100m every few hours to feed him even though I had just recovered from surgery. 
more help needed!!! 

7045 
There should be more support for breastfeeding.  - Home visits - Peep Support - Course ext! 
-  - More breastfeeding support!! 

7046 
Loved conquest and I would choose conquest hospital again and again. Excellent maternity 
unit.  

7057 
would have liked to have received ante natal services but as these were only offered during 
working hours was not possible to attend... Initial care / opinion on believing my waters had 
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broken was poor too dependent on 2 blue lines appearing was later told I was right This was 
of concern as I had Group B Strep so I received a dose of antibiotics.  

7082 
I have given birth twice at the Conquest and received excellent care. I have suffered a 
miscarriage and found the care at the Conquest excellent.  

7094 
Doctor was very good during labour. Only criticism is that no pain relief was offered after 
being discharged or any advice on what I could supply myself.  

7098 

I had the best service the NHS could offer. The consultants I dealt with provided excellent 
medical service. I was so pleased with my outcome of a healthy little boy. Thank you for 
your hard work.  

7100 

The immediate care I received in recovery was excellent even though the ward was 
understaffed overnight. I still felt everyone was doing their best, however, the care I 
received during the following day was uninterested and dismissive at best.  

7104 

Midwives did well they were running at full capacity however I was lucky this wasn't my first 
baby or I'd be lost! I was left alone for over 4 hours after labour not being able to move. Also 
had to stay in o/night and wasn't given any support. i know if I had rang the bell they would 
have been there but they were so busy they were finding it difficult to cope so I just ... It is 
very obvious to me that for the amount of mothers there isn't enough space now midwives 
to cope with the demand.  

7113 
Birthing experience good, very good midwives/doctors. Postnatal care good although long 
waits for midwife - they work very hard but very stretched!  

7114 I had a C-section at the Conquest was in hospital less than 24hrs.  

7119 

The staff were very over run. I was ... hours at a time with complication pre-birth I only got 
to see my original midwife twice throughout the whole of my pregnancy which was very 
distressing.  

7126 The only reason I wouldn't choose Eastbourne is the distance.  

7145 

I was taken in for induction 7am 19/1/16 and taken through to delivery at 7pm 19/1/16 and 
then no induction done and was left to sleep on delivery bed. Waters were broken 6.30am 
20/1/16. This process needs changing maybe offer bleeper services so I could have gone 
home and then bleeped me when due back as I only lived 10 minutes from hospital 
maximum.  

7224 
When my 2nd boy was born he was quite poorly. I would like to thank everyone that helped 
him get better.  

7236 

During my first 13 weeks I was told my baby had defects. I did not trust this so I went private 
for tests which all confirmed the baby was completely fine. The trauma of what could have 
happened as a result of not having these extra tests could have been horrible. I will never 
just accept first lot of information medically again.  

7255 

I was very pleased with the service while in labour but afterwards the shower in the room I 
was in didn't work. I wanted to express my milk but didn't get told anything about hot to do 
it as I used formula with my first child. Other than these two things I was very happy with 
the service I was given.  

7282 

My child was born 7 weeks early my waters broke 2 weeks prior to this. I was in and out of 
hospital and everytime I was there before and after birth they were all excellent. Well cared 
for.  

7302 

All of the staff I met pre-natal and during birth were lovely and very experienced in their 
jobs. However, it was clear that they are very over-stretched. I nearly had my daughter in 
the toilet of the day unit because everyone was so busy, I was left in the waiting room for an 
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hour and then once seen left waiting again because no rooms were ready on the labour 
ward. Once it was clear that things were moving very quickly I had no choice but to give 
birth with no pain relief as it was too late for most and the labour room I was moved to 
wasn't ready and had no gas and air set up.  

7323 Very good service I received. 

7337 

I can not fault the service I received before and when in labour. I wanted a home birth hired 
water pool, but when it came to head no gas or air was brought to my house during labour; 
so had to head to hospital for that as unable to cope with just hot water bottle Staff at 
conquest were hit and miss after birth was glad to get home.  

7340 

I was asked into hospital as my baby was overdue but misinformed about the length of time 
I would be kept in which caused stress to my other son who was 3. When I went into labour 
the midwife disputed the length of my contractions and told me that I couldn't have my 
birth partner with me because he could only come during visiting hours. Because of this I 
had no one with me during the birth.  

7346 
The services I received were excellent considering how stretched they were. I cant fault the 
service but I am lucky I live in Hastings where there is a consultant led hospital.  

7396 

I had the same midwife with my second child as the first and she was amazing. When I had 
my second child I had a new midwife and my son was her first delivery on her own but you 
would never have guessed as was brilliant. The delivery with my first child was awful and 
midwife was not good at all so I'm glad there has been improvement. I did try planning a 
home birth for 2nd due to how awful the 1st was but unfortunately couldn't. I do think there 
needs to be improvement to the aftercare. Both times I was just left to it in a lot of pain and 
completely exhausted. First time I was given no food at all and after a 3 day labour I was 
completely drained. Second time I was given a frozen cottage pie. Hadn't been cooked in the 
middle at all.  

7416 

The consultant I was under during my last pregnancy was amazing, as was the care and 
attention from the amazing midwives on labour and delivery. My only issue was the wait for 
induction. I fell this could be organised better.  

7449 

My newborn child had a short tongue tie and could not catch on my breast. I was asking 
repeatedly for formula and I was treated like a bad mum because of that. Felt very 
uncomfortable. I shouldn't beg nurses to feed my baby.  

7450 
The home birth midwives were fabulous. (I started off at home and had intended to have a 
home birth as 1st child) 

7454 

Very low on staff had to wait to be stitched by doctor for a long time. Plus wait 6 hours to be 
transferred to a ward and another few hours for paracetamol my notes had not been 
transferred.  

7475 

I was so pleased with all the service I got from hospital but the only problem I had with this 
pregnancy was my appointments with midwife I saw different midwives which was very 
upsettting me. 

7523 
Second birth at Conquest. Mine went smoothly and the care I received was second to none! 
Would always opt to give birth where doctors and equipment are available... 

7539 

Induced labour, excellent care before. Excellent staff and care during - amazing. Had to stay 
in. Not very good overnight staff - unknowledgable? Young, not helpful. Baby screaming all 
night and day, no help, sleep. Toilet trips heard! Also, milk took 3 days to come, was told 
incorrectly feeding - I was aware about no milk! I was actually feeding right - boy latched 
straight on no problem when milk came.  
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7573 

Very positive birth experience midwife was supportive and in tune with patients in labour, 
she went above and beyond duty and put 100% into everything needed in my labour care. 
My community midwife was amazing - understanding anxiety of a loss through all 3 
pregnancy's - Great staff the trust is lucky to have - noticeable pressure on the wards of staff 
stress in pre-labour ward.  

7627 
The care I received whilst in labour was adequate. the midwives were clearly over whelmed 
with the amount of patients on the ward and they provided the best care they could.  

7636 

There was a massive in take of mothers in labour and as a result we were shocked 13 
obstetricians! Consequently women were asked to be shipped to Eastbourne. There was 
massive back ups in delay all round meaning people had to stay in hospital longer it was 
extremely stressful...  

7651 Midwives during labour were fantastic caring and helpful. ... I had every confidence in them.  

7674 The post natal services need to improve with more nursing staff available.  

7678 

My birth experience overall was good and I was very well looked after during birth. Post 
natal care I received was ok considering the ward was very busy. I felt there was a lot of 
pressure put on me to breastfeed and when the baby found it difficult to latch on I did get 
enough help to get me through it. I felt like we were kept in the hospital ward too long as 
there was a lot of paperwork to be filled in.  

7696 
This time round was much better than my first birth, very happy with everything and 
everyones help before during and after my labour.  

7701 
I had gestational diabetes from 11 weeks and the midwife team at Conquest were excellent 
and friendly when I had my 2 weekly blood pressure tests and checks on urine.  

7726 

The midwives were all way too busy and I never had the same one. My first birth was fine. 
My second we went to the hospital but they didn't believe us and they tried to send us 
home, we refused and I ended up giving birth on the bathroom floor in the hospital. My last 
birth was not planned to be a home birth but again even after calling the labour ward 3 
times they didn't listen again resulted I nus having the baby at home with no medical 
assistance. overall very let down :-(  

7728 

Pre natal and post natal were all very good. Labour care was below average I was not 
monitored for my diabetes and there was no staff available because they were dealing with 
other patients. I developed sepsis and baby was in a lot of distress and rushed to special 
care.  

7754 

During labour (established) I did not feel supported by the midwife, at one point she stood 
above me and watched me attempt to run my own bath during contractions, she had very 
little patience for me. Post birth I was only supported by one midwife to breastfeed but 
others encouraged me to give my baby formula and to let me 30 hours old baby 'cry it out' 
as I was making a rod for my own back keep picking her up. I was disgusted by this.  

7806 

Had to stay in for 10 days as son was in SCBU. No privacy on ward. Had to express every 2 
hours and nurses always insisted on curtains being open. Numerous staff entering when I 
was expressing unannounced. Check up questions in the morning were asked when I had 
visitors such as bowel movements and bleeding. An awful time made even worse by the 
conditions on the ward. Repeatedly asked staff to see son in SCBU after C-section and got to 
see him for the first time 7 hours after labour. Had to ask several times to get catheter 
removed. Staff who did C-section operation were amazing.  

7832 
I had placental abruption: had to have C-section. I was bleeding heavy and didn't go to 
theatre literally until last minute! Anything could have happened! I know hospitals have 
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targets to hit re-natural birth etc but I was having all sorts of problems re-blood pressure, 
bleeding etc to leave me till last minute to take me to theatre could have killed me or my 
baby! It is disgraceful. 

7897 

Conquest I my closest hospital. Elective C-section due to complications with first birth 
therefore would only want to give birth at a location with full obstetric service / doctors on 
site.  

10011 
Only said no to the last question as Pembury is closer to us and we had such a positive 
experience there the 1st time around 

10014 

They were very good prenatal but I didn't like being put on the day unit for 7 hours whilst 
experiencing contractions (in Hastings). The unit was clearly under staffed and the midwives 
were struggling to give met the care that they clearly wanted to. Despite this they were 
fantastic and did what they could. The actual birth was brilliant and they were very 
attentive. Post natal I contacted Eastbourne for help with breastfeeding but was told there 
wasn't much they could do.  

10016 
Think Pembury Hospital was amazing I had both children there and would go back. Staff 
lovely , helpful and welcoming. Rooms very big and clean. lovely hospital!  

10018 
All brilliant except for the first month of pregnancy and aftercare in Pembury was poor. 
Visits to me afterwards all good.  

10021 

My two elder daughters were born at Eastbourne when it was a full maternity ward with 
doctors. Unfortunately when I had my son, Eastbourne was only midwife led, and wouldn't 
have me due to my iron levels. I wasn't keen on the reviews I'd heard of Hastings so I opted 
for Pembury. Pembury did not have the facilities to cope with demand at all. There wasn't a 
room free for me until I was at the pushing stage, everyone was watching me in labour in 
the waiting room! Once I got a room the staff were amazing! Would love to see 
Eastbourne's unit come back for the safety of mums and babies.  

10028 

Pembury was first class. All the midwives were fantastic. So nice to have the privacy of your 
own room and bathroom post birth. if Eastbourne has to in the future offer en suite private 
rooms I would definitely consider using this service.  

10034 
I would happily give birth at Eastbourne maternity unit in future. My sister had two babies 
there and recieved excellent care 

10036 

The support with regard to tongue tie and feeding was nothing short of shocking. Felt 
incredibly let down by the NHS... Significant negative impact on the early months following 
the birth of my child.  

10039 

Pre natal services assumed I had existing knowledge more explanation is needed. Post natal 
health visitor didn't visit before birth as I had expected... I feel I had to seek services rather 
than them being readily available.. I don't like that local statistic are cited - where I live 
doesn't impact upon chances of my child falling. the questionnaire used to diagnosed PND 
was far too simplistic.  

10040 

Everyone was friendly and helpful to us. The only bad comment I have is that more pre-natal 
checks should be done. I gave birth to a 10lb10 baby and no one knew the size. That caused 
some serious issues and it could have caused me even more.  

10064 

My midwife team were amazing before the birth as it was a difficult pregnancy I was 
induced and the entire staff team were amazing reassuring and so caring and supportive. 
My self and husband we so grateful to the staff at the Conquest After care I had midwives 
were again supportive. Thank you to all! 

10065 
Hastings maternity unit was a clean environment. The staff were friendly and helpful. They 
all worked hard to help deliver my baby safely. Thank you to them.  
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10073 

I would have liked a home birth. I was well supported by my local midwifebut I was 
eventually transferred I found my experience in hospital traumatic - [summarised: Delayed 
treatments, very busy, not enough communication from midwives.] 

10081 
In hospital for 8 days, 3 failed inductions and then C-section. Had a lovely experience, very 
well looked after by everyone, can't wait to do it all over again! 

10082 

The midwife during the first part of my labour was a locum. She wasn't as good as the 
others... she tried to examine me, caused me a lot of pain and thought I was fully dilated. 
However, another midwife examined me quickly and I was only 5 cm! I think there should be 
more advice and care in hospital after birth. I was in for 4 days... and my baby wouldn't 
sleep at night, so I had to pace the corridors with him... my longest night was 2 hours. Also I 
got no advice about breastfeeding unless I asked. I didn't know how long to feed for so baby 
fed for a long time very frequently and I got very sore and exhausted.  

10093 

Overall the care was excellent. The reason I have rated the birthing service as good was 
because I was left for a long time after having PROM. I was due to be induced but this did 
not happen until approx 1800 that evening. Otherwise the care was excellent.  

10097 

EMU is a special place. Its services were invaluable to me. I would choose to give birth there 
again without hesitation, staff an environment were relaxing, calm, peaceful. but to improve 
it would be to make it so that one didn't need to be transferred 20mins away to see a doctor 
in an emergency. Summarised: A separate ward that is midwife led and is quiet would be 
good.  

10098 

My experience at the Conquest was fantastic. The appointments pre labour were on time 
and were carried out by nurses and doctors who listened and were knowledgeable. The 
midwife organised ... reassured and competent. the nurses on duty after the birth looked 
after me brilliantly too as did the junior doctor I would choose to give birth here again.  

10099 

I moved house late in my pregnancy so only had post natal care in the Sussex area.  - The 
postnatal midwife and health visitor services were excellent - far better than my experience 
in Tunbridge Wells with my first child.  -  - If I had any more children I would hope for a 
home birth with the support of local midwives.  

10100 
Pembury hospital was brilliant except when it came to discharging very slow community so 
that I had continuity pre and post birth.  

10105 

I have said poor [question 22] not because of the midwifery car - they were all good and 
attentive, but because of how busy they were. I was in hospital with my baby for 3 nights, I 
saw lots of different midwives (some continuity would have been reassuring/provided 
better care and more breastfeeding support from fewer individuals would have been 
helpful. 

10107 
I was very happy with the treatment and facilities at Pembury and would choose to go there 
again. I have no idea how Eastbourne and Pembury compare.  

10125 I am based in Hurst green so Pembury will always be my first choice.  

10126 
I opted to go out of area to Pembury as I feel services and facilities are excellent. I would go 
to Pembury again for any other births and prenatal.  

10129 

Post natal care was appealing - no support, no midwives when bell was rung for pain relief 
etc.  Got told I had to be discharged as they needed my bed before I was ready to be 
discharged after having twins (due to pain and feeding support etc) 

10131 

Amazing care throughout my pregnancy: the midwives at Pembury made me feel so 
comfortable and were very helpful and supportive from start to end. I couldn't fault 
anything. Well looked after post baby, including 1 year check and immunisations.  
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10140 

We were under the consultant before the birth due to bleeding throughout pregnancy. I 
didn't see the same person. I visited five times the consistency was poor. The midwifery care 
on the day I gave birth was excellent. I was discharged hours after giving birth from the 
delivery suite there were no beds available the after care was poor because of this alone 
community post natal care by midwife was excellent.  

10143 
[Information about pregnancy] The care was excellent antenatal and post natal especially 
the community midwives from Crowborough Birthing Centre 

10151 Brilliant service 

10157 

My pre natal appointments with the midwives were very poor due to me not being able to 
see my regular midwife for my last 4/5 appointments due to her being on holiday or ill. I was 
unable to build a relationship with her and talk to her as she was always away. Which made 
me very anxious leading up to the birth. Also, she never pointed out / gave me her mobile 
no which a lot of my friends found useful.  

10159 

I would chose a more local hospital if there was a specialist HIV team. As it stands I have 
been treated at the Chelsea and Westminster for over 17 years before I left London... the 
HIV obstertric team Is excellent. Their post natal care/ ward is horrendous.  

10165 
Summarised: Pre natal care was hap hazard. Post natal care was shocking, no real 
breastfeeding support. No follow up.  

10169 

All was good, however had to have a 5 day check up in Hastings and appointment was asked 
to change time giving us 45 minutes notice to get a 5 day old, 4 year old and myself after c-
section. Didn't think very thoughtful otherwise good.  

10173 

confusion between Pembury and east sussex meant I didn't see a health visitor after I gave 
birth. also confusion with the sex of my child resulted in a letter requesting a hip dysplasia 
test as my child was over 9lb however this is only for female babies and caused unnecessary 
stress.  

10177 

Prenatal and post natal care was excellent. I had a low risk pregnancy and felt well looked 
after by my midwife. Homebirth couldn't take place due to being 15days over due but the 
hospital was amazing in facilitating the hypno birthing approach I wanted. I received surgery 
post birth and the entire team were wonderful. As were parent post team. Consultants on 
day untit were not overly helpful and sometimes difficult to understand if English was not 
their first language.  

10180 

I live in Rye so Eastbourne would be further than the Conquest... Prenatal services saw 6 
different midwives due to staff shortages had to ring around to get key appointments such 
as at 40weeks this was stressful... Again postnatal services saw a different midwife each visit 
lots of repeating information and lack of continuity.  

10183 Summarised: I noticed that post natal services were short staffed and under resourced.  

10184 

Generally midwives do an excellent job however the framework is too rigid and women are 
not made aware of their rights ie with regard to declining induction, monitoring, VES etc. I 
answered the above question regarding birthing services as N?A because I chose to free 
birth my baby and I am very happy with my fully informed decision and would do so again. 
Breastfeeding support was appalling as was the post natal care.  

10189 

Prenatal midwife appointments followed standard checks...midwifes who attended the birth 
were very good, they respected and followed my birth plan. I loved having the same 
midwife from my birth coming to see me post natally. it was great to gave someone I knew 
and who knew my baby's birth. The 6 weeks was basic...and did not heck my mental 
wellbeing.  
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10211 
I think I would try again for a delivery at the William Harvey. I have heard care during labour 
is good but the after care is poor.  

10217 

I would not choose Eastbourne as it is too far away. The care after birth was Okay it was 
clearly understaffed and too busy. I had to wait hours for a delivery room and then most of 
the day for a room after. Midwives failed to notice tongue tie which led to feeding problems 
and jaundice. Baby was taken to Conquest SCBU where care absolutely fantastic.  

10240 

The post natal service was very unfriendly. I was moved to a ward like I was out of sight, out 
of mind. When I raised concerns my daughter was not breathing very well and finding 
problems I was just told to try a bottle! I felt this was against all advertisement and 
encouragement given previously on the delivery suite. it turned out she did have a breathing 
problem! Comments made to me ''isn't this your second baby you should know what to do'' 
were awful.  

10241 
We had IVF NHS treatment at Esperance. The service and staff was excellent We would 
recommend this service to others who are in the same situation as us.  

10247 
A home birth suited me - my first was born at Crowborough Birthing Centre wish there were 
more around! 

10249 
Post natal services out in the rural community were poor. Limited help with breast feeding 
and support. more support needed in rural locations.  

10256 

This was my 3rd pregnancy pre natal care was almost non-existent. I was looked after by a 
community midwife with my other two pregnancies and the difference was noticeable. We 
moved 8 miles but still within East Sussex. We moved into a village with a surgery but they 
didn't offer antenatal clinic and I couldn't take a bus (I don't drive) to go and see the midwife 
as I wouldn't be back to pick the other two from the nursery and the school. ... 

10258 
Everyone was kind and helpful. The Conquest was very understaffed. Me and baby stayed 
an extra night and day because doctors were too busy to do discharge paperwork.  

10260 
My labour and birth at the conquest was made a lot easier due to my treatment. The staff 
all over the hospital were fantastic and everywhere was immaculate.  

10261 

I never knew who my first point of contact was there are so many departments it is 
confusing! I also felt I was asked to travel too much for appointments - 4 trips to Hastings ( 
30 mins away) in 5 days for routine appts when my son was a week old third child but still a 
new born.  

10262 
Midwife and doctors were excellent during the birth - baby's heart rate kept dropping so 
had to be observed during labour, fantastic staff and care during labour.  

10270 
Very difficult with midwife team changing multiple times, both prior to birth and during 
labour. 

10296 
If doctor wasn't on site the C-section would have been delayed and either lose of life to me 
or child would have happened.  

10299 
I had a bad experience with the epidural as it was given by someone learning and being 
assested by a consultant. it was very painful and I felt like a guinea pig. 

10306 

When I first went into hospital I was taken I think to Murray Ward where I don't believe they 
were very good. Basically saying I was overreacting in pain but was later told after birth that 
my son's head was stuck. But other than that labour ward, theatre and recovery were 
amazing. Fankshaw Ward was amazing the first night, I recon more help should have been 
given to mothers on the 2nd night who have C-section beings extremely hard getting out of 
bed to get baby.  

10322 If I were able to follow my birth plan I would have liked a water birth and I am aware there 
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are very few at Hastings conquest.  - After the birth I was left to bond with my baby but was 
still covered in blood which was all over the floor and as a new mother felt a little 
abandoned. All other care I received despite this was faultless. Thank you.  

10350 

I had a planned c-section, the doctor that was supposed to do my c-section was poorly so I 
had another doctor, he didn't stitch my stomach up properly which left me with a lot of 
internal bleeding in the stomach. i was very close to dying because of lack of staff doctors. 
The nurses did very well but spread very thin, they looked almost poorly, they were rushed 
off their feet! We need Eastbourne maternity hospital ward back. To save complications 
from happening like this.  

10354 Staff were excellent. lots of support with breastfeeding. Clearly very busy but very attentive.  

10359 

my partner was not allowed to stay after my csection the midwife who were short staffed 
left me alone all night. My baby didn't feed and I received no help. the baby went on to 
develop jaundice due to not feeding and had to go to SCBU. I developed sepsis and was 
transferred back to delivery for one to one care .post natal lack of car appalling!!! 

10369 
More meetings with midwife and others pregnant. more support with midwife. more 
support with doctors. more scans 

10371 The care at Hastings was fantastic midwives were caring and professional.  

10384 

Every member of staff was excellent, throughout my pregnancy and during/after birth. 
However, it is clear they were stretched which was most noticeable after birth. When 
midwives and nurses were needed most they were so busy they didn't have the time to 
dedicate this is not their fault of course. I would have loved to have given birth in 
Eastbourne but despite being 'low risk' all through my pregnancy I was induced so had to go 
to the exceptionally busy Conquest Hospital.  

10385 

I had awful post natal care I had epidural I had no feeling in my legs the nurses made me 
stand so I collapsed, left me on the floor for 20mns they were absolutely horrendous! ... bad 
care!  

10388 

Midwife was outstanding when I went to local health centre with concerns about how I was 
feeling and concerns I had no one got back to me. My health visitor was brilliant but retired 
and have not been told who my new one is.  

10393 

Very busy unit. Had to wait for over 4 hours for a paracetamol on Murry Ward but other 
than that service was good. I did want to go to Eastbourne unity but was a bit scared there 
would be no doctors on site and if a transfer was needed it would be stressful 

10402 

EMU were fantastic and being able to have my husband stay with me throughout my stay 
was invaluable.  -  - I had some conflicting advice about breastfeeding from different HV's 
who came to see me after which led to issues with feeding, and the health of my child. I 
don;t know how much of jaundice, weight loss and eventual sanitising from BF to bottle 
feeding was as a direct result of this initial advice but felt that it did have an impact. 
Conflicting and inconsistent advice seems to come up a lot in conversation with other 
mums.  

10406 

Maternity service is poor. I had one midwife between two women giving birth. i was left 
alone for 20mins during labour. They were short staffed there was no doctor to give any 
pain relief medicine. After birth nobody helped me to breast feed disgusting service should 
be ashamed. Two women gave birth on the floor as the labour room was full so they had no 
choice but to have the baby on the floor on the ward.  

10410 
I really appreciated all the doctors  etc involved during pregnancy and child birth. The 
service I received was excellent. Thank you all.  
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10414 

i thought the prenatal care was outstanding especially on labour ward I cannot recommend 
it enough. I found the post natal care not so great it has stopped me from wanting to go 
back due to the rest of the care being 100% I found on post natal the midwives/nurses on 
were uncaring when I was having an emotional 5 minutes. 

10430 

The community midwife was fantastic. However, the consultants and midwives during 
pregnancy due to complications constantly contradicted themselves. Therefore I spent my 
entire pregnancy worrying about things that I didn't need to.  

10465 
Terrible after care. Got forgotten by health visitors . Too many people in this country to see, 
sad. 

10467 

I had my second son at EDGH when it had a full service. Luckily no intervention was required 
this time but was planning on having baby at the birthing unit or home as I didn't want to go 
to the conquest 

10499 

To summarise: Sent home during labour, rushed back to hospital upon arrival home.   Told I 
would be induced on my due date registrar bemused as to why I was induced I cannot fault 
the nurses and registrar. I wanted nature to take its course. 

10513 

Excluding local midwife, as an older first time mother I experienced appalling treatment 
from initial GP visit to delivery, after care and post natal services. Repeated unprofessional 
questioning of my age at 40, to triage dismissing my calls for advice when after 3 days of 
being in labour I thought something may be wrong. Arrived at hospital 6cm dilated , baby 
pushed to my spine, not offered gown for birth, no coaching from Spanish midwife during 15 
hour labour, allowed to push for 4 hours, maximum dose of ... drip; midwife trapped 
umbilical cored in ... 5 days stay in hospital due to low sodium was torture.  - My treatment 
left me feeling very vulnerable and suffering PTSD. I could go on but suffice to say I'd rather 
move house before I have to give birth at the conquest hospital again. Local HV midwife, GP 
advice postnatally all contradicted one another. Not a united front, very disappointing.  -  

10522 

My birth was an unexpected home birth my care was excellent. The midwives were 
extremely caring and very thoughtful in every way. We are extremely happy with the 
service.  

10535 

I only down graded pre natal as consultant saw me 2 days before giving birth and she 
couldn't find baby (who was obviously engaged) and born 6 weeks early. The care by rest of 
staff was excellent. Thank you. I have a gorgeous girl who is now well above average in 
height and weight thanks to her great start.  

10555 Was very well looked after but wish cleaning facilities to be better afterwards. 

10562 Family should not be subject to visiting hours so mums can rest.  

10571 

Poor aftercare after surgery on myself nobody explained exactly why I was taken to be 
stitched in surgery after forceps birth until I had a de-briefing I was blacking out and still 
being forced to push realistically I should have been taken for a C-section this has given me 
terrible anxiety and I probably will never have another pregnancy due to this.  

10593 

Summarised: My daughter was breach, we were sent for scans and discussed C-section with 
consultant. However, when I got to the hospital I had to wait for an hour because I was not 
assigned to a consultant. When I saw a consultant it was rushed and stressfull...I had my 
daughter 3 weeks early that night we are convinced it was from the stress.  

10599 

Summarised: Pre natal and birthing care was excellent. Post natal care was terrible on Frank 
Shaw ward - left without water for 9 hours despite asking. no advice on breastfeeding, 
tongue tie not spotted.  

10607 Very, very poor after care from health visitors after I had my daughter! Totally got forgotten 
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about, I had to keep phoning otherwise would have not been seen! Good job I didn't suffer 
with postnatal depression or was a single parent. However, birthing Sussex classes before I 
had baby were amazing, best student midwife ever! 

10611 

Excellent but very understaffed. Staff themselves of very high standard Discharge took too 
long as Noone available to do it! waited 2 days for scan and anit-d Had no idea when they 
were so lots of waiting when could have been home.  

10632 
The midwives I had was great and helped me through labour and after. They made sure I 
was comfortable before they went.  

10651 

First time mothers just left to it with no support what so ever! Lucky I was sent to EMU for 
breastfeeding support. The midwives were much more able to offer the care and support I 
needed as a first time mother.  

10661 

I was frustrated by the service during pregnancy due to repeated (unnecessary) requests to 
see a consultant due to my BMI of 18. I have always been "petite" and, considering this was 
my second pregnancy and my BMI was no different to that during my first pregnancy (which 
was "text book perfect" - he arrived on due date with no issues) it was very frustrating that 
no one was listening to me and the various registrars I saw (instead of a consultant) did not 
seem to have the confidence to "release me". When I did, however, see the consultant, she 
was great - very sensible and understanding and she discharged me back to "midwife led" so 
that I was able to give birth at Crowborough again. Crowborough is fantastic, it's a shame 
East Sussex has lost it!!  

10665 
We were very lucky to have a straight forward birth and the midwives at the Conquest were 
great. For a second birth I would still like to go to hospital just in case of complications.  

10667 

We had excellent treatment pre-natal - the consultants and midwife were excellent. They 
were very caring and understanding. We got appointments regularly and were seen when 
needed. During birth and post birth it was evident that the team were stretched. On the 
ward it a long time to be seen and often it was by the volunteers or students. It also took 
almost 5 hours to be discharged. However, I would still consider having more children at the 
conquest (although my first choice would be a birthing centre). 

10687 ... midwives at the hospital too busy and too stressed, very stressful time.  

10688 

I saw a different consultant at each appointment which meant having to have the same 
conversation repeatedly and meant there was no continuity in care. Hospital appointment 
system could be revised. Midwife care received post natal was fantastic.  

10695 

The midwives were very supportive of me wanting to give birth at home and of me using 
hypnobirthing throughout my labour. One of the midwives at my birth was a little harsh 
with me. I felt she been in the job too long and felt jaded.  

10709 

In all 3 pregnancies every midwife I have seen ... have been wonderful. If I were to have 
another baby I'd try for a home birth if Eastbourne were closer that would be my next 
choice.  

10710 
The maternity service I received was very good and can't fault the maternity nurses doing 
my labour they supported me with great care.  

10711 
Really impressed by maternity unit at the Conquest fantastic midwives and super are given 
post birth from doctors and midwives. Left hospital feeling confident and informed.  

10712 

Pre and post birth staff did a great job. It would be nice to have an alternative hospital 
option with full obstetric services other than conquest. We didn't have the greatest 
experience there with baby number 3. Saying this babies 4 and 5 were born at the Conquest 
and we were very happy with the care.  
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10721 
The midwives were excellent and I felt they gave me time, even though they were very busy. 
Overall some ecellent care by everyone in the Conquest. Thank you 

10725 
Excellent rural coverage. Murray Ward at conquest well organised especially if maternal 
consensus about fetal moments raised. Great experience at conquest.  

10728 All staff at all the various stages were/are superb. We've been looked after very well. 

10732 
The c-section staff were exemplary. I felt the midwives were over stretched in the c-section 
ward. I waited all afternoon/evening to see a midwife after the section.  

10735 Very high level of care, attention, support  on Frank Shaw and Murray Wards.  

10738 

I have always received excellent care during both pregnancy and post natal. I had consultant 
care after my second labour which was excellent. Should I have chosen to go to Eastbourne, 
I would of had to be transferred, which puts me off in the future. Thank you.  

10739 

I was more than happy with the options given to me re where to give birth as I was keen not 
to use a consultant led service after my previous experience at the Conquest. I felt happy 
that I was close enough to the Conquest if some form of intervention had been needed 
however. Post natal services offered by Eastbourne need to be shared more. E.g breast 
feeding support as I know a lot of women who would have used the support had they 
known about it health visitors don't seem aware of it which seems ridiculous.  

10743 Overall very happy with everything.  

10747 

Having had C-section under general, it was only once we got home we realised we didn't 
fully understand the complications we experienced. Our midwife was great and called the 
hospital to ask questions on our behalf to help us to understand. We felt this could have 
been explained better before we left.  

10764 

Goob but when first admitted to ward was left alone despite it being my first child and their 
heart rate dropping. no relative was allowed to stay with me was left from 10:30pm until 
7pm not monitored or checked on.  

10768 

Care at hospital was good-however, I was regularly seen by a consultant as an older mother 
yet never saw the same consultant twice. Maternity care was also lacking continuity, a 
relationship was never established with the midwife as had been the case for my previous 3 
children. 

10776 
Conquest seems very crowded and the staff overworked. The midwives are excellent but 
they are too busy to care for people as they need or would like to.  

10781 

Whilst in labour I needed the midwife to check my dilation as I was ready to push in the 
birthing pool . However, the midwife would not listen to me as she was convinced my labour 
could not be moving on this quickly. This resulted in my daughter nearly being born while I 
was fully clothed and me not getting the water birth I wanted as I was rushed out of the 
pool too late by the midwife to be checked and subsequently delivered my daughter on the 
medical bed. When my daughter was born she was checked by a doctor for a tongue tie 
which was also missed and not treated for a further three months. She now suffers from 
allergies due to this. I have been consistently ignored throughout the birthing process and 
life of my daughter so far.  

10785 

Maternity nurses and midwives were very kind and helpful. Due to complications before the 
birth I needed to see a consultant, who asked for an urgent ultra-sound. The wait at the 
ultrasound department was several hours and then I was told I would not be able to have a 
scan and would have to wait until the next day. This type of service could see an 
improvement. Apart from long waits to be seen, I did find staff caring and competent.  

10835 Summarised: Initially bad staff and bad experience prior to transferring to William Harvey. 
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10858 

My daughter was diagnosed with a tongue tie , only at 5 weeks after birth. By this point she 
had lost a lot of weight and was struggling severely with breastfeeding. Midwives did check 
her for tongue tie after she was born but it was not diagnosed. It would be very helpful to 
have a qualified person checking for tongue tie after birth as it has huge implications on 
breastfeeding and baby's weight gain.  

10865 

Midwife support was great. My only complaint would be the lack of continuity with midwife. 
One midwife all through who knows you and your situation as opposed to so many different 
ones.  

10866 

Summarised: Very bad experience giving birth in the Conquest, staff shouted at her, inserted 
a catheter when it was not needed, left her on her own for over 3 hours in the delivery room 
with bloody sheets and no crib for the baby so she had to keep hold of the baby. She was 
not even offered a drink. Finally she was able to walk to the front desk crying and 
demanding to be moved.  The weight of the baby was not recorded correctly so there is no 
way of knowing what he weighed at birth. It was an awful experience and she is considering 
whether to go elsewhere for the next birth. 

10869 
I was very pleased with the service. my midwife at Hastings was lovely and she was great. I'll 
always appreciate their support.  

10889 There were not enough staff to care over night.  

10891 
I wouldn't choose to use Eastbourne hospital only because it is too far away. I would choose 
a hospital with a birthing centre if it were closer.  

10908 
Making the discharge process quicker especially when it is not your first child when all you 
want to do is get home.  

10935 

I thought the midwives who delivered me were exceptional and supportive when I had to be 
transferred to the conquest. All the midwives when when visiting the birthing centre in 
Eastbourne made me feel safe ... 

10936 

I was treated very badly. I was due to go into hospital on the 20th Feb to be induced as baby 
was at risk as baby was very big. I was left in the ward for days before seeing anybody and 
me and partner kept asking when we was actually going to be seen. My partner booked 
some days off work to be able to spend time with his first child. We finally got called down 
the labour room a few days later to be induced and we sat the hold day waiting for things to 
get started off, to only be told they wanted to move me back up to the ward. This had 
happened a number of times. Absolutely horrible time there.  

10973 
Summarised:  No fault can be found with care during pregnancy, labour and birth. Staff were 
exceptionally caring and professional. 

10978 

I was induced and it took a couple of days to get onto the labour ward. Its obvious losing 
Eastbourne has had an effect on the load at Hastings. Everyone seemed to put in before me 
which the delivery harder.  

11039 

Very difficult procedure to have C-section done. The choice should be the mothers and not 
the consultants. I had to argue for C-section as I did not want natural birth... it caused such 
stress that I even had to look at having my baby in another county as I was adamant in not 
having a natural birth. 

11045 
Everyone in SCBU and on the ward with me were just amazing and comforted me when I 
was low and helped my baby out of SCBU in 2 weeks.  

11079 

I think the pre-natal service we receive is excellent although the post natal was not so good. 
I feel this could be improved, especially as it feels you have the baby have one or two check 
ups and then that's it!! 
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11097 

I gave birth to my first child at DGH birthing centre with no problems. I only went to 
Conquest this time because I had moved to Bexhill. The midwives at the Conquest are 
overstretched. Skin to Skin was not encouraged as it was at DGH. All they wanted was to 
take the baby to SCBU because of slightly low temperature. At EBDGH the solution to this 
was skin to skin. Both hospitals need to have both option 

11101 For me the midwife led unit was perfect. 

11115 illegible  

11117 

At Hastings I asked to have a water birth but I was told that the birth pool was busy without  
[illegible]. I needed to ask for pain relief. I wasn't offered any pain relief. None of my 
requests were met. They didn't care! I would definitely give birth at Eastbourne next time! 

11206 
Free anti-natal classes would have been nice. All I was offered were the "Daisy" ones that 
were £70! 

11243 

I found my birth very calming midwives did an excellent job. Once on the ward I found it 
very hard I was in shock after giving birth and I didn't feel I was supported that night the 
ward was so busy. When I rang the buzzer they said they would come back and never did. I 
asked to go to EMY for extra support breastfeeding and they were amazing.  

11286 

The home birth experience was amazing. I felt very comfortable being at home which I 
believe helped quicken the process. The midwives were amazing and helpful throughout. I 
feel after you have been signed off from midwives after the birth, which is about the 2-3 
week mark, I'd still like that assurance knowledge available rather than consulting GP's. 
After 2-3 weeks everything is trying to go back to place, and feel that midwives are more 
friendly and willing to help with questions etc.  

11294 
Hastings is just down the road from us. The midwife who delivered our baby was brilliant 
and made it a quick and painless birth. Staff were all amazing.  
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Appendix I  

East Sussex Maternity Services Survey –  

High Weald Lewes Havens CCG 

 
 

Local Authority area  

  
 

Response 
Total 

 Eastbourne    0.00% 0 

 Wealden   
 

61.79% 283 

 Lewes   
 

38.21% 175 

 Rother    0.00% 0 

 Hastings    0.00% 0 

  
100.00% 458 

  
 
 

Day of the week child born on  

  
 

Response 
Total 

 Monday   
 

14.00% 64 

 Tuesday   
 

15.54% 71 

 Wednesday   
 

14.66% 67 

 Thursday   
 

16.19% 74 

 Friday   
 

15.10% 69 

 Saturday   
 

11.60% 53 

 Sunday   
 

12.91% 59 

  
100.00% 457 
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Month child born in  

  
 

Response 
Total 

 January   
 

9.41% 43 

 February   
 

6.56% 30 

 March   
 

9.19% 42 

 April   
 

5.91% 27 

 May   
 

8.32% 38 

 June   
 

11.60% 53 

 July   
 

7.44% 34 

 August   
 

9.63% 44 

 September   
 

7.00% 32 

 October   
 

10.94% 50 

 November   
 

6.35% 29 

 December   
 

7.66% 35 

  
100.00% 457 

  
 

Gender of child  

  
 

Response 
Total 

 Male   
 

49.12% 224 

 Female   
 

50.88% 232 

  
100.00% 456 
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Was this your first, second, third or other birth?  

  
 

Response 
Total 

 First   
 

43.76% 200 

 Second   
 

39.39% 180 

 Third   
 

13.79% 63 

 Other (please specify):   
 

3.06% 14 

  
100.00% 457 

  
 

Was this a multiple birth?  

  
 

Response 
Total 

 Yes   
 

2.21% 10 

 No   
 

97.79% 443 

  
100.00% 453 

  
 

Did you have an appointment with a consultant before the birth?  

  
 

Response 
Total 

1 Yes   
 

52.86% 240 

2 No   
 

47.14% 214 

  
100.00% 454 
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If you had an appointment with a consultant before the birth where was it?  

  
 

Response 
Total 

 Hastings   
 

0.45% 1 

 Eastbourne   
 

2.25% 5 

 Crowborough   
 

5.41% 12 

 Pembury   
 

36.94% 82 

 Haywards Heath   
 

26.58% 59 

 Brighton   
 

21.62% 48 

 Redhill    0.00% 0 

 Other (please specify):   
 

6.76% 15 

  
100.00% 222 

  
 

Did you wish to give birth at a location with a hospital doctor on site?  

  
 

Response 
Total 

 Yes   
 

71.71% 322 

 No   
 

28.29% 127 

  
100.00% 449 

  
 

How do you rate the pre-natal services you received?  

  
 

Response 
Total 

 Excellent   
 

46.26% 210 

 Good   
 

49.78% 226 

 Poor   
 

3.08% 14 

 Very poor   
 

0.88% 4 

  
100.00% 454 
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Where was the child born?  

  
 

Response 
Total 

 At home   
 

6.56% 30 

 In an ambulance    0.00% 0 

 In other vehicle    0.00% 0 

 At hospital / birthing 
centre   

 

93.44% 427 

  
100.00% 457 

  
 

If hospital or birthing centre which of the following:  

  
 

Response 
Total 

 Hastings   
 

1.41% 6 

 Eastbourne   
 

0.47% 2 

 Crowborough   
 

11.29% 48 

 Pembury   
 

36.24% 154 

 Haywards Heath   
 

28.47% 121 

 Brighton   
 

21.88% 93 

 Redhill    0.00% 0 

 Other (please specify):   
 

0.24% 1 

  
100.00% 425 

  
 

Were you transferred during labour?  

  
 

Response 
Total 

 Yes   
 

4.43% 20 

 No   
 

95.57% 431 

  
100.00% 451 
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If you were transferred during labour from where to where?  

 To  

 From Home Eastbourne Hastings Crowborough Pembury 
Haywards 

Heath 
Brighton Redhill 

Response 
Total 

Home 0 0 0 0 1 3 2 0 6 

Eastbourne 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Hastings 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Crowborough 0 0 0 0 11 0 0 0 11 

Pembury 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 

Haywards Heath 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Brighton 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Redhill 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

 
100.00% 18 

  

 
 

Did you require a doctor's intervention during labour?  

  
 

Response 
Total 

 Yes   
 

48.12% 217 

 No   
 

51.88% 234 

  
100.00% 451 

  
 

If you required a doctor's intervention during birth, was this for an:  

   
Response 

Total 

 Epidural   
 

 101 

 C-section   
 

 101 

 Episiotomy   
 

 9 

 Other (please specify):   
 

 67 

   219 
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How do you rate the birthing service you received?  

  
 

Response 
Total 

 Excellent   
 

65.56% 295 

 Good   
 

28.44% 128 

 Poor   
 

3.78% 17 

 Very poor   
 

2.22% 10 

  
100.00% 450 

  
 
If you were transferred after the birth to another location please indicate from 
where to where:  

 To  

 From Home Eastbourne Hastings Crowborough Pembury 
Haywards 

Heath 
Brighton Redhill 

Response 
Total 

Home 0 0 0 0 1 2 2 0 5 

Eastbourne 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Hastings 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Crowborough 0 0 0 0 6 0 0 0 6 

Pembury 0 1 0 4 0 0 0 0 5 

Haywards Heath 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 

Brighton 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Redhill 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

 
100.00% 17 

  

 
 

How do you rate post-natal services you received?  

  
 

Response 
Total 

 Excellent   
 

38.41% 169 

 Good   
 

47.50% 209 

 Poor   
 

9.55% 42 

 Very poor   
 

4.55% 20 

  
100.00% 440 
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If you were to have another child would you wish to give birth at a location 
with doctors on site:  

  
 

Response 
Total 

 Yes   
 

74.34% 336 

 No   
 

25.66% 116 

  
100.00% 452 

  
 
If you were to have another child, would you choose to give birth at 
Eastbourne District General Hospital if a full obstetric service were available?  

  
 

Response 
Total 

 Yes   
 

23.98% 100 

 No   
 

76.02% 317 

  
100.00% 417 
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3033 
All staff/midwives were extremely helpful and made me fully aware and kept me informed  
throughout the whole birth/labour.  

3055 
Summarised: Blow up beds in the post natal would be great for husbands to sleep on. More 
breastfeeding support I would be good... 

3056 If I had a low risk pregnancy I would have given birth at Crowborough birthing centre. 

3059 
I thank God for the NHS and wish people didn't complain so much. We have it so easy in this 
country! in respect of getting medical attention. Thank you.  

3063 
The care given by midwives at CBC was beyond anything we expected. We felt safe, cared for and 
loved which was a brilliant feeling... 

3068 

I was looked after so well at both Pembury and Crowborough. The staff were amazing as was the 
food and care. We are blessed to have such an amazing NHS I couldn't have wished for a move 
professional lot to look after me.  

3072 Couldn't have asked for a better midwife during labour! She was lovely.  

3074 

I would use Pembury again... fantastic hospital. The post natal care was poor I only had one midwife 
appointment and two health visitor visits I live in Mayfield and there are no post natal clinics here 
anymore so I have been going to crowborough instead. I also find that some of the health visitors 
are unapproachable  

3340 

Although everyone I met was kind and competent (if overworked) there were times where my care 
was not very joined up - more than once I had to prompt for standard appointments  - 
Crowborough was my desired location, but my baby's lack of growth and movement in the last 
weeks meant I was sent to Pembury and there I was told I would be induced. Induction took a long 
time to be started and the majority of my labour was in the ante natal unit without access to gas 
and air. It progressed rapidly in the early hours of the morning and I was rushed to delivery, where I 
spent 10 minutes before his birth. Stressful and partially because I was left alone in a closed room 
with few staff interactions for most of my labour.  

3342 
Both Crowborough midwives and Pembury hospital maternity teams were amazing throughout 
pregnancy and birth.  

3344 

Everyone who I met at all the stages...( I was induced) were lovely, helpful and calming. Even the 
doctors and surgeon in my C-section. The surgeon even checked to see if I was ok after as I was in 
(HDV) due to blood loss. I had a lovely midwife help with breastfeeding my daughter. Although it 
was traumatic I had great support.  

3345 
Having Crowborough as an option is great and more should be encouraged to use the birthing 
centres.  

3355 

Service received throughout whole pregnancy was second to none from Crowborough midwives 
and doctors to Pembury hospital staff (and the ambulance that took me to hospital due to retained 
placenta after birth) Felt listened to and respected throughout.  

3360 

I was told that I could be transferred to Crowborough after the birth for help with breastfeeding and 
to be nearer home. When the hospital phoned to arrange this they were told that I couldn't go. 
Because of this I felt I had no post natal support and didn't breastfeed as I wanted to . 

3361 
Great birthing service. Post natal care ok but left alone in room for long periods - if it was my first 
baby I would have been very anxious and wanted more support with feeding, advice etc.  

3362 
Midwives generally amazing but one who was incredibly scruffy always late and generally 
unprofessional - Anita.  

3363 
I had a fantastic experience at Crowborough Birthing Unit. I would highly recommend it. It felt very 
personal and special.  

3366 Loved the service provided at Crowborough. Pre and post birth so approachable. Would have 
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definitely given birth there if I hadn't needed to be induced.  

3368 

Summarised Prenatal care very good...care during labour was not good and I had a bad experience. 
my son's tongue tie was not diagnosed for 3 weeks... staff at Hastings were fantastic. Surgeons at 
Pembury were fantastic. Overall fantastic facilities...  

3377 

Crowborough Birthing centre is warm, welcoming and they make you feel at ease/ Everything was 
explained clearly and I received A* treatment. My GP even visited me whilst I was there. I didn't feel 
rushed and every question was answered. Facilities and food were fab. I would definitely birth there 
again.  

3385 

Crowborough midwives were excellent. I was unable to be transferred to Crowborough from 
Pembury post birth... due to midwife shortages. I had very poor care on the post natal ward and 
would have loved to go to CRowborough. I think this would have had a big impact on my diagnosis 
of post natal depression.  

3389 
Crowborough is on the Kent Sussex border and therefore close to Pembury than to Eastbourne. 
Doctor on site was an important consideration for us. 

3390 

I collapsed after giving birth which meant i had to stay in over night. At 16 weeks pregnant I had an 
accident which damaged the placenta. this was not picked up 5 weeks after giving birth I had to 
undergo surgery to remove the final part/.  

3391 
my first birth was traumatic with emergency transfer from Crowborough BC to Pembury. This birth 
was at Pembury  and it was super, midwives were excellent.  

3403 
Pleasantly impressed with the midwives during my labour. ... Would recommend Pembury 
hospital...Thank you so much.  

3407 

This was my second home birth the first was in London. I would say that in London the run up to my 
birth was much less stressful as I had a dedicated team of home birth midwives. I knew pretty much 
who would attend the birth etc. With Crowborough I was anxious as I was told I could only have a 
home birth if there were enough midwives available at the time. This was a planned home birth and 
although it was excellent on the day I was nervous in the last week that I might not be allowed the 
birth I wanted due to poor staffing levels.  

3414 

Complicated twin birth.  - Baby 'A' born Vaginally No anaesthetist was available (only 1 on shift that 
night) to give epidural which should have been in place in case of C-section.  -  - Baby 'B' got stuck 
and ended up having an emergency C-section under general anaesthetic - very traumatic. -  - 
Waited 5 months for a meeting with the consultant to explain what had happened. Was given no 
information about C-section recovery in post natal or any explanation.  -  - Staff were friendly and 
supportive but basic procedures and information on policies not available.  

3418 

Unfortunately I was unable to have my first child at crowborough but this time I did and it was the 
best experience. Straight forward water birth and then the best aftercare from all of the team 
there. I felt as though I was being cared for privately with my own double room and 24/7 availability 
of staff something which was lacking at Pembury.  

3425 

It was disappointing that I didn't receive my mother to be pack or any anti natal classes when 
friends in other areas did. The service I received was amazing though, staff at Crow. hospital are 
first class.  

3428 
EDGH is just too long a journey Pembury is far closer. Had excellent experience during pre-natal 
delivery and post natal this time but possibly because the birth straightforward.  

3441 
CBC and Pembury are closest to my home so they would be my first options . if I lived closer to 
Eastbourne I would absolutely use available services there.  

3449 
First child born at EDGH and we thought it was a good experience. The second would have been 
born there if it had been possible. Second born at Pembury good experience there too.  
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3453 

I moved from Kent to East Sussex half way through my pregnancy. I found the midwife care very 
poor compared to my experience in Tunbridge Wells where I was seen in the GP surgery. In Sussex I 
was seen in the Birthing Centre with no continuity different midwife every time. The after care was 
also poor no midwife came to see me. Overall very disappointing.  

3457 
Care during labour was outstanding at Pembury. Crowborough Birthing Centre is an asset to the 
area.  

3471 
Wonderful service offered at Crowborough. Staff were professional, considerate and supportive. I 
would not hesitate to recommend this service to others. Thank you.  

3472 

Previously had pregnancy induced high blood pressure. Didn't feel the staff were aware when 
calling them to ask to come in during labour, when I did come in had to have another emergency c-
section as the baby's heart beat was struggling during contraction! Considering this happened all 
the time I was at home unaware, I find this worrying. 

3474 Very good, if we had another we would choose Pembury so they were all born in the same place.  

3479 

I received excellent midwifery care in both my pregnancies... Unfortunately I... both my babies at 
Pembury due to complications and had C-sections each time. However, if I had  had a straight 
forward pregnancy I would have chosen the birthing centre they do an exceptional job and 
sometimes very difficult circumstances.  

3489 Excellent post natal help from the Crowborough birthing centre - help breastfeeding etc.  

3502 
All staff at Crowborough birthing centre were incredible - Supportive, open minded, warm, caring, 
friendly 

3505 

Staff at Pembury were outstanding! The post natal services at grove House was brilliant especially 
the post natal course run by Karen. However, there was no anti natal support at all! Only midwife 
appointments and often with different midwives. No continuity and I feel this needs to be 
addressed 

3509 
CBC is excellent for us as I live three minutes away they are friendly supportive and very caring I 
cannot recommend them more highly. 

3510 

I had my pregnancy check-ups in Crowborough birthing centre and was disappointed to not have 
the same midwife throughout. No relationship was built although each person I saw was friendly I 
felt like a 'number' -  - After birth we felt forgotten about. I had to ask if they were going to do the 
medical check on my daughter and was told they'd forgotten and the Dr had now gone home so 
would have to wait until the next day. I was only seen to be given paracetamol and I had to ask if I 
could go home. Also got a lot of conflicting advice about breastfeeding.  

3515 

I was very impressed by my experience. I was managed by 2 midwives in a birthing pool. They were 
competent and professional and gave me a positive experience. I'm very grateful for such an 
excellent service. 

3521 

In 2012 I gave birth to my first child and wanted to be at hospital with doctors in case of 
complications. For my second I felt more comfortable being at a nurse led facility. CBC were 
fantastic they made me feel very comfortable and relaxed the after birth care could not be faulted I 
was very happy with the service I received long may it continue.  

3525 
All staff at Crowborough were great made me feel very relaxed. The whole pregnancy experience 
with Crowborough was great. Can not fault  very thorough!  

3528 

My maternity care was consultant led as I was high risk so giving birth at a birthing centre was not 
an option. Pregnancy was bog standard but had to have C-section as baby remained breech and 
could not be turned. Community pre and post was brilliant. Team at Pembury also excellent.  

3530 Staff were excellent! 

3534 We were kept in hospital for 8 days after the birth. my waters broke early so we were both treated 
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for infection after labour. we were really well looked after receiving lots of care and advice including 
support for breastfeeding. I can't thank the NHS and staff at Pembury enough... 

3535 

Summarised: Maternity service at Crowborough was fantastic. Continuity of the same midwife is 
important. Labour units need enough room so patients in early labour do not get sent away. More 
breastfeeding support is needed.  

3543 

Pre care at Crowborough Birthing Unit was excellent. C-section operation was excellent. post care at 
Pembury was horrendous. I was on my own and midwives refused to even bring me water to take 
pain medication. I was told they were too busy and it was not their job. My room was located by the 
nursing station and they had lots of time to chat and have tea but not to help me.  

3548 

Summarized: Very bad service during labour. Midwives were uncaring and unprofessional. They 
missed that my baby had a problem and it took my husband to repeatedly ask them... eventually 
they called an ambulance and we were rushed to Pembury. My son and I had to stay in hospital for 
7 weeks afterwards. Absolutely horrendous experience.  No post natal checks. 

3550 
CBC is excellent. the entire pregnancy experience was first class. Noting was ever too much hassle. 
Their knowledge and experience shone through and they were very supportive.  

3557 

I would only consider to deliver at an obstetric led unit due to the nature of labour/birth as even 
with a low risk pregnancy complications can arise. I would consider Eastbourne DGH if it was my 
closest unit but it currently is not.  

3570 

CBC are wonderful but so were the staff at Pembury. My birth was amazing and all thanks to the 
midwife. CBC was wonderful we were having a magical experience in the pool. it didn't work out 
down to my baby's position but both places were wonderful. 

3572 
I desperately did not want a C-section and feel it was rushed into instead of helping me give birth 
naturally. 

3574 

The team that delivered my son were absolutely brilliant. I was very reassured before and during 
my c-section. The after care however, wasn't very good - we were told the day after giving birth that 
they needed the room (not realising I had had a c-section) and on the second night no one came to 
check, change catheter or administer pain relief even after my husband asked three times.  

3583 
I would choose Eastbourne Hospital if it were closest and had a good reputation for maternity 
services.  

3587 

Crowborough birthing Centre excellent throughout. Haywards Heath excellent while in labour but 
after apart from breast feeding advice was shocking. Homebirth would always be my preferred 
choice... 

3589 I received outstanding post-natal care three days after the birth of my daughter.  

3597 

I am very very grateful they delivered our wonderful son safely however, the lack of staff and 
delivery rooms made for a horrific experience. No pain relief at the beginning, or support with good 
positions could not find staff to get help. Differing advice with breastfeeding options and difficulties 
- had to pump as they would deal with tongue tie re admitted after one day as they didn't recognise 
a spinal tap. I now have post traumatic stress disorder. Not the home birth I was aiming for but 
grateful for my son . 

3602 

I cannot fault the staff and service at Haywards Heath. Myself and my baby were extremely well 
looked after and cared for at all stages of the pregnancy and birth. I would not hesitate to go there 
again for any further births.  

3603 
Perfect Pembury was amazing. CBC was perfect too but went past 24hrs waters broke would choose 
Pembury 100% 

3612 
I was well looked after and my birth plan was honoured as much as it could be. I was diagnosed 
with ICP and was therefore high risk pregnancy. If it was up to me I would like a birth centre birth 
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and not a hospital one. I had my first child in Eastbourne but afterwards had to be transferred to 
Hastings which is too far from our home. If a full service was available again I might consider it but 
probably wouldn't choose it.  

3621 
very pleased with the experience I had at Haywards Heath for both children 2013 and 2016. If I 
were to have any more children I wouldn't hesitate to go back there.  

3622 
My preference would have been Crowborough but the fact it is so far from a hospital has made me 
nervous for all 3 of my births.  

3628 
Good in general. The only negative in both my children's births was the reluctance of the labour 
ward to admit me so both children were almost born in the car! 

3636 
I really appreciate that doctors helped me give birth . However I wished they had noticed the baby 
was breech so I didn't have to go through the pain. ... 

3637 i have nothing but praise for the services provided at Pembury Hospital.  

3652 

During labour no doctor available to prescribe pain relief. Was only offered paracetamol up until 
point I was pushing despite repeated requests. was finally offered gas and air 20mins after 
contraction. After giving birth at midnight I wasn't able to have toast and tea until breakfast as 
nothing was available to eat. The post natal team couldn't have discharged me quicker despite 
loosing a lot of blood, was having trouble breastfeeding and tongue tie was dismissed without 
checking. Some days later tongue tie was sorted at Eastbourne fantastically. I wish I could have 
returned to Eastbourne for my second birth.  

3658 Pembury is amazing and the midwife who looked after me was wonderful.  

3666 
Post natal care was excellent. My H/V and midwife were so supportive and positive. Thank you very 
much  

3672 

Having had a difficult birth with my first child and having had PND I felt that my antenatal care was 
excellent, with consultant appointments and appointments with the pre natal team in the lead up 
to my birth. I also suffered with sciatic pain and was referred to and treated by a physio very swiftly. 
The care in hospital and after coming home was  also fantastic.  

3681 

Fantastic maternity services via midwife appointments, advice and labour ward (Bolney) in 
Haywards Heath.  - I said 'good' after care as they were very busy , so my state was abandoned but 
they had excellent care for my daughter. 

3684 
I couldn't fault the staff at Crowborough! All absolutely brilliant I hope to have all my future children 
there. 

3686 

Terrible after car service from the midwife we complained as at the time we were re-admitted into 
hospital as baby lost so much weight and midwife didn't give good enough advice. Letter of 
complaint given to Haywards Heath a horrible situation to be with a new baby.  

3695 

Pembury Hospital was great. CBC - useless midwives missed so much during pregnancy that put 
baby at risk and post labour which put baby in intensive care. Would never EVER birth at CBC after 
this.  

3696 

My biggest frustration was trying to book a midwife appointment at Uckfield (bird-in-eye). I work 
and when I asked for an afternoon appointment was told by the receptionist that I couldn't have 
one. The midwife was down to work in the afternoon but had given the receptionist strict 
instructions to make appointments in chronological order. She offered me 10.00am when I said this 
was no good for me the receptionist said she dare not book me an afternoon appointment after this 
I ended up going to Crowborough for my appointments due to the frustration - and refused to see 
said midwife. With all three births, the staff at Haywards Heath were excellent.  

3697 
My care before the birth was excellent and then again once I was home the midwives were great.  -  
- Unfortunately my time in hospital once the baby was born was extremely poor, mainly because of 
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limited staff. The end result was I became very ill with sepsis as I was not given correct treatment in 
hospital. 

3698 
The services and care I received at Crowborough Birthing Centre was second to none absolutely 
amazing and one of the best experiences of my life. incredible staff and care.  

3711 

I need to say that the service at Pembury was very satisfactory. I was transferred last minute due to 
complication in the delivery but even like this the midwife was lovely and very understanding with 
my needs. Over all a 9 over 10. They need to offer vegetarian meals... please, think about it for 
Pembury. 

3713 
The only thing I found poor was the lack of communication post natal and help with breastfeeding. 
Especially as it was my first child as I was unsure as to what was happening and what to do.  

3715 
Crowborough Birthing Centre were simply amazing. I couldn't rate the care I received highly 
enough. 

3717 

I found it difficult to make an informed decision about my twin birth with conflicting advice and 
information from the NHS. It was much better once I asked to see the same consultant - consistency 
helps. The midwifery team who helped me during my labour were amazing. They gave more real 
help and support than registrars who seemed locked into statistics rather than experience.  

3720 Can't fault the care I received with both births at Haywards Heath 

3722 
A post birth written summary of events would be really great when it was traumatic. To understand 
better decisions made and what took place.  

3723 

My midwife during labour was fantastic but the stress before the labour with midwives at 
Crowborough wasn't great and neither was the postnatal being left to fend for ourselves - we 
wanted to go home quickly! 

3731 
Post natal services abruptly without warning when my son was 3/4 months old when I was 
expecting further visits or contact. 

3741 

I had my dream birth I had always wanted a water birth at Crowborough. Birthing centre and they 
made it happen I love that they are knowledgeable and you feel in safe hands. there should be 
more centres like this or more funding should go into Crowborough Birthing Centre.  

3746 

Post natal care was appalling. Planned C section. I was left for hours without pain relief, given 
ibuprofen on an empty stomach and developed very painful gastritis, I had no help during the night, 
found staff dismissive and would never chose or recommend the post natal service at Princess 
Royal.  

3749 The consultants were not very professional. Clearly busy and stretched and was not at all pre.... 

3755 
I chose to have a c-section due to previous medical reasons and the only fault was being made to 
feel guilty for not having a natural birth could not fault anything else from start to finish.  

3756 

We were transferred back to Crowborough (my choice). We were very impressed with hospitality, 
food and support. The midwives were great with support especially breastfeed.  - I had a very 
pleasant birthday experience. 

3760 

For both my births I wanted a home birth. There was no support to put me at ease and provide 
information to make home birth a safe option. If I hadn't been convinced beforehand that I wanted 
a home birth I wouldn't have had it as there was no information in either of my pregnancies. You 
make a decision in your mind early on of where you want to give birth and with home births, 
despite asking for information on how to go about it and practicalities, I was fobbed off until my 
home assessment after 33-35 weeks. I understand it is not clear until this stage whether a home 
birth is possible but by this point if you were in doubt about having a home birth you would have 
been put off!!!! Despite midwives loving a home birth they do nothing to encourage those who 
consider it and leave it too late and offer no support to put you at ease that it is safe. I love my 
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home births, more practical info should be provided like where to get a pool, what you need etc... 

3763 
Found all the staff very calming. Although we were left alone for 7 hours in the labour suite after he 
was born. 

3764 

The service I received was dreadful. I was in 4 days my bin didn't get changed, my room didn't get 
cleaned, my partner had to ask for my medication everytime. my mum had to change my catheter 
as it wasn't done. My mum had to ask for clean sheets so it was an awful first birth, the surgeon 
who did my stitches was terrible.  

3775 

I wanted to give birth at home. The boundary line for different trust runs along the top of my lane. 
this meant I live in one trust for home cover and another for ante natal care due to GP surgery 
location. I was told I had to have another booking appointment and bloods taken at a different trust 
as they would e doing my birth care. This went backwards and forwards for weeks until Princess 
Royal said they would cover.  

3776 

I was extremely happy with the help and attentiveness my baby and i received at Pembury. We 
were monitored constantly, I needed an emergency C-section and both baby and I were safe and 
healthy. The staff were excellent, as were the facilities.  

3780 
All staff at Crowborough were fantastic. I felt very well cared for. A lovely safe welcoming 
environment which cannot be faulted.  

3781 

Excellent services. I am diabetic and developed pre-eclampsia. I was in ITU before the birth. Baby 
became distressed, heart monitoring of baby was amazing and I feel saved his life. I had an 
emergency c-section. i spent another few days in ITU. All staff were amazing would recommend 
PRH maternity services.  

3784 
I felt incredibly lucky to be living in this area I felt looked after every step of the way. Summarised: I 
had planned a home birth but this was not possible du to complications. The staff were fantastic.  

3806 

Limited staff on maternity ward (Christmas) and poor communication of post birth complications 
(preclampsia) Little if any assistance with child care following c-section.  - Repeat requests for 
general care such as changing catheter.  - Very different advice given dependent on who was on 
shift. 

4145 

I have already given full feedback to Pembury about my experience. The staff before and after birth 
were incredible. however, during labour I found my experience distressing which wasn't helped by 
the midwife or doctor who didn't communicate with me. I felt out of control and my experience was 
horrendous, the doctor was arrogant and midwife would rather have been reading her book.  

4146 

Eastbourne would be too far to travel...The service I received at Pembury was in part good the 
midwives who assisted were friendly, efficient, caring but in part poor as I had multiple midwives 
examining /delivering during a very short birth/labour! staff shortage 

4155 
I had both children at Pembury, one in March 2014 and one in March 2016. Excellent care both 
times and I wouldn't hesitate to recommend or go back. 

4157 Crowborough Birthing Centre was perfect and I'd strongly recommend it.  

4165 

No space on the post natal ward after baby was born (at 1am) bed had to be brought into delivery 
room (no bed in room only birthing pool and couch) Staff were brilliant but so busy, left alone for a 
long time after birth waiting to shower etc. 

4171 

I cannot fault the care received during a 29 minute scary labour! The staff made sure I was aware of 
everything happening and made sure my husband was OK. I did find monthly growth scans a little 
unnecessary (due to my BMI) and wish I had not been induced due to a big baby who actually 
weighed 8lbs at birth all a little worrying with really no reason.  

4188 
I ad a good/excellent experience. Some of the midwife appointments at Ticehurst were chaotic as 
the booking system seemed to often have issues leading to double booking. I had a few 
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appointments where I had to wait over an hour which wasn't ideal.  

4189 

Had an excellent male midwife who stayed hours after he was meant to leave to stay and deliver 
my baby, she was put on antibiotics for a week as myself and he came to see how we were doing. 
Post-natal staff were amazing too. not a bad word to say.  

4192 

The Crowborough midwives were wonderful it was especially good in the days post birth to be able 
to contact them... and have regular visits. ... the advice varied a lot from one midwife to the 
other...confusing... or you could see it as a plus getting a range of opinions.  

4193 

We paid for our NCT group and I felt so nervous about childbirth, paid for hypnobirthing course. I do 
think this preparation would save the NHS a lot of money.  - My experience at Pembury was very 
mixed. I had one very good midwife but the lady who saw me through to the delivery of my son was 
very aggressive. Postnatal care was poor and I don't think my midwife/health visitor appointments 
were helpful. The key to success is help with feeding advice . Staff were unable to assist so I hired a 
lactation consultant. 

4204 

Haywards Heath are excellent. I have severe hyperemesis, they deal with it in a great manor. I am 
currently expecting 3rd child and will be going there again. Clean happy relaxed staff a wonderful 
atmosphere.  

4207 

I was happy with the care I was given. post natal more tailored help with breastfeeding more often 
and in your own home would be good. The health visitors and midwives who visited were great but 
breastfeeding takes time and the advice varies.  

4214 Lovely ladies. Made me feel very comfortable.  

4217 

Before and during labour staff were great. Also nurses great in recovery.  Was put on ward after the 
birth the nurses didn't have time to help me. were also very rude to my mother and husband who 
were trying to sort my bags out as I couldn't get out of bed and were getting me some food as I 
hadn't eaten for over 24hrs. I had gestational diabetes and was told by consultant that they would 
regularly check my blood sugar not once did anyone check it after 19hrs I discharged myself. 

4219 

The service I received was great however there was no room on the maternity ward so I stayed in 
the birthing suite. I had no pillows or bed covers and felt a little 'abandoned' after I had given birth. I 
was fine but I feel if I had been a first time mum or slightly anxious or in pain I would have become 
distressed.  

4227 
Crowborough birthing centre was excellent and I would like to have my second child there. I did not 
receive much help in Pembury so I returned to Crowborough next day. 

4231 

The care was very good especially the surgical team. ... poor communication from the consultants, 
from my main midwife and from the midwives after birth. getting the tongue tie fixed took too long 
and I was misinformed how to manage breastfeeding.  

4237 
Felt midwives didn't believe I was in labour consequently gave birth at home with no 'professional' 
present.  

4242 

The facilities are great at Pembury and the midwives are always nice. The emotional state of the 
mother was never taken into account. After being left for hrs/days in an induced labour I ahd lots of 
people running in several times as emergency the midwife talk about the cord being around my 
baby's neck in ear shot (it was) the consultant disagreed with her. When I was upset due to worry, 
distress, exhaustion consultant bluntly said are you crying! During cutting the top off my baby's 
head to see if he had enough oxygen. Finally partner asked for us to have a C-section. I heard one of 
the team ask to be excused because she felt ill from watching one procedure. i was then stitched up 
so that one side was tighter than the other. Causing body disfigurement. I always wanted to have 
more babies naturally and the fact I couldn't there was no emotional after care. To go through the 
length of labour i did to only end up with a c-section was unhelpful I feel I went on to develop PND.  
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4247 

The consultant at Pembury Hospital was excellent.  - The nurses at hospital were excellent. - The 
midwives we saw for follow up once home were very supportive and knowledgeable.  - Whenever I 
used the Crowborough telephone 'help line' for questions, the nurses/midwives and staff I spoke to 
were always helpful, supportive and knowledgeable. 

4250 
I had a wonderful experience birthing my second child at home. I had no interest in giving birth in 
hospital unless for medical emergency.  

4251 
Nice to have a local community centre Heathfield and see the same midwife throughout pregnancy 
who offered fantastic service. Not enough birthing pools available at Pembury.  

4253 
The midwives at EMU were brilliant helping parents to normalise birth rather than medical model. I 
would recommend them rather than consultant led.  

4255 

My son was an emergency c-section prior to labour. The care was fantastic during our antenatal 
stay.  - Sadly post natal, my son was in SCBU/NICU and I was made to feel an inconvenience in my 
post natal bed. It would also be nice if there was an area on the PN ward for women without their 
babies as it is hard being by the door watching all the other mothers leave.  

4260 

The hospital and facilities and staff were excellent. I had two previous births at EDGH and I would 
choose Pembury over those 2 experiences. Pembury is a modern well equipped and well looked 
after hospital I cannot say the same for EDGH... 

4262 

I think there is not enough support after the birth. it would be nice especially for first time mothers 
to see a midwife / health visitor more than once in the first 6 weeks. It's not always easy to go to 
the health centre 

4266 The service and level of care ...at CBC was outstanding. hats off to the midwives at the centre. ... 

4270 
Too much pressure to breastfeed. I tried but it did not work both times for me. The pressure 
actually made me not want to the 2nd time.  

4271 

... It took 12 hours for us to be discharged. we asked in the morning at 7:30am and took until 8pm 
to leave. There didn't seem to be any reason for us to stay... they kept saying they had to write up 
our notes... 

4272 

Pre-natal services: poor communication between hospitals and consultants, very frustrating but 
once an appointment good care given.  - Birthing service: some parts excellent, other parts very 
poor trainee doctor took 7 attempts and 30mins to do epidural I ended up with post dural puncture. 
- Postnatal services - no advice given at all for post-op, breastfeeding, headaches etc. No midwife 
contact once discharged. Felt totally abandoned. Had to chase to get help.  

4280 Pembury maternity staff were amazing and could not fault the service 

4285 

I live in Heathfield which is equidistance to Hastings, Pembury and Eastbourne. In the last few 
weeks I wanted to be able to choose Crowborough when I was in labour my midwife could not sign 
this off...This meant I went to Pembury and did not get a water birth.  

4287 

The sonography staff were brilliant and were able to identify an issue early and refered us to King's. 
Antenatal staff were also brilliant. Our only issue was with the midwife ... she knew nothing about 
my pregnancy or multiple births. Summarised:  I was appalled by her attitude.  

4294 

I have had both my previous babies at EDGH but as I was consultant led this time that was not an 
option which was a real shame to not to be able to have my 3rd baby there. I felt the post natal 
services at the Conquest lacking in compassion to the EDGH. Especially breast feeding support. Had 
I been a first time mum I definitely feel that the outcome in my feeding would have been different.  

4299 

Towards the end of labour far too many staff in room due to complications and cross over of shifts. 
post natal plenty of opportunity for appointments however conflicting information resulting in 
delayed healing still having appointments 18 months on. So pleased with post natal care physio etc.  

4302 Summarised [Antenatal service excellent. Postnatal service good . Until I went into labour service 
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good - although was not checked to see if waters broken... bad labour...intervention was not quick 
enough and it caused complications.] Crowborough birthing centre offered fantastic support but for 
help with breastfeeding I had to go to Little Forest Children's Centre which was excellent.  

4303 

Crowborough Birthing Centre was first rate. Midwife led water birth so relaxed no fussing and felt 
safe for both me and my unborn child. After care was amazing with a midwife at my side whenever I 
needed.  

4314 

During pregnancy I had many appointments at Pembury hospital and Crowborough BC; I never saw 
a midwife or consultant twice. There was no continuity of care at all! My Husband and I were 
frustrated that we went for an independent midwife for the last 6 Seeks of pregnancy and birth. Her 
service was excellent. 

4318 

Very disorganised pre-natal service: lost referral, no scan appointments made (had to self refer) 
very late booking appointment for which had to self-refer in end. -  - Post-natally left on delivery 
gurney for 10 hours until discharge with no charge of bedding. Doctor was very rough when 
checking the midwives stitches.  

4323 
Emergency ambulance services excellent. had a 17 minute call waiting for ambulance and was 10cm 
dilated once arrived at hospital.  

4328 

Post natal care in hospital was not very good. I was not told when I would go home until 30 minutes 
before which came as quite a shock. I was not shown properly how to breastfeed. They missed my 
baby had tongue tie so lost lots of weight and I ended up in Eastbourne hospital for 2 nights 2 
weeks later.  

4340 

Although it would be great to have maternity full obstetric service restored to Eastbourne DGH I 
would not use it due to distance from my home. I was happy with service received at Haywards 
Heath near to my home therefore no need to look elsewhere.  

4343 I am currently sterile now. 

4349 
Crowborough birthing centre was brilliant for my first and second baby. I highly recommend their 
services. 

4352 

I felt very neglected at Pembury. I was not examined whilst on the pre-labour ward and this led to 
emergency intervention during delivery I very stressful time. I was also left on the delivery suite and 
told I was going to have to go home as there were no beds. Thankfully I was able to be transferred 
to Crowborough where I spent two lovely days to recover. 

4366 
This was my 3rd water birth and 2nd at home but 1st with a dedicated home birth team rather than 
a reluctant midwife sent from a hospital. My 3rd was my most positive and supported. 

4370 
My closest hospital is the Princess Royal I've always used antenatal clinic and service and help 
always been very good for my previous two pregnancies.  

4376 We had a well supported successful VBAC rainbow birth caring staff.  

4379 

Lack of communication between midwives...led to delay in discharge and contradictory advice...No 
help for my husband when I was in ICU he was made to feel quite uncomfortable. Notes completed 
inaccurately. Most of the care I received from individuals was fantastic bu tn joined up approach... 

4391 illegible 

4398 

I only said no to the Eastbourne question because I live 10mins from PRH in Haywards Heath. I had 
preeclampsia and spent 5 days in hospital... I felt safe and supported I found this important as this 
was my first child. The midwife was amazing! I cant praise the PRH enough. The side room I had 
whilst my baby was in special care really helped me feel less upset about not having my baby with 
me.  

4403 PRH staff are amazing and attentive. Simply amazing!! 

4407 I have had 5 water births. My last 4 labours have been quick and we would not have made it to 
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Haywards Heath or any other full maternity units hence why CBC was happy to take me though it 
was a 5th baby. Eastbourne is the next closest hospital and should we have another child and CBC 
was unhappy to take me, it would be our first choice if it was a full obstetric unit. Closing or cutting 
maternity services endangers the lives of mothers and babies, increases litigation costs for the NHS. 
Thus it is short sighted and a false economy to cut maternity services. Plus, when I had my 4th child 
- at EDGH, we were told the cuts were temporary. We are still waiting to see if the reassurances 
given then were worth anything or not! 

4408 

excellent pre and post community midwifery. excellent care during birth, spent 1 night in Haywards 
Heath and could have done with some more support post birth during that time it's such a 
vulnerable period and more support could help people go home quickly releasing hospital beds 
feeling more confident. 

4409 

I was desperate to give birth in Eastbourne however due to reduced movement I was made high risk 
and sent to Hastings. The wards were so busy and midwives run ragged. I waited 4 days before 
being taken to be (induced, waters broken) as it was too busy. After having my baby I felt 
completely alone and at times like I was a nuisance asking for help as staff were so busy I couldn't 
wait to leave and dread going back if I were to have another child. My partner having to travel to 
Hastings daily at all hours was also adding to stress, not to mention possibly dangerous. 

4416 

My first two children were born at Crowborough where the entire experience from facilities to staff 
were excellent -. Due to being induced with my third I was no longer able to give birth at CBC ... the 
staff and services at Pembury were excellent.  

4427 
Crowborough birthing centre made the birth of my daughter magical. I can not rate them highly 
enough. 

4676 
My 2nd birth was a VBAC. The female doctor me was excellent. The midwives during labour were 
attentive kind and I couldn't have asked for anything more.  

4705 
Excellent service from the start from extremely competent professionals who offered support and 
empathy. A beautifully clean hospital as well, would recommend to everyone.  

4713 If I lived closer to Eastbourne I would absolutely give birth there if it was an option. 

4767 Pre-natal was exceptionally poor in terms of communication and services offered.  

4772 

I had my 1st and 2nd children in a hospital setting so that doctors were on site. Crowborough is an 
invaluable facility and I was comfortable going there for a 3rd uncomplicated birth and pregnancy 
but it is important for women to have the choice of a facility with doctors on site.  

4780 We were very well looked after and was really pleased by the service received from the NHS. 

4785 
I've had excellent experience before, during and after labour with both staff and environment of 
Crowborough birthing centre! Would do it all over again with them! (Minus the pain) xxx 

4809 

I was happy with all the maternal services but I wasn't happy with help with breastfeeding. I really 
struggled with it as I had no clue what to do but I wasn't given enough of help even after I asked 
many times. I put on my birth plan that I wanted to go to pool, it was not offered to me at all.  

4845 
I can not fault the service I had during or after birth. I was transferred from CBC to Pembury in an 
emergency. All staff were amazing I could not be more grateful  

4894 
Crowborough birthing centre is an amazing place run by wonderful people and it would be great 
loss to the community if it was to ever close. Numerous friends have used it also.  

4906 

PRH was excellent for birthing and prenatal care. however the after care was very poor in relation 
to breastfeeding support. I felt pressured by certain staff to use formula which probably attributed 
to ongoing feeding issues.  

4947 
I saw multiple doctors throughout pregnancy bth at Eastbourne an Pembury. There is room for a lot 
of improvement at Eastbourne I could not fault Pembury at all apart from being told to give up 
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breastfeeding one day after baby was born... 

4960 

I found the services at Haywards Heath amazing and very professional. As I was induced I wasn't 
allowed to have the baby at the birthing centre but I'm glad as had bleeding afterwards and would 
need to be transferred anyway. I wouldn't chose a midwife led birthing centre what if something 
goes wrong  

4972 Crowborough birthing centre is lovely and would go there again if I had another child.  

5265 
I had my baby at Pembury Hospital. I can not fault the care I was given there. Particularly excellent 
maternity ward and staff.  

5289 I think they are all doing an amazing job! Thank you  

5343 
I was supposed to give birth at Crowborough Birthing Centre but due to complications I was 
transferred. The staff in both places were amazing, I hope to go to Pembury with child number 2.  

5370 
A big factor in deciding where to give birth was husbands/partners being able to stay too and not 
being confined to visiting hours.  

5375 No free pre natal service available in the Heathfield area.  

8001 
When I had my first child partners weren't allowed to stay. It was so much nicer that this time he 
was allowed to stay on the post natal ward with me.  

8002 

When we first arrived at the hospital I was informed that I wasn't in labour and I would have to 
leave if I didn't progress within an hour - the midwife was pretty rude! I then delivered my daughter 
in 15mins later! All other staff were amazing.  

8006 
I would have liked my son to be checked for a tongue tie earlier. Elective C-section babies hearing 
the day they are born causes unnecessary stress when they fail.  

8007 

I have no issue with the services I received prior to and after giving birth to my son and the medical 
team that delivered him wee amazing, but my time in hospital was the worst experience of my life. 
Myself and my baby were left for hours on end, the staff were too busy to discharge us and 
generally assist us. Some were rude and unhelpful too.  

8009 

I received excellent support during pregnancy and the birth. Post natal support overall good the 
individuals I met were excellent. To enable better communication between Trusts making notes 
electronic may avoid miscommunication and repeat questions. There needs to be more 
breastfeeding support clinics I needed more support at the begining. At local children's centers - 
once a week would be ideal. peer support and midwife led.  

8013 

I received fantastic care throughout my pregnancy, although when I went into labour I was sent 
home from Haywards Heath hospital and I ended up having my baby at home. I did received great 
care at home and the midwife came very quickly.  

8024 

The staff always did the best that they could but it did feel that they were incredibly busy. We were 
impressed by the care given by the ANNP's. We were involved with them with this son and our 
older son (following his birth in 2015). It would be fantastic if more single rooms were available on 
the ward as after labour when you are exhausted the ward is a very noisy place to be and the sleep 
deprivation is tough.  

8029 The PRH in Haywards Heath is brilliant we couldn't fault it on either occasion with our two children  

8033 I was very pleased with the midwife at haywards heath 

8035 I didn't like having a different midwife for every post natal visit.  

8037 
The staff at the Princess Royal were exceptional I have recommended them to all my friends. 
Amazing people - please thank them for us!  

8227 

We had very attentive nurses and midwives at the hospital. if I had a criticism it would be that as 
someone who had to have a C-section after days ...the staff didn't do handovers that well. doctors 
and nurses from one day would say the same things and then completely different thing would 
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happen. The midwives ...too much pressure with breastfeeding... 

8235 

I had pre-eclampsia and my baby was born nearly two months early and spent a few weeks in the 
special care unit. I think there should be some division for post natal care - it is very hard to be on 
the same ward as new mums who have their babies with them and due to complications with my 
emergency c-section I was there for some time.  

8238 The midwives at Haywards Heath were fantastic during the birth plus during recovery. 

8241 Hospital services are excellent. Post natal services are very mixed.  

8245 

I was in so much pain after the birth and my stitches became infected. I felt I was not given the care 
or attention that people who had C-sections got even though my experience was extremely 
physically and emotionally traumatic.  - I was not shown how to care for my wound and I had a 
catheter running directly on the side of the stitches pressing against them and didn't know why I 
was in so much pain or why I was bleeding so much. It took a very long time to recover from this 
and my baby wouldn't breastfeed as a result of not trying early enough.  

8246 

Pre-natal care was ok. No follows up consultant appointment for managing arthritis during 
pregnancy.  -  - Most of the midwives post birth was excellent, however, this was massively let down 
by the head midwife at Haywards Heath. Released before medically ready. Medication required not 
given. C-section wound ended with nasty infection . One of the home visit midwives was under 
qualified and very judgy. I have been left with fears of birth for future pregnancy.  

8254 

The staff at the maternity unit were over whelmed - it needs more investment and staff were 
brought in from the community. A number of the midwives I saw during labour just watched and 
were unhelpful... I was not treated as a patient who had just been in theatre by a number of staff, I 
had no support they hadn't noticed as were overwhelmed staff seemed shortage.  

8268 

The midwives were lovely at HH just not enough of them. My whole labour was spent in triage with 
no midwife and 5 other women listening. I was very physically sick and ran out of things to be sick in 
and could not find a midwife. There was no space in a labour room so only went in 45 minutes 
before giving birth. I asked for an epidural and was given one 30 minutes before giving birth and no 
one checked how far I was dilated. They could not hear my baby's heart because she was in the 
birth canal but had only been measured 7 hours before.  

8279 
Epidural was very poor as it took at least four attempts after that it was fine. When at home I feel 
health visitors should be more involved not ... can go to a health visitors centre. 

8283 

I did not see a doctor early enough in my labour. In fact if I had not refused to be sent home I 
probably would not have survived. Apart from one amazing midwife in the delivery suite my birth 
was a very isolating and frightening traumatic experience. I also felt that there was a lack of post 
natal support in the hospital with regard to breastfeeding/ help mental welbeing. I strongly feel that 
this all contributed to the postnatal depression I have been dealing with ever since for which I am 
now using other NHS services, Councillors ... 

8287 Outstanding - Thank you! 

8288 

I had 2 births in hospital at the Princess Royal. Both were inductions. I also received surgery. The 
service was excellent Eastbourne  is further that I want to travel. my home birth team were 
fantastic. it was frustrating to haver to visit Brighton Royal Sussex to get post birth injections . These 
were forgotten by my midwife. This was time consuming and exhausting with a new born baby . 

8293 

The only problem I had was that the midwife only turned up (for home birth) at about 4.40am I first 
contacted hospital at 2.00am and gave birth at 4.10am my friend delivered the baby. Luckily 
nothing went wrong and no complications. I am very pro home birth and would do that option 
again but obviously the lack of a midwife is a serious concern.  

8296 I was very happy and satisfied with the service I received. Thank you. 
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8302 

Staff at the hospital were always very kind but frequently complained about being understaffed. At 
one time only one midwife available as others were being used in the labour ward, leaving post 
natal ward under staffed. Discharge papers had other persons forms some of mine missing meaning 
someone had my details and confidential information and I had theirs.  

8303 

Having had a previous C-section and pre-existing health conditions I wanted/needed doctors on 
site, but I felt totally safe and supported by the midwives caring for me. I would also like to 
comment that I don't think the questionnaire has been well written it doesn't reflect the 
complexities of peoples decisions and I suspect it will offer biased and unclear results. 

8305 Fabulous home care would have home birth again.  

8314 

Services were excellent but disjointed. i was not listened to when voicing my concerns of my 
midwife to an obstetrician. I was refused a growth scan requested by my midwife at the hospital. 
Went into early labour with breach baby and told not to come in resulted in traumatic near birth in 
car and ver tiny baby needing SCBU.... 

8323 
The home birth team from the Royal Sussex were excellent and I couldn't have asked for a better 
service from them  

8324 

Excellent visiting midwives. Very poor breastfeeding support at hospital, very negative nurse. The 
midwives were all excellent apart from one slightly preach one at Crowborough. Crowborough 
midwives on the day were so supportive and I felt in very safe hands when my baby got stuck. 
Hospital staff were also excellent and saved the day after we'd done everything we could for a 
natural birth. Such a valuable service  

8326 

RSCH was absolutely fantastic. Every single member of staff was incredibly attentive despite being 
stretched for time and funding. They went out of their way to help. ... they made my experience so 
special.  

8332 Post natal care didn't really see anyone! 

8340 

I had both of my children at home with little, to no interbention. Midwives provided wonderful care 
and support both before , during and after my labours. I realise this type of experience is not always 
possible and hypothetically if I was to have complications during another pregnancy I would be 
happy to have a doctor present and would be pleased to have the option of birthing at Eastbourne. I 
do feel, however, where possible women should be empowered to have their children at home and 
supported in their choice.  

8344 

I had a life threatening condition during pregnancy (placenta praevia) for this second pregnancy. 
Although I had a C-section planned I ended up having a haemorrhage whilst at home 2 weeks 
before c-section date so needed emergency c-section. Only a maternity unit with a full obstetric 
service was suitable for me and RSCH (Brighton) was closest to my home address: in addition, with 
my pregnancy condition only RSCH (being a major trauma centre) was able to deal with me during 
labour.  

8345 

All antenatal and post natal midwives were very helpful, informative and... a fantastic service 
despite obvious limited and stretched resources especially staffing. Hospital services at Haywards 
Heath were also very good staff very friendly, professional and reassuring and wait times minimal 
again despite low staffing. Would choose Haywards Heath again.  

8359 All good apart from given anti sickness drug post C-section which gave me a bad reaction. 

8360 The midwives and nurses on the maternity ward at the Princess Royal were excellent.  

8379 
Overall I received excellent care from every member of staff apart from a rude midwife whilst in 
labour at home.  

8380 
Birthing and post-natal service was significantly better than I received for my first child (in a 
different health trust). Midwife service in HH was excellent. Post natal support especially re 
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breastfeeding was also excellent.  

8382 

My experience was a good one. I would have liked to have given birth in a midwife led unit with an 
obstetric unit on site (e.g as proposed by RSCH but not built). As this was not available I chose 
Haywards Heath. I would not give birth at EDGH as any transfer would be too long.  

8384 
Midwives and Doctors at H. Heath excellent, supportive and reassuring.  - The maternity ward was 
excellent, very homely, felt relaxed and comfortable. Calming environment.  

8385 
My midwife was amazing. During labour care varied greatly from midwife to midwife... they lacked 
empathy and couldn't be bothered...midwife present at the delivery was amazing...  

8391 

After care was really good with midwife/heath visitor visiting regularly. Would have been nice to 
have the same midwife throughout my pre-birth/pregnancy appointments as every appointment I 
saw a different person. 

8402 

The midwife throughout labour was amazing. She could sense I was nervous about being induced 
but was very reassuring. She encouraged me when I was getting tired. The after and pre care team 
were great too. Really recommend the service at Brighton and the midwife team over East Sussex. 
Thank you NHS 

8405 

I saw a few different midwives pre natal which was not helpful would have liked more consistency. 
Care during labour was excellent however, post natal care in Trevor Mann was fantastic for my baby 
my care was less so. Was given conflicting advice from midwives and health visitors at home after 
the birth which was extremely unhelpful.  

8406 

I cannot praise the following highly enough: Dr who completed amneo procedure: very experienced 
and excellent in every way (Royal Sussex). The team that carried out my planned C-section at Royal 
Sussex - aftercare was also excellent. [illegible sentence] The community midwives were well 
intentioned but tired, understaffed and badly organised. If I had one consistent midwife I may have 
been even more likely to achieve the desired V-bac 

8418 

After post partum psychosis with first pregnancy I was cared for intensively by psychiatrists. I 
cannot tell you the difference that it made to the whole experience. I wish all mothers could receive 
the service had. I believe it would be beneficial for health visitors and midwives to receive more 
training in C-section wound management as I had to go to hospital for treatment and wound 
cleaning.  

8421 

Eastbourne DGH is not renowned for being a good hospital so this would put me off having a baby 
or other type of treatment here. Brighton however is also getting pretty rundown (maternity) needs 
modernising.  

8428 

I felt well looked after before, during and after the birth. The midwives and health visitors I met 
were all very kind, knowledgeable and contactable at all times. The support from the community 
centre at Newhaven was fantastic.  

8441 

I had an awful experience and will never use the community midwife service again. I only had 2 
appointments where someone was there - all rest were cancelled but I wasn't advised until I got 
there. I heard my babies heart once! I had complications with my pregnancy which I feel could have 
been found much earlier with more support and advice from midwives. I had reduced foetal 
movement and had an emergency c section - if it wasn't for Haywards Heath triage telling me to 
come in I would have left it too late. It breaks my heart when I think of the little information I was 
given about how much my baby should move leading up to due date.  

8443 

My first birth was an emergency C-section. If I hadn't have had the doctors present, things could 
have ended differently. Anything can change with a moment and you don't always have time to 
transfer hospitals. All care at Brighton was fantastic.  

8445 Long wait for antibiotics that I requested for strep B. Not much knowledge of strep B. 
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8477 If Eastbourne was about when I had both of my children I would haver opted.  

8478 

I was an intended home birth but miconium in my waters meant I took myself to Brighton hospital. I 
live on the border of EDGH and BSUH I changed my care half way through pregnancy because I 
knew under EDGH i would end up at Hastings if needed obstetric care. ( distance and issue). i 
received excellent breastfeeding support from EDGH and if I was to have a second child I would 
consider birthing at EDGH if the obstetrics were reinstated as I believe my post natal care would 
have been much better than what I received at Brighton. please contact me if you wish I feel very 
strongly about this question.  

8502 Level 14 the staff were incredible.  

8508 

My first birth in Brighton 2013 was awful which is why I chose HH. Can not thank them enough for 
my second experience. Also 100% wish Eastbourne was an option as: 1.) Brighton gets overcrowded 
as it is. 2.) People Eastbourne/Seaford/Newhaven would split the patients.  

8536 
I had to be induced the whole process took 6 days once of the days I was left as the ward was busy 
Also after having a C-section I was sent home 24hrs later which was far too soon.  

8539 
The service offered to me by the midwives before and during labour has been excellent. The cord 
ripped while giving birth and the response team were in the room within a matter of seconds. 

8543 

I got off to a bad start with the hospitals loosing my notes and the confusion about my dates so I 
didn't get my first scan until around 20 weeks, by this point I missed out on downsyndrome testing, 
I was very upset about this. 

8546 The aftercare at Brighton hospital was very good compared to when I had my first child 6 years ago. 

8551 
Excellent service before and during labour/birth. -  - After not good. Struggling with breastfeeding 
rand HV 3 times left messages and no-one called back.  

8556 

Midwives were not ever the same, no continuity including after birth for breastfeeding support.  - 
The hospital was very good but the habit of sending people home is annoying and dangerous. I 
refused to be sent home I walked around the hospital for 1 hour and gave birth 45mins later. ...My 
birth plan wasn't read, I couldn't have a water birth as I had requested as it progressed so quickly. I 
was not offered any pain relief until in the delivery room and I was in a lot of pain. Not every labour 
is slow... when a mother refused to go home let them stay.  

8580 

I have had two children at Brighton hospital, two different births, 1st emergency c-section the 2nd 
VBAC, the services during pregnancy and labour fantastic but after c-section post natal ward was 
awful not enough staff and was left in pools of blood for hours my husband changed the bed sheets, 
this led me to leave the hospital straight away after 2nd child. i did not go onto post natal ward at 
all straight from labour to home.  

8596 Birth at home no complications. -  - Great experience. -  - 3rd Child - No more!! 

8616 
Everybody was kind .. I felt like being in a hotel with room service. Overall a very beautiful 
experience... Maternity is a very special and important moment.  

8624 

We had an excellent experience, the midwife who came to our home was lovely, kind, gentle and 
patient. Without her I don't think I would have been able to continue at home even though that is 
what I really wanted. After the birth we sent an email praising her and asking it to be passed onto 
her line manager.  

8656 

(summarised) I am type 1 diabetic and f the diabetic team are excellent with the maternity service. 
The midwives were not as good because they did not monitor my glucose levels ... I was not put on 
the sliding scale insulin during labour. 

8663 Under staffed at Brighton hospital, really poor care but midwives were brilliant but just not enough.  

8669 
I am glad I chose Brighton to give birth at as I wouldn't have survived if I was having a home birth. 
Thank you.  
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8682 

The care prior was excellent with midwife. Once in hospital until I reached the labour ward it was 
very disappointing Level 2 did not follow guide agreed with consultant prior - left for hours on own. 
Labour ward as fantastic.  

8686 

Overall with appointments good. But not happy with the fact I got turned away from hospital clearly 
in labour and pain but just a care assistant on triage at Brighton who forgot to take my baby's 
heartbeat my blood pressure and told me to go home to bed. Not even 30mins later I was on the 
phone with them still telling me to calm down and go to bed. I was then rushed back and went 
through A&E to be told I was in full labour straight up to ward and 20mins my little one was born. 
Never again to Brighton again!  

8709 

Would have liked more midwife appointments during early pregnancy. Midwife I had whilst giving 
birth was excellent I didn't really see many people after being transferred up to post natal ward. 
Not much help offered with breastfeeding etc. Extremely slow on giving iron level results when 
wanting to go home.  

8718 
I wasn't given enough information on how to care for myself after I'd had a 3rd degree tear during 
labour. other than this I was extremely happy with the service.  

8722 

I gave birth 5 years ago this time I was shocked  at how short staffed the ward was and how many 
errors were made because of the lack of time the midwives had with each patient. The team tried 
their best but if Id had any complication during the birth I would have worried for the safety of my 
child. It took 4 hours to receive stitches and another 6 hours to be discharged due to lack of people 
to sign me out. ... very different story to years before.  

8727 

Left me for ages with gas and air. I was not checked until I said I was close to giving birth. Waited 
until 6pm to have my waters broken... I have quick births and no one was around so was very scared 
that I would have to do it on my own. 10 days later I had 8blb of placenta come out to be told it was 
womb lining until they saw it which they didn't do until i said I had it with me in a pot. I had retained 
placenta before which was on my records.  

8730 
I had a planned home birth and the care I received from midwives at Brighton hospital was 
excellent.  

8731 

I have given birth to both my children in Brighton. The care I received during labour and birth was 
good however, the aftercare was slow. I had to wait a few hours for stitches and the discharge to go 
home took a long time plus they forgot to do my baby's hearing check so I had to go back at a later 
date.  

8737 
Excellent care received from the community midwives based at Brighton and Peacehaven children's 
centre.  

8748 
Pre natal care was good but I had a different midwife for each appointment. One midwife gave me 
someone else's test results telling me I had an infection when I didn't! 

8754 

It has put me right off having more children. Eastbourne too far... RSCH overstretched... midwife 
didn't realised baby was wring way, she told me I wasn't pushing correctly [caused lots of 
problems]... Consultant was great I was lucky to have him before the birth... I had to stay in for 2 
weeks after but shame I didn't have him for the actual birth.  

8755 Postnatal ward was understafffed 

8782 

The staff at Haywards Heath hospital were really good. I was impressed with the midwives that 
came out to see me at home after the birth. I found this invaluable. I haven't been as impressed 
with the health visitors. I would give birth at Haywards Heath again as mine and others experiences 
have all been excellent.  

8908 Excellent care at Haywards Heath.  

8932 Generally happy but there were some communication issues... I did not get to see a consultant until 
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quite late at which point I needed steroids in case an early delivery was necessary... I was very 
happy with birthing care...  

8963 
Midwife after care very good. Being in the ward before being induced not so good waited over 50 
hours after my waters gone.  

8964 
Brighton was my closest hospital. I had an elective C-section. I would never chose to give birth with 
no doctors nearby - I am a nurse I know the dangers of childbirth.  

8971 

Too much pressure to breastfeed. I was made to feel guilty for using formula surely staff should 
support you on how you choose to feed your baby? Unclear policy regarding Group B Strep conflict 
between midwife and doctor in front of me.  

8973 

Can't fault service received apart from midwives attitudes etc. Making a new mum feel useless 
because milk not come through and not allowing for formula to be used and saying the mother over 
and over about weight ie fat/overweight is wrong sadly weight went up when I fell pregnant but no 
matter how much I did didn't shift it.  

8984 Would have future births at Haywards Heath if still at present address as it is much closer to home.  

9125 

Very pleased with my home birth - no problems, lovely midwives. I would have gone to Haywards 
Heath if any problems. Another option I was interested in was Crowborough birthing centre, but I 
was happy at home.  

9141 
I would have liked a birthing centre environment with a doctor nearby for complications this is 
available in many other areas across the UK.  

9153 

The staff on the post natal ward were wonderful but clearly understaffed. This led to a poorer 
service for example delays in my catheter being changed. Noone checking up on a lady opposite 
who was clearly in dreadful pain.  

9164 
I had a planned C-section because baby was breech. The staff were absolutely first class. I felt in 
safe hands throughout my experience.  

9182 

There were many good aspects . My main complaint was a lack of sensitivity. my second child was 
stillborn at 42 weeks during induction. This child was induced at a pre-booked 39 week induction. 
When I came in - no one knew my history despite many previous consultant appointments - 
obviously a lack of communication. Also, I haemorrhaged after giving birth. Cross matched blood 
was slow to arrive (40 minutes) and it all got a bit hairy. I had previously haemorrhaged, so was 
upset that appropriate precautions hadn't been made. Staff were lovely but procedures were 
shambolic.   

9187 Haywards Heath is the closest hospital to us, we received a fantastic service before and after birth.  

9190 Both midwives present at the home birth were absolutely brilliant.  

9225 Thank you.  

9332 

I was told I was high risk because of age/previous C-section, so needed to be induced. I really didn't 
want to be but understand reasons why yet when it came to being sent in for induction I no longer 
seemed a priority and kept getting left due to staff shortage. This made my induction long and 
drawn out and made me tired which had a knock on effect with how I coped with labour. On a 
positive note, the doctors and midwives safely delivered my daughter and when it comes to it they 
are fantastic when you need them once in established labour. Just feel there is a gap in services 
with high risk patients not in established labour. Not the staff's fault, there just isn't enough of 
them. 

9405 
I had an amazing team look after me at Brighton, my Daughter and I were poorly and the staff were 
very reassuring and I was pleased with the full birthing services.  

9415 
I needed to see a consultant post birth as the midwives stitched up my tearing incorrectly and I also 
got an infection. The stitches / virginal wall needed correcting with a small operation, despite this I 
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felt well cared for.  

9441 

One I was admitted to the maternity/delivery ward everything was fine but as with my first child me 
and my partner found ourselves driving around the countryside to PRH to get checked out/sent 
away etc which was not very helpful. Also with my first child born 10/3/14 all the hospitals were 
shut and we had to drive to Eastbourne for an emergency c-section which was terrible. You do not 
have enough staff to cope with demand.  

9469 

Birthing centre was fantastic. Shame the IT systems do not talk to each other so all my data had to 
be resubmitted and my tests had to be redone. Having pre and post care in my town was great and 
meant it was easier to utilise other optional services available.  

9480 

After the baby was born I was moved out of the labour ward, the staff were very unwelcoming. No-
one explained where things were. It took nurses a long time to realise I was very unwell and needed 
two blood transfusions. My milk hadn't come in because I was so unwell so my baby lost too much 
weight too quickly. No one had kept an eye on my baby's weight until it was too late. She still 
suffers with weight issues now which I believe is why.  

9487 

My first midwife appointment was very upsetting.. after that I changed midwives and received great 
care. I went into labour 6 weeks early but kept being told at  the hospital I wasn't having 
contractions and until I screamed ''she is coming!'' I wasn't helped. Then it was all a rush as I was 
fully dilated and she came very quickly. labour ward was excellent. Trevor Mann ward excellent 
after care.  

9488 Brighton is closer than Eastbourne  

9533 
Fantastic care. The whole team were amazing. We had to stay in for a few days also and my whole 
family were treated very well. Thank you.  
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Appendix J  

East Sussex Maternity Services Survey – 

 Brighton and Hove CCG 

 
 

Local Authority area  

  
 

Response 
Total 

 Eastbourne    0.00% 0 

 Wealden    0.00% 0 

 Lewes   
 

100.00% 6 

 Rother    0.00% 0 

 Hastings    0.00% 0 

  
100.00% 6 

  
 
 

Day of the week child born on  

  
 

Response 
Total 

 Monday    0.00% 0 

 Tuesday    0.00% 0 

 Wednesday   
 

50.00% 3 

 Thursday    0.00% 0 

 Friday    0.00% 0 

 Saturday   
 

33.33% 2 

 Sunday   
 

16.67% 1 

  
100.00% 6 
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Month child born in  

  
 

Response 
Total 

 January    0.00% 0 

 February    0.00% 0 

 March    0.00% 0 

 April   
 

33.33% 2 

 May    0.00% 0 

 June    0.00% 0 

 July    0.00% 0 

 August   
 

33.33% 2 

 September   
 

16.67% 1 

 October    0.00% 0 

 November   
 

16.67% 1 

 December    0.00% 0 

  
100.00% 6 

  
 

Gender of child  

  
 

Response 
Total 

 Male   
 

50.00% 3 

 Female   
 

50.00% 3 

  
100.00% 6 
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Was this your first, second, third or other birth?  

  
 

Response 
Total 

 First   
 

66.67% 4 

 Second   
 

33.33% 2 

 Third    0.00% 0 

 Other (please specify):    0.00% 0 

  
100.00% 6 

  
 

Was this a multiple birth?  

  
 

Response 
Total 

 Yes    0.00% 0 

 No   
 

100.00% 6 

  
100.00% 6 

  
 

Did you have an appointment with a consultant before the birth?  

  
 

Response 
Total 

 Yes   
 

33.33% 2 

 No   
 

66.67% 4 

  
100.00% 6 
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If you had an appointment with a consultant before the birth where was it?  

  
 

Response 
Total 

 Hastings    0.00% 0 

 Eastbourne    0.00% 0 

 Crowborough    0.00% 0 

 Pembury    0.00% 0 

 Haywards Heath   
 

50.00% 1 

 Brighton   
 

50.00% 1 

 Redhill    0.00% 0 

 Other (please specify):    0.00% 0 

  
100.00% 2 

  
 

Did you wish to give birth at a location with a hospital doctor on site?  

  
 

Response 
Total 

 Yes   
 

100.00% 6 

 No    0.00% 0 

  
100.00% 6 

  
 

How do you rate the pre-natal services you received?  

  
 

Response 
Total 

 Excellent   
 

50.00% 3 

 Good   
 

50.00% 3 

 Poor    0.00% 0 

 Very poor    0.00% 0 

  
100.00% 6 
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Where was the child born?  

  
 

Response 
Total 

 At home    0.00% 0 

 In an ambulance    0.00% 0 

 In other vehicle    0.00% 0 

 At hospital / birthing 
centre   

 

100.00% 6 

  
100.00% 6 

  
 

If hospital or birthing centre which of the following:  

  
 

Response 
Total 

 Hastings    0.00% 0 

 Eastbourne    0.00% 0 

 Crowborough    0.00% 0 

 Pembury    0.00% 0 

 Haywards Heath   
 

33.33% 2 

 Brighton   
 

66.67% 4 

 Redhill    0.00% 0 

 Other (please specify):    0.00% 0 

  
100.00% 6 

  
 

Were you transferred during labour?  

  
 

Response 
Total 

 Yes    0.00% 0 

 No   
 

100.00% 6 

  
100.00% 6 
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Did you require a doctor's intervention during labour?  

  
 

Response 
Total 

 Yes   
 

50.00% 3 

 No   
 

50.00% 3 

  
100.00% 6 

  
 

If you required a doctor's intervention during birth, was this for an:  

   
Response 

Total 

 Epidural   
 

 1 

 C-section   
 

 2 

 Episiotomy     0 

 Other (please specify):   
 

 1 

  
 3 

  
 

How do you rate the birthing service you received?  

  
 

Response 
Total 

 Excellent   
 

83.33% 5 

 Good   
 

16.67% 1 

 Poor    0.00% 0 

 Very poor    0.00% 0 

  
100.00% 6 
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Were you transferred after the birth?  

  
 

Response 
Total 

 Yes    0.00% 0 

 No   
 

100.00% 6 

  
100.00% 6 

  
 
 

How do you rate post-natal services you received?  

  
 

Response 
Total 

 Excellent   
 

50.00% 3 

 Good   
 

50.00% 3 

 Poor    0.00% 0 

 Very poor    0.00% 0 

  
100.00% 6 

  
 
If you were to have another child would you wish to give birth at a location 
with doctors on site:  

  
 

Response 
Total 

 Yes   
 

100.00% 6 

 No    0.00% 0 

  
100.00% 6 
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If you were to have another child, would you choose to give birth at 
Eastbourne District General Hospital if a full obstetric service were available?  

  
 

Response 
Total 

 Yes   
 

25.00% 1 

 No   
 

75.00% 3 

  
100.00% 4 

  
 
 
 
Please provide any comments you would like to make about the maternity 
services offered to you  

 Response total 4 

8791 

I was diverted to Haywards Heath at the last minute but the care was 
excellent. The post natal care was good but it was never the same 
midwife so the care was not consistent. it was not until the last midwife 
visit that I was told I need iron tablets.  

8794 

Maternity ward at RSCH needs more midwives and gynaecologists plus 
scanning equipment. My baby and I were put at risk of loosing health or 
even life because no diagnostics were provided. Because of lack of 
equipment and staffing deficiencies I had to undergo an emergency C-
section which could have been avoided.  

8801 Staff were excellent, supportive and informative and very caring 

8802 Couldn't find a fault with the midwives at Brighton. Excellent service 
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Appendix K  

East Sussex Maternity Services Survey –  

Horsham and Mid Sussex CCG 

 
 

Local Authority area  

  
 

Response 
Total 

 Eastbourne    0.00% 0 

 Wealden   
 

54.17% 13 

 Lewes   
 

45.83% 11 

 Rother    0.00% 0 

 Hastings    0.00% 0 

  
100.00% 24 

  
 
 

Day of the week child born on  

  
 

Response 
Total 

 Monday   
 

16.67% 4 

 Tuesday   
 

16.67% 4 

 Wednesday   
 

12.50% 3 

 Thursday   
 

4.17% 1 

 Friday   
 

25.00% 6 

 Saturday   
 

8.33% 2 

 Sunday   
 

16.67% 4 

  
100.00% 24 
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Month child born in  

  
 

Response 
Total 

 January    0.00% 0 

 February   
 

8.33% 2 

 March    0.00% 0 

 April   
 

4.17% 1 

 May   
 

8.33% 2 

 June   
 

12.50% 3 

 July   
 

8.33% 2 

 August   
 

29.17% 7 

 September   
 

12.50% 3 

 October   
 

8.33% 2 

 November   
 

4.17% 1 

 December   
 

4.17% 1 

  
100.00% 24 

  
 

Gender of child  

  
 

Response 
Total 

 Male   
 

66.67% 16 

 Female   
 

33.33% 8 

  
100.00% 24 
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Was this your first, second, third or other birth?  

  
 

Response 
Total 

 First   
 

41.67% 10 

 Second   
 

33.33% 8 

 Third   
 

20.83% 5 

 Other (please specify):   
 

4.17% 1 

  
100.00% 24 

  
 

Was this a multiple birth?  

  
 

Response 
Total 

 Yes    0.00% 0 

 No   
 

100.00% 24 

  
100.00% 24 

  
 

Did you have an appointment with a consultant before the birth?  

  
 

Response 
Total 

 Yes   
 

62.50% 15 

 No   
 

37.50% 9 

  
100.00% 24 
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If you had an appointment with a consultant before the birth where was it?  

  
 

Response 
Total 

 Hastings    0.00% 0 

 Eastbourne    0.00% 0 

 Crowborough   
 

13.33% 2 

 Pembury   
 

20.00% 3 

 Haywards Heath   
 

60.00% 9 

 Brighton    0.00% 0 

 Redhill    0.00% 0 

 Other (please specify):   
 

6.67% 1 

  
100.00% 15 

  
 

Did you wish to give birth at a location with a hospital doctor on site?  

  
 

Response 
Total 

 Yes   
 

41.67% 10 

 No   
 

58.33% 14 

  
100.00% 24 

  
 

How do you rate the pre-natal services you received?  

  
 

Response 
Total 

 Excellent   
 

54.17% 13 

 Good   
 

33.33% 8 

 Poor   
 

12.50% 3 

 Very poor    0.00% 0 

  
100.00% 24 
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Where was the child born?  

  
 

Response 
Total 

 At home   
 

25.00% 6 

 In an ambulance    0.00% 0 

 In other vehicle   
 

4.17% 1 

 At hospital / birthing 
centre   

 

70.83% 17 

  
100.00% 24 

  
 

If hospital or birthing centre which of the following:  

  
 

Response 
Total 

 Hastings    0.00% 0 

 Eastbourne    0.00% 0 

 Crowborough   
 

23.53% 4 

 Pembury   
 

29.41% 5 

 Haywards Heath   
 

35.29% 6 

 Brighton   
 

11.76% 2 

 Redhill    0.00% 0 

 Other (please specify):    0.00% 0 

  
100.00% 17 

  
 

Were you transferred during labour?  

  
 

Response 
Total 

 Yes    0.00% 0 

 No   
 

100.00% 24 

  
100.00% 24 
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Did you require a doctor's intervention during labour?  

  
 

Response 
Total 

 Yes   
 

37.50% 9 

 No   
 

62.50% 15 

  
100.00% 24 

  
 

If you required a doctor's intervention during birth, was this for an:  

   
Response 

Total 

 Epidural   
 

 5 

 C-section   
 

 6 

 Episiotomy     0 

 Other (please specify):   
 

 2 

   9 

  
 

How do you rate the birthing service you received?  

  
 

Response 
Total 

 Excellent   
 

83.33% 20 

 Good   
 

12.50% 3 

 Poor    0.00% 0 

 Very poor   
 

4.17% 1 

  
100.00% 24 
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Were you transferred after the birth to another location? 

  
 

Response 
Total 

 Yes    0.00% 0 

 No   
 

100.00% 24 

  
100.00% 24 

  
 

How do you rate post-natal services you received?  

  
 

Response 
Total 

 Excellent   
 

50.00% 12 

 Good   
 

37.50% 9 

 Poor   
 

8.33% 2 

 Very poor   
 

4.17% 1 

  
100.00% 24 

  
 
If you were to have another child would you wish to give birth at a location 
with doctors on site:  

  
 

Response 
Total 

 Yes   
 

37.50% 9 

 No   
 

62.50% 15 

  
100.00% 24 
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If you were to have another child, would you choose to give birth at 
Eastbourne District General Hospital if a full obstetric service were available?  

  
 

Response 
Total 

 Yes   
 

4.35% 1 

 No   
 

95.65% 22 

  
100.00% 23 

  
 
 
 
Please provide any comments you would like to make about the maternity 
services offered to you  

 Response total 15 

3087 

My daughter was born at Crowborough a wonderful hospital and 
service. My two further babies had complications and we had to have 
them in hospital. We chose Pembury, but wanted all our other care in 
Crowborough. 

3090 
CBC was excellent and made the birthing process seamless. Although 
technically very good the midwife could have been warmer and nicer 
both pre and post birth.  

3101 

we were very please Crowborough were so supportive and 
experienced with home births. Hypnobirthing and more pre natal prep 
would have been helpful and the option for pain relief at home but 
otherwise great thanks.  

3105 CBC was excellent very lucky to have this so local to us.  

3107 

The birth and labour at Pembury Hospital was amazing. I can't fault it. 
However, being told on the phone beforehand that I wasn't in labour 
and to stay at home was ridiculous when I was fully dilated. Post natal 
services were pushy on breastfeeding and not letting me rest. Saw far 
too many midwives who had different opinions on how to feed. Left me 
tearful and exhausted.  

4449 Pre-natal at birthing centre Crowborough - I saw a different midwife at 
each appointment during pregnancy - no great experience. 
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4453 

In my first birth I had a private midwife who gave really amazing service 
and real care so I guess I missed it in a way with second. The attitude 
we got when we called when I was in labour was really unwelcoming 
message was 'we'll send you home if you're not in labour'. We called 
four times in the end my husband decided it was time to go. The baby 
was born in the hospital car park! For me it was a wonderful birth as my 
husband was "on it" and I could just get on with giving birth but I 
wouldn't wish this on other couples. To be met with this unwelcoming 
attitude when a woman is in labour, especially when acting on midwife's 
advice. The outcome luckily was good but it could have been different.  

4462 

Summarised: My midwife was excellent. Care at Crowborough was 
excellent. After the birthing centre changed allegiance from Haywards 
Heath to Pembury I noticed an increased use of computer forms and 
this was at the cost of real connection at appointments... 

4476 

My previous children were born at Crowborough - brilliant team of 
midwives and care. due to gestational diabetes and large baby was 
induced early. initially registered with Princess royal but wanted 
Crowborough so registered there then referred to Pembury due to 
diabetes.  

8811 

During contractions I asked for an epidural . I would have preferred if I 
was given this with no fuss! Eventually had to beg which I don't think is 
acceptable. Post natal ward was very noisy at night. I would have 
preferred a quiet and calm environment.  

8849 
Community midwife services were patient centred and informative. I 
chose to see a consultant which was offered because I was of older 
age but midwife led service would have been ample in my case.  

8854 I am very grateful for the excellent care I have received for all my 
labours. 

9579 
I would preferentially go to Brighton as it has full paediatrics as well but 
it should it be full I would go to Eastbourne if they had full 
anaesthetic/obstetric/paediatric teams.  

9583 
Midwives were much better in GP practice. I never saw same one 
twice. if it was my first child I would have been really unhappy and think 
women are not given support to have children at home... 

9596 

My antenatal and post natal services were provided by the community 
team based at Princess Royal...It was rushed and impersonal due to 
lack of time/staff. I chose a home birth for both children and will do so 
again...I couldn't comment on Obstetric services in Eastbourne it is too 
far to travel .  
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